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the BRITISH EAST INDIA COMPANY
"History never told
f
Of monarch-merchants, heroes wandering far,
A stranger tale of traffic or of war. "
Author Unknown.
The British East India Company, a "Big Business" that created
an empire.
One of the most colorful and fascinating stories in
the whole history of Business is that of the nritish East India
Company, the trading company that, in the two centuries and a
half of its existence, created an empire as well as a great
trade that, in this twentieth century, nritain would certainly
hate to lose, though the empire does seem to Be slipping from
her grasp.
It is impossiBle, in the space of any one essay, to
tell the story in much detail; or to tell, even in a sketchy
manner, of the activity of the company in all the East, so I
shall limit my story to the nonoraBle Company in India, except
as it is necessary to touch upon other phases to explain the
main story.
Background of the Company.
The Background of the Company stretches
Mercantilism far into the past, to the days of Edward I,
who laid the foundations for a system of
national regulation of industry and commerce which enaBled his
successors to devise a national policy for increasing revenue
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2iDy maJcing the sources from which it might he obtained produce
more freely. In 1390 Richard of Ayileshury gave as his opinion
that, since neither gold nor silver were to he found in -tiJngland,
if the merchandise that went out of the country were wisely
regulated, the money in the land would remain there and "great
plenty of money" would come from abroad, J?urthermore , he argued,
the value of imports should never exceed the value of exports.
This is obviously the origin, in Bngland, of the
mercantile theory that power depends on three things; accumula-
tion of treasure, development of shipping, and maintenance of
an effective population. Accumulation of treastire, in a
country which lacks mines, must be secured by regulating the
flow of precious metals and exchanges; and by regulating the
export and import of commodities. Development of shipping
calls for the encouragement of the employment of British ships;
increase in the volume of trade, which uses more ships; pre-
ference for distant trade over coastwise, since the former
gives more employment to ships and since the commodities in-
volved usually can not be produced at home. Maintenance of an
effective population demands the introduction of new trades and
the development of old so as to employ more people, and the
increase of agriculture and fishing to provide food for an
enlarged population.
The very close association of the East India Company
I
with the carrying out of this theory will readily be seen. In
fact, if there had been no mercantile theory, the chances are
that there would have been no British East India Company, I
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3It early became clear that the simplest
Trading Com- way to maintain such a hold on commerce as to
panics "regulate it wisely" was to grant special
|
trading privileges to a body of merchants who
should then become responsible for conducting the trade in the
manner most advantageous for the realm. i?'rom the point of view
of government, this system was useful since it provided an easy'
method of levying and collecting duties on the trade, and of
enforcing lav/s regarding wages, apprenticeship, export of
bullion, and the like.
The merchants themselves found association in trading
companies an advantage. i?'rom Anglo-Saxon days, traders of each i
sort in each locality had banded themselves together for mutual
protection and assistance, then needed on account of the fre-
quency of neighborhood wars, brigandage, and fraud. As trade
expanded, the value of association increased proportionally, so
from the reign of nenry IV on, trading companies were organized
under charters that gave special privileges and protection to
the nritish merchant members carrying on business in the
!
specified regions,
|
Among the special privileges and advantages offered
by membership in such a company was that, in theory and in
practice, it was a monopoly, shareholders had a common
capital so that they traded as one individual and divided the
profits or shared the losses, as the case might be. Vdien they
had been given the monopoly of any trade, no other person coulq
I
have any part in it unless he succeeded in buying stock from
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4some shareholder; since the company was the sole seller of the
goods it imported, it had complete control of prices so could
make them as high as the traffic would hear. It secured fair
play among merchants as no one could trade at odd times or
secretly, nor could any one undersell the others. x>ecause the
king had no control of activities outside his ovm realm, and
there were very few ports with any form on consular service
,
it secured protection for the lives and property of its memherif
in foreign lands, it had a Recognized status for the recovery
of debts and other civil business, there was a central author!
to which the individual could appeal for assistance, it pro-
vided a means for securing special tolls and customs for their
goods through negotiations with native princes, much as the
government does today. Another thing of no small importance,
members going in person to conduct their trade could secure
safe and comfortable board and lodging at reasonable terms in
the factories of their company. And last, but not least,
piracy on the high seas was so common that it was necessary
for ships to sail in fleets as a matter of safety, and who so
safe a companion as a member of your own organization?
These trading companies were of two sorts: the
regulated companies, in which every member traded separately
on his own capital but was bound to observe the rules laid dowii
for the whole fellowship, which permitted a limited competitio||i
among members, and into which any subject might be admitted
upon payment of the entrance fee; the other, the joint-stock,
which was a single corporation with one capital which the
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5members held in common.
The oldest nritish trading companies of which v^e
have any record were the Mamhurg 6ompany, trading to Calais,
the Low Conntries, and the naltic, chartered hy iiidward I in
1296; the Russian or Muscovy Company, chartered hy Edward VI
in 1552; and the Turkey or Levant Company, chartered in 1581
to trade with the eastern mediterranean and the Indies.
From the earliest days there had
been a general illusion surrounding the
India trade, and still is, for that
matter. Its staples were more romantic
than those of the West, "peacocks, apes,
and ivory" (the very names sing in the
mind) "gold and frankincense and myrrh", richer and finer
fabrics, gorgeous jewels, spices, perfumes, sandalwood, all
alluring to the imagination as v/ell as to the senses. The
great scale on which this business must be carried on, the
great fortunes which rumor said could be and had been made
from it, the mysterious remoteness of the region where it ^
must be conducted, the adventure and risk involved, all lent
|
a mantle of glamour to the India trade; it appealed tremendouj^-
ly to a bold and enterprising age.
That it was possible to reach this land of wealth
j
beyond the dreams of avarice by way of the sea was an idea
that could not die. J?rom the dim mists of dead centuries,
the tradition persisted that the Pharoali Necho had sent
traders from the Red Sea to India, and that the Phoenicians
Appeal of
the India
trade to the
imagination
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had sailed from that ssjne Red Sea arotind Africa to enter the
Mediterranean from the west. In fact, so strong was this
belief, some unnamed cartographer, malting a portolano, or map-
sketch, of the Jiuropean and Mediterranean lands not later than
1531, ventured to include the whole outline of Africa, Arabia,
and the western shores of India. His work is strangely true
in its essentials.
i?lrst of the Atiropeans to venture out into the un-
Icnown, acting upon this theory, were two uenoese of high estate,
A manuscript portolano, from which the tracing at the top of
this page was made, is among the possessions which J:^ing John
of Port'ugal took with him to Rio de Janiero when he fled from
I'lapoleon. It is now kept in the National Library of nrasil,
where I was allowed to copy it as well as I could.
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fheodosius i>oria and Ugolino vivaldi, who sailed straight west
from u-ihraltar for the Ji)ast; "but, as they were never heard
from afterwards, it is the Portnguese who claim first place in
the field of Indian exploration and trade. Their inspiration
was Prince Henry the navigator, that great and pathetic figure
whose duty to his state kept him forever on dry land, though
his heart and vision turned ever to the sea. ne must prepare
and equip other men for the explorations that he longed to make;
he turned the direction of navigation and commercial enterprise
into a new course, successive expeditions sent out under his
direction discovered uape nojador, uape nlanco, Uape Verde.
The Portuguese were creeping dov/n the coast of Africa, hut it
was not until 1471 that they reached the equator, fifteen
years later, Pom Joob II sent out two expeditions: one, the
famous voyage of Pias which rounded the Cape of Good Hope; the
other, the less well known voyage of Pedro de Corvilhan from
Egypt to India hy way of the Red Sea. In the course of this
latter voyage, de Corvilhan visited the Malahar Coast and the
Persian Gulf, then v/ent down the African coast on the east
al-raost to the point that Pias had reached from the opposite
direction. His report made it certain that ships which once
passed the Cape could reach India.
In 1497 Vasco da Gama sailed from Lisbon in the SAN
GABRIEL, reached Calicut the next year, and was received by
the king who sent back a cargo, consisting mainly of samples
of what his country had to sell, and a message to the King of
Portugal. "I have had the pleasure of welcoming to my realms
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81* Calicut
2. Goa
3. Diu
4. Daman
5. Puttalam
6* Bombay
7* Colombo
8, Jaffnapatam
Portugese
Adventurers
Vasco da Gama, a gentleman of your house-
hold, My country produces an abundance of
cinnamon, cloves, ginger, pepper, and pre-
cious stones; I desire to obtain from yours
gold, silver, coral, and scarlet," *
King Manuel sent fleet after fleet in rapid succession,
impressed the natives with Portuguese power by defeating the
Moors who were already established there as traders, built
strong factories for trade, and eventually defeated the King of
Calicut himself, took Goa and fortified it as the capital of a
Portuguese empire in the East,
From the first, the Portuguese recognized the political
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9implications of their exploration, so they lost no time in
getting Papal hulls which granted them sole jurisdiction over
their discoveries; at the same time, they jealously guarded the
secret of how to reach the new lands,
JJJow the Dutch had little respect for
Early Dutch Papal hulls, and less intention of being
ventures harred out of a profitable trade by them,
if only they could find the route to the
East, Flemish printers were the best in the world at map
maJcing, and they were utterly virithout conscience in regard to
spreading the knowledge of what they learned from the maps they
copied. The first real atlas ever printed, issued by Wagenaer
in Leyden in 1585, * gave charts, sketches of headlands, lati-
tude, distances, and sailing directions for entering harbors,
Jan Huygen von Linschoten of Haarlem, resident in Lisbon,
spent much of his time collecting similar data concerning the
East, He even went to (roa as a member of the train of the
Archbishop in order to find out more about the situation. He
published a full account of his investigations in 1596 under
the title ITIITERARIO, VOYAQE OFTE SCHIPVAERT VM J.AH HUYGHSN
VAH LINSCHOTEN NAER OOST OFTE PORTUGAILS INDIEN; two years
later the book appeared in English,
In 1595 Cornelius Houtman, in command of the first
Dutch venture to the East, made a treaty with the King of
Bantam that opened the Indian Archipelago to Holland, There
This atlas is the earliest recognized by seamen as a true
atlas, and is so rated by Chatterton -"Old East IndiamenVP.Sl
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roJ foaqooi ol&ttl J5fiff ifo^ arid- woa
Jo ttottaotnl eaeX />ii:b ,BlIud I^qa^ d. fssd
^(S abait oldM^tJoiq a Jo &vo eyrcnf/tev
9d& o& oduorL 9£l& J)nll bJjjoo x9dt Jt
qa« d-a l>X*iow oi(t xrX ts9<f odf orcew a^ednXnq rfeXmeX^
od Mason ul eoaoloBaoo duoddlw x-^‘i9ddir enow voxCd- biui iSnXataa
TCOfJjf aqan orl^ raon^ X>onx3©I
-terit d^ailw lo osJ^oXwonaC orft snUBaonqa
naaiH»s«^ MircaX ,be&aliq nevo aald^a Xaon d^enllt eilT .JMXqoo
-Xd-aX ,a^iipXX>aoff Jo aododede ,8d'*iaifo ovas ,fl8CI nl iioJ&xa'I al
.anotfnaxf snito^xro no^ arrc td-oonll) s^ii-^Xaa iinp .eoonad-BXfi
.oJ&i/d*
^noffEiil nl d-rtoiXaen .moXnaaii Jo cod-oiloBixiii nov ire^'^oH naU
ori^ ^i±iner,£r.ov s&ab naXiria s^ci*3»XXoo offlld* eXrf rfoxrra Xnoga
9dd ^0 riXand orid* Jo noXcioa a aa arXJ o:^ d-now irero oH .d-aaS
On .xroi^axrdXa orfX yxfod’a onor d-xro J5nl> od^ noMo aJt goife irfrfonA
nofimr 3€'-iX «i anoXcfasXXaovfrX alrf Jo tmroooB JCJjjJ a Jbarfp XXcfxrq
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.rfeXXsft-"* Hi Mnaoqqa ^ootf odd nodaX
d'snXt orfd- Jo 5mm:oQ ta ,xxamdxfoE ax/iXomcoO deSX hI
lo orid lid Xw ^jdaend a obatn ,d8a3 odd od ©ULfdiioT liodi/M.
onod'i’ .ftncXXoii cd” osaXoqXrionil noXJifil odd X>©Hoqo dadd madned
sirrJ >1 ec nemaoo Tjtf* fissfnaoosT iefUliee orf^ si VeWa alrfT *
X3 .‘IVxiortr.if «I daa3 XXO”- ncdnoddadU ii(f Mdan oa aX baa ,eaXda
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was great loss of men, money, and ships on this expedition, hnt
the survivors were so thoroughly convinced that there were
opportimities for tremendous profits from a successful voyage
that in 1598 a fleet of twenty-two ships was sent out, and
returned with a cargo that produced a profit of 400^ on the
spices alone.
After that there was such a rush of cut-throat com-
petition for a time that prices went up in the Indies and down
in Europe; profits vanished, hut the ihitch ran out of large
ships and had to go to England to huy more. That was Just too
much for the British. They had to get into this trade at once.
iiome far-sighted Englishmen had seen
the opportunity offered hy the Indian trade
long before, as is evidenced hy a petition
sent to Henry VIII hy a group of statesmen
in 1511, "Vi/hen we would enlarge ourselves"
they vrrote, "let it he that way we can, and to which it seems
the eternal Providence hath destined us, which is hy the Sea,
The Indies are discovered, and vast treasure brought from thenc^
every day. Let us, therefore, bend our Endeavors thitherward,
and if the Spaniards or Portuguese suffer us not to Join with
them, there will yet he region enough for all to enjoy." *
Robert Thome, a London merchant who was living in
Seville, wrote to his king in the same vein in 15S7, "In a
fleete of three Ships and a Caravel that went from this Citie
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iiot& iTc B^jbrfc Axib ,'.j®£ro'^ i^ron Tto osoX J'/sbt^ b^iw
o^oTf bBoirtraoo vXxl^^-oftcrit oo <rcBW QTovXvrnm erfj-'
.Ci/leeaooi/8 B woT^ 8xroJ&iroin®ii ttoTc 8eii-±/ccf^ioqqo
boB .,tiro tae^ bbw a^ifCo owt’-x^atwS to teell a 8€«I al fjtd&
0{i& ao i^CP Xo rf'ltoTq a £®ai/£oaq ogiap a ifd-lir J&ermr^o^
•aaoXa aaolan
-noo Tlo tfsin b rinxrc saw «nerf^ &Bdi^ I9t\k
tSKOb him 8©l/)al exf^- nl <ijj tstBv B9otiq &B£i bb^H b io> notft^Bq
o^rLBl &UO JXBI dotJud edf firtf ,b9daJtaiT jogo-rjati at
oot (faxrt R6 t. ^a/fT .d*ioitr xfrrf ot Jb/nrl^jct; ot os of JBiari ^xsb aqXriB
.ooao 9bMa& B±st& o&ai ;f©3 ot f'axf x®^ .rfei^iia o/ft lol doirm
iX0®8 fiaxl ixer/fsils^ £>®^xfS.Xe~iB*5: 5»ob
efkB't;* aeiJftjiI 9d& xd i>aaollo aifd* x^sI Jsn^'
ao±;f2Jaq a fioono.' tTs el ea .eaoted '^ol at deeadj-trf
aeoBB&B&e to quoin a x<f IIIY yrrifsii */iea Oj&b^T bj{^
,
"aovlBE'txro ©stjbXob feli/ow ow itoriVf" .XICI iix
Gffldoe d-i xfoiifw baa ,/ifio ew xbw tjBd;t arf ^X ^oX" ,o^o-xw x®ii^^
• H9ii 9f{& xtf 2-t rioXffw ,6Sf beatfeeb ddsd BooBbtvoi^ lemedo odd
i oaedd e^oit td^oid oiimBBid dBBY boB ^XeiovoosiX bib BBlbal ojfT
I tii
'
r.ioTBoI)iii Tcrno b/rocf ^BiotBi^nd ,8Xf ;fau ,'T/ib x^bxb
fidtw xtlof. oJ- ton exr rtollxm eB®xrsx;;tio^ to eJbouaircsqB T;! baa
’’•XOtit® oX XXa Tol tf^vooB noXs'’^ •d tex IItn Biodd .noxfX
rrl !5^Xvi.r saw oxfw irtadoiBrn aoMoiI b .Bmotff ^fnetfofl
B nl” .V^?;x xti xtXoT atiHS odd at na±X Bid oi od-oriw .oXXl /oB
sX/fd’ jtotI jfn©%* d^df IbybibO b brs aqirfE 8®T£iX ©teoXx
vx - as.tAiam tsae (ijo snr? - aotiBtiBdo
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armed "by the Merchants of it, which departed in Aprill last
past, I and my partener have one thousand fotire hundred ihickets
that we imployed in the sayde J?‘leete, principally for that two
Englishmen, Friends of mine, which are somewhat learned in
Cosmographie should goe in the same iShippes, to bring me
certaine relation of the SitTiation of the Countrey, and to he '
[
expert in the navigation of those Seas, and there to have
information of many other things, and advise that I desire to
loiow especially,” *
’’Especially”, in this case, seem|s to have meant
that they should heg, borrow, or steal Portuguese ”cardes by
which they saile” and"to leame how they understands them”
for in a later letter, Thome mentioned that he had such a
”carde" in his possession. At the same time he wrote in glow-
ing terms of ”the new trade of spicery” and spoke of the abun-
dance of ”golde, Rubies, Diamonds, Balasses, c-ranates, Jacints,
and other stones and pearles,” #
As time went on, Thome seemed to feel that, after
all, it might be wiser to discover a route that should be an
English monopoly, for another lettered to the king urged:
"With a small number of Ehippes there may bee discovered diveri
new Landes and Kingdomes .....to which places there is
left one way to discover, which is unto the horth. Jfor
out of Spain they have discovered all the Indies and Seas
Occidental! and out of Portingall all the Indies and Seas
Orientall.V.
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A modem writer puts similar v/ords into the mouths
of the iilizahethan seamen, "Take John Portingall's route to
the Indies! No, we *11 see him further first; we *11 find out a
road for ourselves," *
However apocryphal these words may he.
Early English they are certainly true to the spirit of
Explorations the times, for in 1553 there was chartered
I
a company of London Merchants with a capi-
tal of oi^GOO to search for the northeast passage. Their two
expeditions were unsuccessful; Hugh Willoughby perished miserah|y
in Lapland; Richard Chancellor reached the Vdiite Sea, from its
shores he travelled overland to Moscow where he opened up
communications with the tsar, John IV ( better known as "Ivan
the Terrible"), This resulted in various schemes for an overlanjL
route through his dominions and those of the Shah of Persia,
Efforts to establish any profitable intercourse through Russia
and Persia to India were soon discontinued, however, as the
route was found to be far too expensive, as well as unhealthy
and dangerous.
If there was no northeast passage, there might be one!
to the northwest, so Erobisher, Mavis, and Hudson sailed to
find it, again to meet with failure, Drake conceived the idea
of getting to the seat of trade by way of the "South Seas",
following the route discovered by Magellan, he equipped five
vessels very completely, taking on board the finest articles
of hritish manufacture, and even including a band of musicians,
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everything that he could thinlc of to dazzle and please the
natives of the far glamourous lands that he was at»out to visit.
On the 13th of December, 1577, he set sail from Plymouth,
passed on through the Straits of Magellan, cruised along the
western coast of Spanish America, and plundered it as a matter
of principle, sailed along the California shore on his way
home. Then he decided not to bother about any possible north-
west passage, since he had all the plunder he could manage to
carry, so he struck off across the Pacific to the Spice Islands,
the Moluccas, where he was welcomed by the King of Temate,
who already hated the Portuguese, and there he began the nritish-
Eastem trade destined to create, eventually, the great Anglo-
Indian Qnpire,
On his retTim home, he was greeted with much acclaim,
but his profits appealed more to some of his fellow countrymen
than did his glory, Elizabeth proposed to found a company of
"such as should trade beyond the equinoctial line" with Drake
as its life governor, but this project was not carried out
until long after his career had ended.
At about this same time, letters from
Early English a Thomas Stephens, rector of the Jesuit
Trading college at balsette, to his father in Eng-
Ebcpeditions land roused great enthusiasm among the
merchants for trading directly with India.
Three of them, Ralph Fitch, James Newberry, and Leedes, went
to India overland as merchant -adventurers. The latter two
remained in India, one as a shop-keeper, the other in the
JU=
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OXl^ 68A9X^ bOB 0XsSBb 0^ Ito DuOitii^ fiJjfOf} 3it fjBSi^
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service of the* u-reat Mogiil; i?*itch returned to iiJngland to
broadcast tales of the richness of the tradd and the ease
with which it could "be esta'blished “by men with ships*
I'homas Cavendish sold his Suffolk estates to get the
money to invest in a voyage to the South Seas and India. He
also stopped over to plunder the Spanish Americas a ‘bit "before
he went on to trade a little in the Ladrones, the Philippines,
the Moluccas, and Java. All the way he was correcting errors
in the Portuguese charts, and in the Islands he was making
ela'borate sailing instructions and notes which gave latitudes
of places, depth and nature of the sea "bed, courses, distances,
anchorages, everything, indeed, which later merchantmen would
need to know. This expedition, profita”ble as it was, proved
that the trade was too "big to "be carried on practicably as an
individual enterprise.
In Cadiz Roads, Drake captured the bAN FELIPE
,
homeward-'bound from the East Indies with papers on "board that
revealed trade secrets, and a mere 4 1,000,000 cargo. A com-
pany of adventurers at once started out, "but their ships got
into trouble at coa with the Portuguese, who held them responsible
for Drake’s depredations. The leaders slipped out of Coa, and
returned to England, convinced that a profitable trade must
follow th» Portuguese route around Africa.
An unsuccessful expedition in 1591 caused interest
to wane until the capture of the MADRE DE DIOS, an East Indian
carrack laden with a 15, 000 cargo, revived it again, but
rather as interest in overland trade, which caused the re-
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charter and expansion of the Levant Company, later a hitter
foe to the British East India Company,
At length news flamed through England,
"Association” The I>utch had successfully carried through
j
of 1599 a voyage and in the course of it had annexe^
some Spanish Colonies in the Spice Islands,
Now that was a real-ly profitable way of warring on Spain, and
since the attack hy the Spanish Armada had already forced
Elizabeth into an open enmity with Spain, she was ready, being
!
a good business woman, to make hostility as profitable as !
possible. Accordingly, when an "Association" of merchants met
in London, subscribed o§ 30, 133 for an East Indian voyage, and i
petitioned the Crown for a charter, adthough the Privy Council
disapproved, the queen shilly-shallied far less than usual,
|
Indeed, as her loyal subject, the Lord Mayor of London, pointea
out, it was outrageous that the Dutch ( the Dutch, of course,
J
not a word about the Spanish ) should double the price of peppefr
to the people of England, No wonder the good merchants of Lon4
I
don were indignant, their queen no less so. She granted the
charter and sent Sir John Mildenhall, by way of Constantinople^
to the Great Mogul vrith letters which applied for trade
privileges for an English company. Before he could reach
Delhi, a new and stronger company had been organized in London^
The Honorable British East India Company under the Charter of
l660 ,
,,
il
!
The Court Minutes of the Company record, under the
date of September 23, 1600: "Whereas divers merchants whose i
names are regestred in the begyning of this booke for the !
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honor of ther natyre Cimtrey and for thadvanncem of the trade
th
of merchanndize w in this reaime of England vppon ther several
adventures apportioned and sett downe of ther volimtarie assent
have vndertaJcen to sett forthe a viage for the discoverye of
the trade of the East Indias and to that ende have Solicited
es
the LI* of her ma most honorable privy Coimcell to move her
ie
j
most Excellent ma for her gracious and royall assent to the
[
th
said enterprise and for to further the same w a grannt of a *
priviledge and other tollerations and favors fytt for the ad-
I
vannceraent of the said trade” * so on the last day of the cen-
tury, December 31, 1600, Queen Elizabeth signed the charter for
"The Governor and Company of Merchants Trading to the East
Indies", in other words, for the British East India Company*
It was composed of 218 members, several of them also members of
the Levant Company, with the Earl of Cumberland as its nominal
head and Sir Thomas Smythe, governor of the Levant Company, as
its first governor* # It was a regulated company; that is, eachj
one of the "knights, aldermen, and merchants" who had paid the
req.uisite entrance fee had the right to trade independently
under the privileges of the Company. In practice, however,
each voyage was managed as a Joint-stock enterprise* Its
management was to consist of 24 directors under a governor*
Stevens - DAM OF BRITISH TRADE TO THE EAST INDIES. Page 11.
The letters out of alignment are not typographical errors, but
appear in similar position in the original; so, too, the words
crossed out are scratched in the original.
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Privileges
granted to
Company
Great privileges were granted to the
Company hy this charter: it was given a
monopoly, legal as well as practical,
"during fifteen years to all parts of Asia
Africa, and America, heyond the Cape of Good Hope, eastward to
the Straits of Magellan, except such countries or ports as may
he in the actual possession of any Christian Prince in amity
with the Queen;" * it had the right to make hy-laws regulating
its business and the people in its employ, consistent with the
laws of the fealm; permission was given to export bullion an-
nually to the amount of (j^30,000 ( that in spite of the long
accepted doctrine of Richard of Aylesbury, of which I have
already spoken ) ; it might send out each year ” sixe good
shippes and sixe good pynnaces and five hundred Mariners, IJng-
lishmen, to guide and sayle"; the first four voyages v/ere to be
free of export duties; neither the queen nor her heirs should
grant to any other trading company licenses to do business with-
in the designated area without the consent of the Company; at
the end of fifteen years, if the trade was found to be benefi- i
cial to the realm, the letters patent shotild be renewed for
another fifteen years. To still further guarantee its monopolj
,
private trading by Company factors and seamen was prohibited^
"It is ordayned and decred that all the preparation
of moneis, merchandizes, and other provisions for this present
voiadge, end all commodityes, moneis, Jewells, and other mer-
chandize retoumed in the said voiadge shalbe holden, reputed.
* Entire charter given in Ilbert -"Government of India. ”Pp, 464-
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land accompted, end "be carried, mannexed, ordered and handled as
i one entyre Joynte and Common Stock of adventure wherein no
]
I
private traffiq.ue, barter, exchaunge, or merchaundizing shalbe
used, practized, or admytted by any particular Covemor, Capten,
Merchaimt, Agent factor, master marriner, officer or other
person whatsoever imployed in the sayde voiadge, or permitted
to goe in the same uppon patne of the losse and forfeiture to
thuse of the General Companie and Adventurers in this voiadge
of all sommes of money, jewells, warres goods, or merchandizes
which shalbe fonnde in the saide shippes or elswhere, carried
forthe or retoumed home by any private or paticuler man, and
not contayned and brought into generall and common accompte and
Joynte adventure of the sayde voiadge. And to thend this pre-
judice of private traffique may the better be avoyded it is
alsoe ordeyned and appointed yt due inquisicion be made in all
and everie the severall shippes of the sayde voiadge and els-
where by serche of all such Chestes, boxes, Packes, Packetts,
books, wrytinges, and other means whereby discoverie may bee
made of the breache of this present ordinaunce." *
In spite of the attractions of the East
Early Voya.g:es India trade, its risks did rather disturb
•under the Charter some of the good merchants, who were more
"solid business men" than adventurers, so
that they were too slow in paying for their subscriptions to
suit the more impetuous members who, thereupon, scraped to-
gether the entire amotint needed for the first voyage. The in-
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vestment was, indeed, a heavy one: ^39,771 to outfit four trade^^
!|
ships and one supply ship
,
RED DRAGOH^ HECTOR, ASCENSION, SUSAN,
|
and GUEST, with supplies for twenty months, and to pay the crewjb
of nearly five hundred men their wages in advance; ^28,742 in
Spanish coin; ^ 6,860 in goods, ( iron, lead, tin, cloth for sale
and a girdle, a case of pistols, plumes, looking glasses, plat-'
li
ters, spoons, glass toys, spectacles, drinking glasses, a plain!
silver ewer for gifts to Indian princes). Because the invest-
ment was so heavy, the queen wanted the expedition to he under
the command of Sir Edward Michelhome, who had been to the EasJ
before in the unsuccessful expedition of 1591. The merchants i
i!
did not see this as any recommendation, they refused to entrustji
their valuable property to any gentleman, so they chose one,
!j
Lancaster; a captain who had been in an unsuccessful expeditiorj!
had learned more from it than a gentleman. Associated with hij
I;
were John Middleton as vice-admiral, and John Davis ( discover-l
or of Davis Straits ) as pilot -major or chief navigating officejir
The week after Easter, April 2, 1601, the little fleet sailed
j|
from Dartmouth. Off the Guinea coast they captured a Portu-
jl
guese ship laden with wine, oil, and meal which they confiscated
j'
"for the good of the squadron"; in July, south of the equator, i
they broke up the supply ship, took what was wolrth keeping, i
and left the hulk derelict; in August, scurvy broke out. When i
'i
they reached Table Bay in September, the men on the RED DRAGON :
had to do the work of getting out the small boats for the
il
whole squadron because they alone had escaped the ravages of
scurvy. Captain Lancaster had learned from his previous voyag^
ex
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and carried " certaine Bottles of the Juice of Limons” which he
served to his men every morning, then made them go without
I
their hreaJcfast, fed them only two meals a day " and those
scanty", gave them little or no salt meat** Mow those sailors
must have grumbled J But they did not have scurvy* When €l11 tlie
sailors of the fleet were well again and fresh provisions had
been laid in, the ships turned again toward the Indies*
At Sumatra they were entertained by the ihitch factor,
who did not recognize them as potential enemies, and with his
aid they secured a concession from the King of Acheen granting
them the right to trade and customs irnmnnity* In spite of
these favors, they found it difficult to collect a cargo, as th|e
I
crops had been bad that year* " The generall daily grew full o:fl
thought how to lade his shippes to save his owne credit, the
merchants^ estimation that set him aworke, and the reputation
of his conntrey: considering what a foule blot it would be to
them all in regard to the nations about us, seeing there were
TOough merchandize to be bxought in the Indies, yet he should
be likely to return home with empty ships*" #
Rather than suffer such a misfortune. Master Lan-
caster left two factors at Sumatra to collect a cargo of peppeil
if they could, which the fleet woxild pick up later; he wandered
on vfith the ships, looking for Portuguese merchantmen to plunder*
bticcess was with him in this effort, for he met and captured
the ST. THOME in the Malacca Strait. Then the problem was not
kaxldiam- tHK VOYACfS'?W KaSOT L^CASTER* tage 62.
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where to get a cargo, tut where to stow it. "Within five or i
1
sixe daies we had unladen her of 95^ paclces of Calicoes end
Pintados, tesides many paches of merchandise: she had in her
much rice and other goods whereof we made small account.
j
"Tlie Cenerall was very glad of this good hap, and
very thaxJcfiill to G-od for it, and a,s he toj.d me he vras mucli '
lornd to God that had eased him of a very heavy ca^e, and that
he could not he thankfull enough to him for this blessing
given him. J?‘or, saith he, He hath not onely supplied my neces-|
sities to lade these ships I have; hut hath given me as much as
will lade as many more shippes as I have, if I had them to lade.
Captain Lancaster had guessed correctly how the good
cargos were secured; however, he stopped at Acheen, collected
his cargo of spices and pepper, letters and presents from the
King of Acheen to Queen Elizabeth, then sailed for hantam. The
ASCENSION and SUSAN were sent directly home as their holds
were full.
n
At Java he rated the natives as "the greatest pickere
and theeves of the world” ( Did he think, "Ourselves excepted?^ )
yet he did a good business there, laded with more cargoes of
pepper, established a regular factory, sent out a pinnace -unde]*
William Stanley to trade in the Moluccas so that on the next
voyage there should be no delay in discharging British cargo
and taking on eastern goods. At last, February 20, 1603, he
sailed for England which he reached after almost unbelievable
hardships and near disasters, safe "for which, thanked be
*Fra2 er -"British India” .P.31, .# Idem. Page 30.
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aimi^tie God, Tidio hath delivered us from infinite perils and "
dangers, in this long and tedious navigation." *
The results of the voyage were eminently satisfactory to
all concerned. Lancaster was knighted hy King James, who now
sat on KLizaheth*s throne; the stock-holders got a 95^ dividend
on their investment; the trade was definitely established in
the East.
The next expedition found a lively Portuguese -Dutch
war going on in the Islands when it arrived under the command
of yir Henry Middleton, Most of the native rulers were allied
with one or the other of the two contestants, so trade would
have been nil if Stanley had not had cargo enough waiting to
fill the holds of the bUSM and the HECTOR, which sailed for
home at once. The RED DRAGON and the ASCENSION waited about
for another eight months, in spite of the opposition of the
Dutch who, now that they were having rather the better of it
in the war with the Portuguese, tried to prevent the inter-
loping of another rival by assuring the native rulers that
these English were nothing but a set of pirates whom the King
of Holland was going to exterminate just as soon as he got
around to it, but their removal was really such an unimportant
thing that he could not be bothered with it until affairs here
were settled to his satisfaction. Ihe natives accepted the
story and refused to trade with Middleton. The gallant captain
could see no sense in being regarded as a pirate without de-
serving the title, so, as there was no other trade to be had,
niarldiam-vOYAGlJ Oi’" MASaJlJR J^IE^ tiAl^CA^TER.' i>age" 107
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he tried his hand at the "business of free'booting, ITie stoclc- I
i
holders collected a profit of o^58,000 on an investment of
60,000.
In 1609 King James renewed the charter of Queen
Eliza"beth, with more ample powers for acquiring new factories
and possessions, and granted them the exclusive privileges of
trade to the East Indies "forever"; with the same reservation,
however, as in their first charter, "that should this trade not
"be fonnd profitable to the kingdom, it was to cease and deter-
mine after three years* notice." *
Before the next voysige, the i>utch had eliminated the
Portuguese in the Islands, though not on the mainland of India,
so the British traders from that time on had only one national
rival in the trade they most desired, that of the i:ipice Islands.
Here, although the i>utch were already well established, the
English appear to have had little further trouble in getting
cargoes; their difficulty seems, rather, to have been in getting
away with them before the Hutch helped themselves to the load.
On this third voyage, a Company ship for the first time touched
on the coast of India, secured concessions from the ureat Mo-
gtil, only to have them cancelled when the Portuguese brought
pressure to bear upon him. In spite of this setback, the
voyage might be considered a success, since the profits were
23496 and factories at Bantam and in the Moluccas were strength-
ened.
* John Bruce’s speech in the Committee of the House of
Commons, May 31, 1813. Printed in PAMPHLETEER. "Vol.!! .Pp.441-465.
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It was in 1611 that Sir Henry Middleton appeared again in
the East, this time at Camhay, where a Portn^ese squadron
tried to prevent him from landing, hut sir Henry refused to
recognize their right to prevent him since the irreat Mogul was
j
not subject to the King of Portugal and this was Mogul territory,
|i
not Portuguese. In the meantime, he had been secretly informed
by natives that they would be glad to trade with him if they
dared, as they would if the Portuguese were out of the way. As
a result, a cursory battle took place, the English succeeded in
landing but not in trading, since they carried no goods that
the natives wanted. However, again Captain Middleton practised
piracy of a sort, enough to complete his cargo.
On the next voyages the Hritish trader|&
Establishment established factories at Patapoli, Patane,
of factories and Bantam so that agents of the Company
stationed there could be collecting cargoes
to have ready to ship when the vessels arrived from England,
thus eliminating the difficulty of getting something to trade
in after they had come so far to trade.
The natives of the Spice Islands were not paticularly
eager for English goods, but were paticularly anxious to get
Indian textiles. The English agents at Bantam wrote home:
"that the cloths and calicoes imported from Cambaya were in
great request and if the factories could be furnished with them
they could be profitably exchanged for pepper and finer spices:
the factors therefore recommended that a trade should be attemp|ted
at Surat and Cambaya; that two ships should be employed to
al li«>Te«<r(i8 riOifeXljJilit yrtiteB tJtS ;f8xft XJCdl stt aiiw &I
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• oXafd- od* *tel oe emoo J6ad xerid- tcedl-a nX
llTBlcroid-aq d-ort enow aXitaXel eoXqS add lo sovXdaxt edT
fo's od airoXxna xltnJjfotdjiq ©now dird ,3X003 daXIviK nol it-z^aa
rofliod edonw aedaad ds odno^a deXX^efi odT .-^eXXdxed- rcaXXitl
nX snow aT^erfcieO aonl XednoqcrX eoooXXao X«8 erfd-oXo add dadd"
mdd ddXw XedaXimnt od Xltroo aoX-iodoal odd IX Xira daoxfpon daen^
ir.eoX iB ne/rXl Xna neeqeq nol Xesxtadoro TcXrfadXlonq erf XXrroo
M
i
(
\
Xed Tjiedda erf Xlxrode eXand a dadd XeXxiemniooen enolonodd anodoal erid
od Xe^oXq/ro orf XXirodB aqXdr. o^rd dadd ,‘axBrfflUiO Xna da*ufij da
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piorchase goods at those ports to he sent for sale to J^antam ani;
the Moluccas, which would increase the general^ profit of the
;
annual voyages." * !
'I
In pursuance of this advice, factories were set up in
Cxogo, Ahmedahad, Gamhay, and Surat, the first firm footing on
the continent of India, the nucleus of the great British iJmpire
in India.
On the first eight voyages, the nonorahle company
I'
had managed to derive an average gross profit of 17196, which
was large enough to keep them in the business, in spite of op-
'
position from the Portuguese and Dutch abroad and from politiFsil
and business rivals at home, even though this profit was ^ust
about as much the result of piracy as of legitimate trade.
In order to carry on this trade, the
Establishment Company had been in the habit of hiring th
of Shin -yard
5
use of ships suitable for such long and
dangerous voyages, since this permitted
them to use their entire capital in the commerce itself, inste
of having a major part tied up in the vessels that carried it.
However, ship owners, learning of the profits that the stock-
holders were making, decided that they were not getting their
full share, since without their ships there could be no trade,
and no 17196 diiridends. Accordingly, the owners of large ships,
the only ones of any use whatever in the Indian trade, took
advantage of the situation to raise the price to o^45 a ton for
|
each voyage. They nearly killed the goose that laid the goldeiji
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j, i BeXYxeo d/jrid sX©Re9V add nX qi^r Boid dxec^ Yotea « ^ilved to
-:food? ax'd dexfd oditctig axld lo ^IxtxjroX ,ei©ir,70 qtda itoYowou
Yd''dd r/tiddD5 doxx ene;/ dexld BebiooB e^av/ aioBXod
, ' u it oxt ed BXxtoo 97©xfd egldc Ydodd dJL'’cddXw ©oxrtB ,©Yex£8 XXxf^
^gerfda to strexof/o exid C^xtXf'ioooX. . BxteBiwiB hX7X oxi Bxis
^Tood ,eBBYd xteXBnl edd xri Yav&dsxfw eeix xn» to e©*tc -dd
Yot xrod s od aoXtrq ca:r aeJLatc od xroXdeixdXe odd to o'^^^d^rBe
j [sBXot^ 9dd BXaI d.-’dd oeoos ox^d BoIXIdT xedT .e-vBXOV doe9
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6gg fl-oing so, for the Compaiiy had no mind to endure any
profiteering at its expense ( even thoiigh the word had not yet
"been coined ); on the contrary, they determined to huild their
own ships. In 1607 they leased a ship -yard at i>eptford, where,
in less than a year, two East Indiamen were 'built, i’he first
to slip down the ways was the TRADES INCREASE, of 1100 tons
burden; the second was the PEPPERCORN, only slightly smaller.
The Icing attended the launching in person, accompanied by most
of his court. It was a gala day for everybody except the men
who had been renting their ships to the Company, /dien the boo|:s
were balanced, it was found that it had cost ilO a ton to
build ships as against ^.45 a ton for the use for a single
voyage. The result was obvious. The Company would hereafter
use only the ships it built. Soon the Deptford yard was em-
ploying 500 skilled workmen; in eight years it built more than
any other yard in the kingdom had ever done in a like time; by
1621 the Company ov/ned 10,000 tons of shipping, all of its own
building, manned by 2500 able seamen.
The magnitude of this program proved its undoing,
isuch large scale production required the payment of so many
salaries, and probably gave rise to so much graft, that an ex-
cessive amount of capital was tied up in yards or spent in the
maintenance of yards; so, in 1627, ship-building was given up,
and the Company again leased or bought ships built by other
men. These others had learned their lesson, it seems, for
never again do we hear of excessive charges for East Indiamen.
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Reorganization of the Company
In 161? the directors of the Company decided
jMew Form to reorganize it so that in form it should agree
with fact, and he legally, what it had always been
in practice, a joint-stock company instead of a regulated
company. This change was made necessary hy the conditions
existing or foreseen. The Portuguese had realized the serious-
ness of the iiritish rivalry and were preparing to use force to
kill it, so that if it were to continue in business, it must
shortly be prepared to meet force by force. This would reqxiire
more ships, more heavily armed, and more money for their main-
tenance. Also, this increased capital must be always ready for
immediate use by the directors, if an emergency should arise,
Jibcperience had shown that under the old organization,
when a number of members had subscribed for each particular
voyage, but not the same men for each nor all the members for
any one, there had been great rivalry among the various groups
and little or no cooperation; before one venture was home, an-
other was sent out; agents were bidding against one another for
cargo for the ships they represented, which raised the price of
goods for everyone; the ship of one voyage frequently would be
lying empty at a port waiting for cargo,while the agent of an-
other voyage would be holding cargo waiting for a ship in that
same port; there were numberless other difficulties in keeping
accounts and in assessing establishment charges fairly. It was
quite clear that union would make for strength and do away with
much waste of energy and capital.
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When they realized this, the owners of the different
stoclcs joined together to make a common capital which was to he
used for all purposes of the Uompany for a definite period, ad-
ministered hy a governor and hoard of directors. It was in this
connection that the word ” stock" was first used in our modem
commercial sense of a share in a corporation. At first this
stock was not marketable, each of the ?76 shareholders invested
anew for each voyage, he was responsible for his shares until
the transaction was completed and the profits, if any, assigned
to him hy the directors. In 1657 the shares became permanent
capital, never to he distributed among the members so long as
the Company should endure, but holders could dispose of them as
they could of any other property.
After 1679, when King Charles II seized for his own
use the money which had been lodged for safety in the Bfttish
mint, people felt uneasy about entrusting the care of their
money to anyone, and nnsafe at having it hidden about the house.
In such times, investing in stock gave them a chance to employ
it profitably, so "buying a block of stock" became a popular
practice, although it was done with considerable sense of risk
in the istuart days. So, among other things, vre must credit or
blame the East India Company for originating the stock-market,*
Sir Josiah Child gives an especially good explanation
of the new organization of the British East India Company, ’’A
Corporation by charter (and if it were by an Act of Parliament
it woTild be better) into which Stock all the King’s Subjects,
East inilia stock even iDecameVin stock ^gam^ling^’^ and a "crash in
the market" in 1720, when, as a result of speculation^ it rose from
106 to 445, then fell suddenly Yribien speculators woke up.
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?
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of what condition soever, have at the foimdation of it, liher4r
li
ty to Adventure what sum of money they please. The Stoc!ke and j
Trade is managed hy a iselect Council or Committee, consisting
of a G-ovemor, i)eputy, and 24 Committees, chosen annually "by
;
the Generality; in which every Adventurer doth not vote alike,
hut proportionally to his Stocke, viz. Every 250 Original
Stocke hath one vote; ^500 paid in hath two votes, etc, Aftei
the first Stocke is settled, no Man can come in hut hy Purchase,
which every Englishman hath an equal liberty to do," * '
Expansion
throughout
the Orient
Meanwhile business was increasing constant-
ly, although scarcely steadily, in spite of th^
wild tales which the Jhitch traders were telling
i|
to the native princes of British pirates, soon
!'
to he wiped out by the might of nis Most Puis-|j
li
sant Majesty, the King of Holland, Though the tales spread
li
fan and wide through the Spice Islands where the Hollanders
had long been established, the new-comers continued to com-
jj
pete for the highly profitable trade there, as well as in othjer
parts of the Orient; as, for example, in Japan, where the |i
Company maintained a factory for ten years, from 1613 to 1623lt
In the Persian Gulf, the Portuguese still had a monopoly and
|;
|:
were strong, yet the Hritish determined to go after that trade,
too. Ships were sent out from Surat laden with Indian goods;
the Portuguese tried to stop them, but in the battle which
ensued they were decisively defeated, and the natives, in
characteristic fashion, tuirned to the Hritish, Ormuz, center
*Childe - TREjiriSE ON THE EAST IHt)IA TRADE, Page 32
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of the Port'u^ese trade in the region was destrayed, and in 16218
they were driven out entirely from the trade they had monopolized
so long. In 1654 they were compelled to own that the Jsritish
had a right to reside and trade anywhere that they chose in th^
East.
In the Red Sea, Captain Saris in the CLOVE with a
firman ( franchise ) from Constantinople, and Captain Thomas
in the HECTOR ( with nothing much hut a good imagination) bar-
tered English goods for Indian cloth and calico to sell to the
next ship they met. Their system was simple and effective;
they held up merchant ships and from them "bought" anything thdy
carried that was salable, at a price which the Hritish captainsi
fixed.
The tea trade with China was slower in developing,
for it was not until 1667 that the first load of only 100
pounds was brought from that country to England.
Although the Company agents were making the most of
any opportnnity that presented itself, it was the spice trade
which they most coveted, and which they promoted by all pos-
sible means, fair or foul, if any means are "foul" in trade.
Perhaps the most successful of these schemes was that of using
the quarrels of native rulers to further Company interests by
making alliances with them wherever the possibility appeared.
The Company woxild then support the allied prince in his wars,
and collect a suitable reward for Hritish services in the form
of trading privileges, land for a factory, decreased duties,
or whatever it was that was desired at that time in that par-
al bttM 3SW i!iot3»T arf;^ al 9bmt& s/<tTt
fif siXoqr.ixon bBd oJiuiit exfd- norrt: ^lerrXi’ft® txro csriiJi Butv x^df
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ticxilar area, a method used later with even greater success in
India*
Although the founding of the iiritish East India Com-
pany was an indirect attack upon the colonial empire of apain,
it led to an immediate maritime warfare with holland and Portu-
gal and an ultimate world-wide rivalry with J?‘rance* *
Much has heen written about the rivalry •
Quarrels between England and Spain, especially in the day|^
with the of Good Queen Bess; actually Britain was faced
Dutch with another and far wore formidable rival as it’
entered upon its career of over-seas expansion
and trade in the early 17th century. This was the new i>utch
state. At first the people of England felt anxiety only about
their fisheries in the horth Sea, then they found themselves
crowded out of Russia, next a Dutch treaty with the Hanse towns
(1615) placed the Baltic trade almost completely in Dutch hands
Quite naturally, there grew up in the minds of the members of
the British East India Company the determination that the East
should tell an entirely different story, and that their fate
should not be like that of the Muscovy and Eastland Companies,
whatever the means that they might have to use to save themsel7l|Bs.
In 160S the States General of Holland chartered a
* As Nolan ( HISTORY OF BRITISH E^a?IRE IN INDIA AND THE EAST .
Page 768 ) says :”His (Lancaster’s) attack upon the Portuguese
was in keeping with the spirit of the age, and the state
of the nation. Every English mariner and citizen, from the
time of the Armada, had taken upon himself, as far as in him
lay, to avenge that outrage." Spain and Portugal were under the
same crown at this time, and until 1640.
*
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i’lfOcfB noj-tiT'-f aoarf aari rioir^A
XaJB 9if.t xr2 tSiljuq^ fi£CRlv^t^ acorz&ed alBi'XAU'
•OooBt 8 j3W j^sofi xte-'irJ iooO to o rfit-
&Jt 8 ti Xsvi'x ©IcfxjJ&Irmot oioiw x^t J&na leil^ons tf&tn do txr*'
ffcierte'iTo Y" ffoqir J&e't©d’jtxe
xfo;fx/<x vroxt ©dJ- ?.«¥,' eid"
.
.T'J^rroo fid'll i^J’xb© ©rid" fil ©fiBrrt
d-jTodn vj^ro '^.^oi-ins ;fl©t fricI-Ati-- to ©Igo©q[ f»rfd daiit d-A .©d^d's
pr>‘"."3 3 C!©ifd’ iTrrjot Yen'd ftadd
,
0^8 rfdio*! ©dd jad aeiiedait liodd’
Bowed ©ertsH ©/fd ddiw •^d’ae'xd’ dod“o<r a dxo/r ,Tla8 j[ffl tc dxro JS©fiwo*io
,pfifL»jd dod’xAi od ^[Xsdolffuioo d'sopJ'/' «&aTd odt/ J ©.fd Jbeoalg (6I.'il)
to BTOcf-Tioin nrid to eX>frJt.’JT eild oi ci/ ©Tr>/“ ^-.ISHurfnn eflirw
teaia ©dd" dand ooXd’aitiurrod’oA odd’ d’ea^I dald'dia ©rid
©+n'> Ttlarfd- d-ax’d- baa ,vfOd-8 d-nsoottiJb Tjloiid'xi© ae XIod- JBXi/oria
*:.© toac.'noO X>ji«Id8a^ Lite ^oub//’a ©rid to d’arid’ ©^fXl ©rf den f»Xxrori9
.^f^Ie-offrerid ©vaa od ©an od ©vari dri^la darid anp©ai ©rid" 'roT©dariw
*
^siad-iarf© ^lojllori to X^ioooO 8»dad8 ©rid “^OaX ol
i
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*D
. ':vd.:j irm aaA AKTHI I!I IVdlTlHS lO YflOrCIE ) oaloll bA *
o^oi/^'d'Sc'X ©rfd aoqu ^oadda f a ’*T©dopr:.x©>I) aXH’’: b^oc ( 8a V ©v?
'
hifidri orid coa ,©V‘© tdt to .'lr[tqe ©rid” ridlw 50±q©orf oi saw
©rid crool ,£tss:!:dXD fxia 'r©nl'ia<n rfeil^xtii x;i9v2. .iioid«xr ©rid tc
miri til Bn lat aa ,tX©efflXr oogcr ri©DCad fieri .afianriA ©rfd to ©raid
jrid 'tdfiojj Xa^f/dooX fiaa rricqP. ".©•Ao'idiro darid ©^©ra od .Y^X
. ''^ai Ildtu/ Cite , -;inXd r.Xrid da owono ©atse
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Dutch East India Company, in order to prevent the cut-throat
competition of which I have already spolcen, which threatened
the very existence of their eastern trade. ITie charter gave
the Company monopoly of trade and practically sovereign powers
of government. Seven years later, to promote Company husiness,
a u-ovemor-Creneral was sent out to the East, a capital was
established on the western end of Java, at Batavia, vrlth fo;?ti'
fications, a protected harbor, supplies for inter-island tradixjjg
voyages, as well as a factory. At about this same time the
first Dutch factory in India was established at Pulicat, soon
followed by one at Surat. The growing British company did not
look with any favor on this expansion, so it was not long be-
fore hostilities resulted, and the two groups of traders were
waging a bitter war, although their respective countries were
at peace, ny 1618 the nritish had four times tried, unsuecess4
fully, to take natavia. The Butch retaliated by seizing severd
small islands that had been occupied by the nritish with nativf
consent. A British fleet under sir Thomas Bale was promptly
sent to restore the balance of power in the isunda Archipelago.
Meanwhile both companies were presenting long lists of grievanf
ces against each other to their respective governments. To
attempt to settle the differences, Dutch ambassadors accompanied
by five representatives of the Dutch East India Company were
sent to London. They arrived December 7, 1618 and were re-
ceived by the king on the 20th. There was a great amount of
bickering, but eventually the conference drew up a treaty
which was accepted by the two governments, llie agreements
i’flO'i/fd-- (fir9 9x1* ^xrevwiq o* nr^Mo xiJt .^tnceqaioO jal6jxl *8«S xfo^iKl
i»9ix©*i!yiif* riotxfw. ,a»iog8 9vaxi I xfolxfw to ixo^*jt*»qcToo
9VJIS T9*Tj0ilO 9lfl rrX0*8JBe aJt9ll* to OOItO&BlXO ^OV 9x1*
eicewoq xc9t9*T9T08 ^IIeoJt*ajQ^q fixa to X-to«o^oii icxx«qmoO ori*
i88eixlBir(f 6*oaotq o* ,*r9*aX btbotc xiovot ,*xi©f!ixn 9T03 to
Bsw X8*±qao a ,*aaii ad* o* *xro *xfaB saw Iaiaxi9i)-*iofrr9voy a
• li'r.ot d*Jtw ,aJtva*a2 *a ,st«u to /me xri9*80w ad* ao £edelX(f8*89
liXat* f*£M.C8i-T:9*xt* lot aoXIqqxTB ^lodtsd Jb9*09*o*xq a ,9rtoi*aojtt
9d* ecnri* amaa aid* *xrorf« *A .T^o*oat a sa Haw ea .aa^a^cov
H30R ,*80ij[xr^ *9 Ji9dBlI(f8*8e BBW alX)XXl ill TrfO*Oa'i dodxrti *Rllt
*Of£ j&ijb xctB'T'noo dai*2^tL ^xxIwoib .*aiirfS *b exro iiawollot
-ad ^uol *oii earr *1 oa .noiexxsqxa aid* no novat \aB d**.f 3C00X
anaw eneJSaT* to eqjtronB ow* ad* J&xi'i .J&odXxrBerc aajt*fXX*80ri 9Tot
srcaw aaJt'i.txiD'oo avX*oaq89n nXed* xf»JJod*Xa .naw rte**Xd’ « ^^nX^^aw
'paaooixrerar .Aaln* aainX* ^ot JBad xfeX*Xnd ad* SX3I .aoaoq *a
X. nave3 ^XsXoa "^d i^9*alijB*e‘i do*iKI axfi •J^lYadaa ada* o*
>vX*aix d*Xvr d8 i*lTa. ad* -^d AaXqirooo xtsad dad *.Bd* edxxeXaX XXama
yXdqaronq Raw aXad aairrodT robmf daaXt dBX*Xna 41 .Xiraanoo
o^IoqXdOTA adxByOL ad* xiX lavroq to aoxiaXatf ad* 9*10*8 an o* Xxxas
/t0YaXn3 8*8 XX ^oX ^nXXnaaanq enow BsXxieqnoo d*od oXidwnsa.i
oT .B*xramxriaYoa arXXoaqean nXad* o* ned*o doaa danfft^a eao
XxtoqiTfoooa BiofiaBBadiM do*x/u .aaonenattXd 9d* oXddae o* *qa9**a
9*i9w x^wqmoO aXdxrl *bi5S rfo*xrU. ad* to B9TX*a*xiaB9'iqa't avXt y.X
-9n onaw dxta 8X3X ,V nadmooau. XavXnna ijOifT .noJ&xroJ 0* dnaa
to *iii/oflDB *09*13 M saw onadi .ddO*^ ad* ixo 3XLbt ad* ’^d daTXao
X*j88*i* a qir W5nJ& aorranatnoo ad* "^Xairditava *xrd .^aXnasCoXd
BdxxanieaT^a adl*
. 8 *xxefnxrx9Y03 ow* ad* ^d &a*qeoaa Baw doXdw
1. Jaffnapatam
2, Cochin
3 • iJadras
4, Pulicat
5 Surat
6, Cuttack
7, Chinstirah
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looked perfectly good and reasonable in iiurope, A Council of
i)efense was created, composed of equal numbers of ihitch and of
English representatives; the British were to be allowed one-haljf
the pepper trade and one-third that of the finer spices; each
nation was to keep ten armed ships always in eastern waters foif
!i
the protection of factories and for convoying mercnantmen from r
I
one Indian port to another.
The statesmen at home apparently made the treaty in I
all good faith, but they were not familiar with conditions in
the Orient. The Dutch kept many more ships among the islands
than the British did, so every time that there was a dispute,
j
and there were many, they decided the question in their own
favor, and even went so far as to refuse to admit the nritish
to their share of the trade until they had paid five -twelfths
of the cost of all the fortification^ the Dutch had built in
t.he East.
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to XiomroO A .»«eaiA /il Blrfaaoaa®! ins ioos Z^toei^e<^ MooX
to itta datifU to Biedmixa Xjurno to ieso^aoo ,i»Ja»,o esw ssjtelw.
li-eiio fiswoiXj. etf o# stsw deliftil adt iBortiaiaaee-rqex datt^Ki
doee jsaolctB tsan ad* to iedi tnXdt-aao ioa abeit nsgg®,
ot etotea laaiOBB at a-wwjj) eqlds BsortB aei q9»3t o* saw ootisa
acn-i aaiitnanoiso Sfliyoraos
-lol ins BsinoJoBlt lo noitosjonq odf
.•ZBd&oiiB o;f d'-roq ite±/'nl t>ao
al x&a9if adt ebam amod ta oomBa&a&s atK
nl naoltthaoo d&tK railtma^ foa ai©w \adt &ird ,d&tat J&oos XXa
aJbiXftXeX 9d& Bcomo anX^e ©loa &qad do^ad asTS ,fsuitzO ©iff
tt&math a saw atadt tadt 9aa& rtev© ob rfaXi-iT<t arfd- aad^
flwc ^ladf at aotfaaap aiLt babtoab x^dt ,xnaai ©few tnarl& brra
ri^'.t&ti<x adt fimba o& aairia^ o& aa talL oa &aayn aara baa .loval
afft'tIew;f-.eTit btaq bad ^erfcf It&mr aba^if ad& lo e-tarfa itodt o;f
dt fltiTd bad do&srx odt IHiottaontfto\ adf ILa lo taoo adf lo
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The quarrel went from "bad to worse, s^^avated rather
than lessened hy the treaty. In 1622 a Joint expedition against
Manilla resulted, not in talcing the city, hut in hrealcing up
the Council of Defense. The Dutch governor at once protested
to his directors that friendship with iiiigland meant ruin for
the Company. The British certainly had even greater cause for
objecting to Dutch ”friendship
" ,
for the latter had cost them
expulsion from Pulo Roon and Lantore and from Damtam. y>/hen the
fugitive English factors tried to establish themselves at either
Pulicat or Masulipatam, they found that their rivals were too
strong for them at both places.
I
It is easy to -understand the attitude of King James,
who railed at the Dutch embassy which was presenting their
case against his subjects before him: " You have talcen away the
I;
goods of my subjects, have made war on, murdered, and mishandled,
them without once thinlcing of what you have enjoyed from this
I
Crown, which has made and maintained you. (Rather a large
statement, considering how little real help either Elizabeth or
James had given them in their wars against apainj You must give
them satisfaction I hold that you o-ught to show respect
to my nation. You are speaking of that accord (1619), I decline
to treat with you on even terms. You have in the Indies a man
(the Govemor-ceneral
,
«ian Pietersz Coen) who well deserves to
be hanged. Your people over there represent everywhere your
Prince of Orange as a great King and Lord, and hold me up as a
little kinglet, as if I stood under him, thus misleading the
barbarian kings." * * Edmundson-ANCJLO -DUTCH RIVALRY.Page 78
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,ef’Tovr od- f>J9 u s.o*r^ (fnaw loriazrp o/TT
niTt.?'^T titiol B SSdX iil fitc-DeaoJ tijniJ-
(Its ^ittjLnet:f at fis-f ,vtlo fitif al ten .SetlrTBoi jBlIJtim^ i
A6tR0toT:q doffo tA rroincovc3 dotjju ariT .asnoliou lo Xiomroi exit
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,
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alrft 5exof,xxo ©Tad iro-^ taxi.; to 'yTl:ixxix{t eono I’lforitt^ nodt *
a nodtaH) yoY f>©rrljBtAi:j8?« lixtB a-^am «a:i xloidw ,rwc*x.5
10 ff«*'acfssll^ ladtla qled Ia©*i ©Ittl?’ wod ^rrlieMaxioo , tfrorBatata
s- 13 tox/flf x/o *xila(i<i tPiitB^a S‘IB\/ Tlarcr nl madt Xiovl^ lad aanet
tooqsc'r \Yo.-ft ot td^'o xroy tadt ^lorf I -xclt -n-tpltao cradt
cfflloai) I
,
rIOI) fnconoB tadt to ::^rLtd>oq:B etn x/o"’
. xoltaa yr ot
xtor: " palJ&xtl adt 'tl oyad .ciarr©! nay© ;ro xroy /ftlw tne-it ot
ot po-rro^ol rr^v oriv/ (cooU se-thtalS; xi^iU ,I.^-xf*rtaiJ-'rom£>vaO ©n't)
Txroy o‘x -rvTi-jre tix©a©T:qoi 07: 3 .it lavo ©Iroaq 'cxro . ' ©r^^nad ©rf
a qj/ ©i’ Hod , ''©’od J-xia 'ystA tao'r;^ © 3-^ o^xti^nO to ee.'xi'x*
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-xioElxttffTifiE. ] ’ .o^ld naiiadtad
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At the capital of ^hoyna, in the Moluccas, the *
i>utch had a castle goO men, while the British had a house
and 18 men; yet, (1623), the ihitch captured and tortured mem-
hers of the British community until they ” confessed" that thei'
were conspiring to seize the fortress and kill its owners.
Then Captain Towerson with nine other Englishmen, nine Japanes
and a Portuguese sailor were executed for the "crime" and, to
add insult to injury, the Dutch had the supreme effrontery to
provide a black pall for Captain Towerson and to charge the
cost of it up to the British East India Company.
When the news of "the massacre of Amboyna" reached
Europe, the English people were in a furore, demanding an im-
mediate vengeance, but since Ehgland was on the verge of her
Civil War, negotiations were entered into instead which amoun-
ted to nothing at the time. After this, the superiority of
the Dutch in the islands caused Britain to abandon, gradually,
all of its factories in this region except a few in Sumatra.
Withdrawal As they retired from this disputed region,
they set up new establishments on the main-
land. It is quite possible that they might
have made a greater effort to retain the is-
land trade if it had not been for two cir-
cumstances; first, that the emergency posts established on the
continent of India soon began to show signs that they would
of the
british from
the Islands
* In 1605 the Portuguese settlement of Amboyna, in the Molucca*,
was seized by the Dutch, who then made it, for several years,
the headquarters of their eastern trade. It was later sup-
planted as capital by Datavia, in Java.
* add- ,taooxfIoAi edd- al Ic l^^tq^ao odt &a
fturod jB f».^d xfeJtd'iitt dxfd ®jridw ,fceei 00<? J5tca oXteso a Aad doi-xm
ieurtiof bae I>9isr&q£D do&tni oiif ,(55^61) jiisit 81 fina
:©d;f tJS£{& J&oa8«lnoo * xftdd" Utdror '^dJtmraTcroo daJ^d^l^ti odd to OTorf
,r,'tv.iwo adi iJ’d3( f^rta naoid'ict odd osloe od ^alrLlqBaoo oicw
Cil
,t p.8ixaq[aX» orid/r .fxeffldBJtX^iifi loddo oixirc ddXw rxoaxsvoT niedjaC rrexiT:
od ,J>f£o "ocil^cd"' odd not Jiodxrooxo onow noXioe ©8©x;^trdno9[ a Xira
od rxod/rontto onronqxns odd fijod dodxAi odd od dXx/oxtl f)Xa
odd oanado od Jbiifi noenewoT JsXad^aO not XXaq 3CojcXtf a o^lronq
.'^qnoO aXJ&xxI dsaS detdlnd odd od qxr dX to deoo
Aodoaon ^a/r^odnA. to enoaseaxir odd’’ to avroii odd iiorCW
-iiX OB aniJSiiBiKsl) ,ononi:rt a iiX ©new olqooq deXX^*^ odd ,eqonjr/2L
nod to oanov odd iio caw ©onXe dxrd ,ocxiB9arroT odaXXeoT
-iscroina doidw XaadcxfX odiiX fionedri© ©new sno ida Xdoao-t^ iiaW XXvXO
to TcdlnolneqiTC odd ,BXdd nodtA .omid odd da s^iddon od Xod
,X-rXairX«n^ .noBjiarfa od nladJtnS Aoaxfao aXixtaleX odd at riodxdi odd
.andaiBCfti nX wot a dqooz© ncXrjOn eXdt nX eoXnodoat edX to XJa
,noX?^en J5odxfqaXJ& eXdd aont JbonXwon vsdd eA Iawa;.iX>r^d XTT
-nXaci odd no ednorndcilcfadRo woxr qxr doc -^odd to
dx!j*ir! y^add dadd oXdXeaoq ©dinp ei dl .XnaX iront dcXd^nd
-oi odd nXxtden od dnott© nodaonji a ©JCxcm evad e-finaXcX ed;^
-nXo owd not noorf, don Jbad dX ti ©Xand Jbaal
odd no f oxCeXXdada© adeoq -^oxio^noire odd dadd ,d8nXt isoodadeawo
XXXrow ijorid dadd Bn^Xc woxte od xte^arf nooe aXJiiil to dxronidxroo
-
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Q
.laoox/’XoM ©dd nX ^axr^otfiBA to dnooioXddoB oaoxr^ndnoSi ©dd dOdX iiI
^onaox Xanovoe not ,di oBaia rrodd odw ,dodaU odd xtf J&osXoa aaw
-i^np nodal saw dl .oXand modoao niodd to Bnednaxmfiaod odd
«aYat rrX .nXTadad •^cf XadXqao ea AodnsXq
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eventually ‘become more profitable than the earlier trade; second
to the fact that, toward the end of the century, a ihitch king
came to the English throne (William of Orange, 1689) and used
his influence to make the traders of his new kingdom complete
their withdrawal from the islands in favor of his fellow-
j
countrymen.
i|
There is no doubt that the mainland trade was rapidly I
outstripping the island trade in importance, as contemporary
records testify. October 25, 1634, Thomas Joyce and isiathaniel
Wyche wrote from Masulipatam concerning the value of the iien-
gali trade; "It yealdes good Store of white cloths at Cheape
Prices, such as is suitable for England, Persia, and the South-
wards.
"Besides it yealdes good Store of exceeding good
powder Sugar which costs not there above two pence halfe pen-
ny the English pound, with all charges Aboard
"Gumlacke uppon Stickes is there to be had very
Cheape, and is much required, as well for Macassar and Persia
as for England.
"Silke may there be bought likewise yearely to a
I
great Summe at 4 in 5 fanams the English Pound," *
In 1665, Samuel Pepys recorded: "He and Sir Edmund
Pooly carried me down into the hold of the India shipp, and
i
there did show mw the greatest wealth lie in confusion that a
Letter quoted in the Hakluyt edition of the DIARY of Sir
William Hedges. "Vol. Ill, Page CLXXVIII.
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man can see in the world. Pepper scattered thrcu^h every chink,
you trod upon it; and in cloves and nutmegs I walked above the
loiees: whole rooms full. And silk in hales, and boxes of cop-
per-plate, one of which I saw opened. .... .this, ,,, .was as noble
a sight as ever I saw in my life,” *
The records of the Company tell the same story, al-
though they speak in figures, rather than in words, #
1667-
68 .,,, To Surat 6 ships with goods and bullion to
the value of 130,000
To Fort St,George.
,
,5 ships, 75,000
To Bantam ..5 ships ^ 40,000
1668-
69, ,,, ,To Surat... ,,,,,1200 tons shipsi-75,000
To Ft, St, George 5 ships 4X03,000
To Bantam... 3 ships ^ 35,000
1671-
72 To Surat 4 ships is? 85,000
So Ft, St,George 2,000 tons 4l60,000
To Baatam ,.,.2,800 tons ..no record
1672-
73, ,. ,To Surat and Ft, St,George <4157,700
To Bantam .....nothing
1675-76 To Surat ,..5 ships ^ 96,000
To Ft, St, George, 5 ships. ,,,, .<4235,000
To Bantam,,... ,,2450 tons
.^ 58,000
These figures are sufficent to show the trend of trade, as
Bantam was the chief island port, Surat and St, George were on
Samual Pepys - BIAPY, Date, November 17,1665.
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FROM 1^0 TO THE UNION OF THE LONDON AND ENGLISH COMPANIES.
Pages 'S’OO to 468, vol, II,
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the mainland.
On the continent, the Dutch were also competitors of !
the English. Samuel Pepys speaks of this rivalry : "Great talk of
the Dutch proclaiming themselves in India, Lords of the Southerb.
Seas, and denying traffick there to all ships hut their own,
!
1
1
upon pain of confiscation; which makes our merchants mad."
Dy 1664 (the year in which, on the other side of the
i
|l
world, the nritish captured Dew Amsterdam) they had 19 factor! e||s
on the mainland, on the Madahar and Coromandel coasts, in Den-
gal and Gujerat. That they might have a halfway station for
their oriental trade, the Dutch had founded Cape Colony in
South Africa. To secure their Indian settlements, they had
captured Jaffnapatam, last stronghold of the Portuguese in
Ceylon, as well as every other Portuguese settlement in India
south of Goa.
The drain of European wars on Dutch man-power, howev^,
caused such a shortage of both men and ships needed for the '
trade that their influence steadily fell off, although the
large number of half-manned forts that they maintained kept
alive a tradition of Dutch supremacy long after it had actuallji
ceased to exist. As late as 1718, the Dritish Company declare4
that the strength of the Dutch was equal to that of all other
European powers in the East combined.
English factories in India were first
Creation of established on the west coast. Master
New Factories Nippon on the GLOBE sailed directly to the
* Samuel Pepys - DIARY . Date, February 9, 1663.
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*
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Coromandel coast to establish a new sphere of trade, hut the
Dutch did not allow him to operate in their neighborhood, so he
had to move on to the Malay peninsula and iSiam. Then Captain
nest appeared at b'urat where the Portuguese attempted to stop
him from setting up any permanent establishment. Dow factories
were an essential base for the storage of goods brought from
England and those collected from the natives until an exchange
could be made, so the good captain defeated the Portuguese at
Swally, gained recognition from the natives that his company
was an important corporation, then secured privileges from the
court at Delhi, including the right to fix such a factory as he
wanted at b'urat. (1612)
Three years later bir Thomas Roe came as ambassador
from King James I to the Great Mogul to formally ratify the
treaty, "In the end of the autumn of the 1024 of the higera *
(A.D. 1615) Sir Thomas Roe, the English ambassador to the
Court of Agra, arrived at Drampour When the arrival of
Sir Thomas Roe was announced, by the proper officer, to the
prince, he sent him a polite message to come into his presence.
The ambassador obeyed; and Purvez prepared to receive him in
state ...he passed from the usual ceremonies required
from ambassadors, and affected to treat Sir Thomas after the
manner of his own country. A firman was immediately issued,
for a permission to an English factory to settle at Drampour.
^Notice that the early writers do not fix the higera as we do,
at 622 A.D. Indeed there seems to be no uniformity about it,
for Dow, translating the Persian of Peri schtah, says in his mar-
ginal dates " 1024 A.H. 1615 A.D." Calcutta Gazette dates "In-
telligence from the Sublime Court" as " 1198 A.H. 1784 A.D."
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The prince inrlted the ambassador to a private conference, to
i
I
thank him for his presents. '
"The Siglish amhassahor arrived at AJmere. He was
received by Je^angire with the utmost affability and politenes^.
he even presented the ambassador with expressions of respect
i
I
for his master, and felicitations to himself upon his safe
arrival at court. The presents given by the ambassador were
agreeable to the emperor; but a fine coach sent by King James
pleased him most of all... iSultan Churrum at the time
was all powerful in the affairs of state. To him the ambassadoif
applied as lord of tiurat, to redress the grievances of the iing-f
I
lish at that port. The prince was courteous, and promised faiil;
but he was an enemy to all Christians. ... .and most of all, an
j
enemy to the English. The emperor* s favour for the ambassador
prevailed, in some measure, over the prince *s prejudices
In the month of January 1615, a firman was obtained for the
establishment of a factory at btorat. But it was worded with
caution, defective and circumscribed." *
As the value of commodities stored in the factory at
|
Surat increased, the place was strengthened little by little I
until it became, in fact, a fort, and the agent with his clerksi
constituted a garrison. Even so, the Portuguese and the pirat0s
* Ferischtah - ill STORY OF HINDOSTAH, translated from the
Persian by Alexander Bow. Vol.II. Pages 49,50,51.
This book is sometimes catalogued as Bow - History etc.
he is merely translator, not the author.
althou^ h
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constantly harassed them imtil the agent collected native "grahs”
and "gallivants” which he placed nnder the command of volunteer
officers of various titles, recruited from the merchant ships,
and sent them out to patrol the u-ulf of Camhay. From this small
hegining grew up the Indian army and the liomhay marine.
In 1632 a factory was established at Masulipatam
under a "golden firman" or grant from the King of G-olconda. In
1639 the Rajah of Chandragiri granted a tract of land to iir
Francis uay; the Company moved into it and built Fort St, George
around which grevr up Madras, the first territorial possession
of the British in India, These east coast factories were con-
sidered of so little importance by the London offices, until
the loss of the island trade made them invaluable, that the
directors howled in protest at the wicked waste of meney which
ought to be spent in trade which would produce a PROFIT when
they learned that their agent had gone to the expense of a fort
at Madras,
If the factory at Madras was considered of little
worth, those in nengal were even less regarded, u-reat uncer-
tainty exists about the actual begining of trade in this region
because the Company records are most incomplete regarding it,
a very clear indication of the scant interest that anybody in
authority felt at first. In fact. Sir 'Thomas Roe wrote to the
Committee in December of 1616; "Whereas you write for new
factories, except the silkes of Lengala require yt, which yet
in my opinion is had cheeper at Agra I am of the opinion
vour residencies are sufficent.” *
Hedges-Hakluyt edition of DIARY-Vol, III. Page CLXX
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And again air Thomas wrote: "By my consent you shall
no way ingage yourselves hut at sea where you are like to gain
as often as to lose It is the heggering of the Portugall,
notwithstanding his many rich residences and territories, that
he keepes soldiers that spend it ne never profited hy the
Indies since he defended them. Observe this well," *
The opinion of air Thomas Roe seems to have been
accepted as wise by the Company officers, for we must depend
upon tradition for events in Bengal during the next thirty-five
years.
The older writers tell a highly moral tale of the
origin of British trade in Bengal, It sounds so suspiciously
of the same nature as our American "George Washington and his
Little Hatchet" or "Marcus Whitman’s Ride to Save Oregon" that
most modem accounts reject it as false, without offering much
of anything else as a substitute explanation. The old story,
false though it may be, is really too good to pass by, #
According to this story a Dr, Broughton went from
Surat to Agra to save the life of the favorite daTighter of the
Shah Jehan, In true fairy-tale style, the grateful emperor
offered the savior of his child any reward that he might desire
and the patriotic physician asked nothing for himself, but did
request trade privileges for his countrymen. As a result, a
factory was established at Hu^li and others through the -Ueltaji
^
I
* Frazer i BRITISH INDIA , Page 61,
# See page 45 for the direct quotations which require more
space than a regular footnote allows.
Also Page 44 for extensive footnotes.
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Footnotes. Early versions of the Bro-agMon ^ory.
I
Major Stewart’s HISTORY OF BERG-AIj Quoted in the Hakluyt edition
of the HIARY OF SIR WTLLIM HEDGES. Vol. III. Page CLXIX.
"In the year of the Higira 1046 C A.D, 1636-37), a daughter of
the Emperor Shah Jehan, having heen dreadfully humt, hy her
clothes catching fire, an express was sent to Surat, through the
recommendation of the vizier Assad Khan, to desire the asslstanc
of an European surgeon. For this service the Council at Surat
nominated Mr. Gabriel Broughton, surgeon of the ship HOPEWELL,
who immediately proceeded to the emperor’s camp, then in the
Deccan, and had the good fortune to cure the young princess of
the effects of her accident. Mr. Broughton, in consequence,
became a great favorite at Court; and having "been desired to
name some reward, he, with that li'berality which characterizes
Britons, sought not for private emolument; hut solicited that
his nation might have liberty to trade, free of all duties, to
Bengal, and to establish factories in that country."
e
The translation of dates from a.H. to A.D. is Major Stewart’s,
not mine. So is the dating of the next extract that ofjjJow,
the translator.
Ferischtah.Hi STORY OF HIHDUSTAH, translated by Alexander Dow and
j
first published in English in 1772. "Hew edition" of 1813, ‘Vol. 13
.
j
Page 190.
i The Persian history of Ferischtah tells the story of the fire, i
but does not mention Dr. Broughton, although the date that he
gives corresponds with the date of the actual visit of Dr.
Broughton to the Court at Agra.
"A dreadf-ul accident happened to his (Shah Jehan!^ eldest
i daughter, whom he loved above all his children. Returning one
night from visiting her father to her own apartments in the
harem, she unfortunately brushed with her clothes one of the
lamps which stood in the passage. Her clothes caught fire; and
as her modesty, being within the hearing of men, would not per-
mit her to call for assistance, she was scorched in a terrible
manner.” A.H. 1053, A.D. 1643
There is no evidence to indicate that Major Stev/art took any of
his story from Ferischtah, although the Persian history is a
little older. The legend appears to have been current in the
countrHy and generally accepted as fact as late as 1897, since
it is told as fact by Frazer-British India-Page 39, and Holan-
History of British Empire in India-Page 13 Vol. II, as well as
by many other older historians, lliey disagree as to dates.
Btewart says. . .Broughton’ s mission 1636. .Factory at Hugli 1640
Dr. Cook Taylor. ” " 1636.. " " ” 1636
Bruce " ” 1645.. " " " 1651
;
Mill ” " " 1651
-i
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If one does not care to accept the Jbron^hton story,
there are other old tales available
•
Hedges-DIARY-Vol.HI , Page CLXXVII, Cnoting a letter from John
Ponle to Ralph Cartwright at iiallasore. July 17, 1633,
”Thd)se Portingalls whilome expelled from Hngly hath found
greate favor with i:ihawgahan (ie, Shah Jehan) and reentered that'
place to the number of 20 persones hows Cavidall (ie, whose capj
tal) for their commensing A new investment is the third part of
there goodes formerly cessed on ( ie, seized on) which with lar^:
priveliges and tashareefes (ie, complimentary presents) with
honor, the kinge hath bestowed on them so that our expectation
(of ?)Hugly is frustrayt and I feare likwise Pippely will (not ‘
be obtained being A convenient RandyvoBS of thelirs ?)•"
e
)
Or take the account the Hakluyt edition of Hedges gives on page
CliXXVI, Vol, III, based on William Bruton* s "Newes from the Easi;
Indies, or a Voyage to Bengali ,. .Written by William Bruton,,,,
now lately come home in the good ship hOPEWEL of London
Imprinted at London by I, Okes, 1638,
” A party of eight set sail from Masulapatam April 6,1632 (3)
and on April 21 anchored before a town called Harssapore, Set ,
upon by the Portuguese master of a frigate with town rabble, bu*^
they were rescued by the viceroy there. They then had an au-
dience with the Hawab at Malcandy near Cuttack and secured leavri
to trade in Orissa, The party established a factory at Harharr^
pore and while some remained there to build, Ralph Cartwright
went on to Balasore,”
Account of the rise of Balasore by Mr. Walter Clavell, written
for Streynsham Master* s information in 1678, Quoted in Hedges,
vol. III, Page CLXXXI,
" Ballasore begunn to be a noted place when the Portuguez were
beaten out of Angelin by the Moores, about the yeare 1636, at
which time the trade began to decay at ^pley and to have a
diminution in other places of these parts; and the Barr opening,
and the River appearing better than was imagined, the English
and Danes endeavoured to settle factories here, to be out of
the troubles the Portuguez gave to the other nations and had
themselves.”
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Text continued from ve^e 42
»
wherever there was a strategic point for trading, and ships
went there regularly thereafter. Incidentally, it was here
that the British h'ast India Company first established that i
I
civil and military power which eventually came to overshadow
|
its trading function and which created the htepire of India,
|
Even after Hugli was established as a iiritish fac-
tory, it was long before Company ships began to ascend the river
from the roadsteads in the bay, nor does this appear to have
been done to any great extent until hugli was more or less
superseded by Calcutta. At first the lading for ships was
brought down the stream by native craft to halasore.
This factory appears to have been founded by Ralph
Cartwright during the 1630 *s under a grant from the creat
Mogul, who became angry at the Portuguese end expelled them
from the region, * then gave the British permission to trade
there on condition that they should not go farther inland than
Pippli in Orissa. Balasore^s existence was most precarious
until 1650 when the hawab of hengal confirmed its privileges.
Kasimbazar, called in the old records and maps "Castle
Bazar", was occupied about 1658. During the late 1680^ s, the
Mogul Aurangzeb was away fitting in southern India. While
his back was turned, the J^awab of Bengal condemned the factory
at Kasimbazar to confiscation and oppressed nugli so that the
agent. Job Chamowk. abandoned it and withdrew to autanati.
See footnotes on page 44.
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(later called Calcutta). The Honorable Company decided that the
ijengali trade did not justify the trouble and expense of mainttln
ing factories in that region under such unfavorable circumstancels
so, in 1688, all servants of the Company with its goods were
embarked on the RESOLUTION and taken to nalasore • However, in
two years the Company secured an imperial firman renewing all o
their rights of trade, and Chamock made a private bargain with
the new hawab (the old one had died rather suddenly, at a most
convenient time) guaranteeing all the old arrangements.
It wa§ quite clear to Chamock that the power of the
Mogul emperor was crumbling so that in the future the Company
must be able to fight for its rights against various foes, so
instead of re-establishing the old capital at nugli, he fortifie||d
a new one at Calcutta, which was a location much more esaily
defended. Ihe trade value of Calcutta was very greatly increascjjd
by the privilege granted the Company of introducing and convey-
ing goods into and through nengal duty free. This privilege was
granted to the British by the Jjeroksere as a reward to a second
noble English physician, Hamilton, vdiose skill had saved the
ruler^s life, and who, like Hroughton long before, asked nothing
for himself but trade rights for his countrjrmen. (It is possible!
that the nroughton story was suggested by this namilton affair,
which is still accepted as fact.
)
>
Meanwhile the Company had been having its difficulties
on the western coast; a combination of Maratha raids, Maratha
and Mogul piracy, and a revolt led by one of their own council
members, (Keigwin* s rebellion). Appointment of 8ir John child
b^Iiloob vMiisoo oicf.sioiroH djfT ,'Eifuolja\} fieIXjio retal)
i&nlBm lo «8floqx0 ^ elduoif edf foa bJtb 9bsif bls^aoti.
nra&Douroilo eXrfA'ioTatjCcr xfoxra i^biai tjsAf ab eelio&ojsJ ^itt
•*i9w 86003 fl;M ild-iw v*fl<iaoU orfd* cd'oevTCoe IXa ,8631 xxt ,08
al .-tovewc-.
. ©TroeijI^d o;f aeXab bus .lOITtrjOeSLH 8£f;f xro fiol'iacfao
0 XXo 3ffli!f8rt8^ aeanXt Xsirrogal los 6<yii/ooc vx8 <lfflo0 a/ld’ a^eox owd"
rfd’lw n^83TB(f 9tkTtnq b Bbsa ^ooirrurfO Arts ,s68it lo Tiod^f
tsoar 8 &B ,^Xii866ira TOdta'i ftaffi JBuerf axio 6X0 exf*) cf^wstt wan 91I&
.ad-coaresrwTifl 6I0 ©rW- XXb Biti©©d’ji8Tfixr3 (©811* ;frieic©T/ioo
9ri& to T977o<i ©dd- tBdd- aCoo/riBffJ od” iboXo ©tXirn Bbw d^I
YitogoioO ©d^ ©rorfxrt ©rfd* xtX d*fid.t oe ^nlltfoirco ajaw itneqae £030x4
oe ,o©ot exrotiBT d-Rfl£©3© ad-dsii a^f Tot frfj.n o;^ ©Xa'a ©d taira!
itidnot ©d tB Is&lqBO 6X0 add* sxxiifsXXdsd’Ba-a'x to Aaadnai
^XXaea ©loin doxrm rtolbjsool b bbw dobdw ,B&tuolBO &b oho woix b
eaaioftX \X&B9Tb V^ot bbvt B&tJJolat} to buIbt eJEnaid adt
. 696fla*‘.e6
-vavixoo 6rcfi ^tosrbo'r&aJt to vtB<imoa add- bB&rmr^ a^aXXvXiq adt v,rf
aaw •ssXlrX'xg 8ldT .ooit \;d-ifL In^aad. d^trcrtdJ^ £xib o;^hX 06003 3111
Xhooob 8 od Mawarr b as OTiaBSoHai add daldXtcH add of b*ibW3rr^
sdd- 60V8C 6Bd XXXaCa aaodif .Hod-Ximsd ,rwioJ^8vlg daXXsx^ aXifoxi
tdd-orf ba^aa .a'loted ^xroX /iodd3iroTti aXXX ,odw bxx© ,etlX a 'TaXin
XcfxRBocr 8i d-I, ,tX9tBTifnxroo aid not addsXn aJ&snd dird tXaaoXd not
,ni:9tta itod-Xifliaii eXxfd- be&Bs^^^uB bbw Tjnod-a aobif^onn add- d-arft
I .d-oat aa bod-gaooa litfa at dotdw
aXd-Xx/oittlb ad-i 3irXTad /loecf bad x^^agwo^- 8di aXixfwxiaelC
addanaii ,Bbtsn addana**! to aottBiitd^oo a ;d-eaoo xrnad-aew add* a
XXoxoroo xtwo niadd to ano ^d baX dXoTan a bxxe ,^OBttq Lj^oa bn
blidJ mfol nXti to d-naad-xiiog^A
. (xtoi rx^rfen a ’iLtw^baX) .anadma
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I. .Ahmadaha'ba'b
2 • isurat
3. Bomtay
4. Calicut
5. i'ort St. David
6. JJ'ort St. George
7. Calcutta
8. Bugli
9. Kasimlazar
10.
CainlDay
II. cogo
12 .Masulipatam
IS.Jsalasore
as admiral and captain-general saved the situation, supported
in his action hy Sir Josiah child, who was chief stock-holder *
of the Company in London, he removed the capital from surat to
iiomhay, which had come into Company possession in 1665 ;#he
carried on a vigorous and merciless campaign against interlopers,
and was no less active in handling Maratha and Mogul raiders
and pirates.
Lut while the nritish Jtiast India Company was growing
in influence and trade in the East, its path was not exactly
one of roses at home; or if it was, they were exceedingly
thorny specimens that lined it. Eor the first century, at least
* Most of the earlier writers say that Josiah and John Child
were "brothers, even so dependable a historian as air V/.W.Hunter
makes this statement, but the Cambridge History of India says
that they were not even related, the name was mere coincidence.
jKJeded to King Charles by Portu|?al as a part of the Infanta
Catherine’s dowry, by him made over to the Company in considera-
tion of an annual rental of^^lO.
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it had to fight constantly for its very existence. There was ;
opposition to the (Jompany almost from the beginning, it was
|
constantly subject to attack by economic theorists, by i>ritish
manufacturers, by political opponents, and by riyal traders,
|
toiown as”interlopers"
,
who assailed the privileges of the
ijritish iiast India Company before Parliament and defied them
j
in the iiast, in both places asserting their rights as iinglish-
men to try their luck in the Jiast India trade and to conduct
it on their own terms.
One of the first grounds for opposition
was based en the mercantile theory presented
by Kichard of Aylesbury in the 14th cen-
!
Opposition to
the Company
Political tury, that bullion ought not to be exportel
from the country, as a result, after the
very first voyage the company was required to oring into the
realm as much gold and silver as they took out of it, although
they did manage to secure the right to re-export any foreign
bullion that they had brought in. In vain the supporters of
the Company argued that the export of precious metals was
Justified by the fact that, since spices were obtained with
less outlay than when they were secured through foreign
middlemen, and since all coin exported was indirectly brought
back many times over by the sale of Indian goods in other
parts of Europe, actually no decrease in the amount of gold
and silver in England occurred. The follov/ers of the economic
theory of Richard of -Aylesbury were too strong in Parliament
for the Company, an4l the check on their exportation of bullion!
i•‘XBffi ^vv b;*** tol vJ^natBaoo oi Imd it
taw ft ,TViJtrml^avf orfd* no^l tsonLa '^ae^taoU arfd- of aotftaoqqo
dBtftio. ot»oaoot ’ioaffjs of footdx/B xJ^fr^afeifPo
,mohtfXf lartT x<f .nfaenoqqo laotftlocr x^ ^Bitrsrfoalifaaaj
tdf T’o aa^aUtTl-iq erf* AaltJiaafl odw ,*'B*ie(ioI'ie*iLt*’8B rrworti
.iTsrf^ bBtJob bOB faomatlia^ e'xoled xfl»qaoO Btbal fa^
ea Tlodf ^atfrc&BBA ceoalq rftorf itJt ,'*’^-81.^ erf* at
*oxrf)itoo o* bna obs^if atlal *8Ba erf* at :fojjI lierf* of a»B
,Binef rofo tied* no *jt
xn J:*jfcao^<Io *101: BJiroroi^ *81*1 erf* *to exiO
5i *ixeBorr<i -^roerf* elWixaertem erf* rat boea^ o* _rfol o
-xfeo ri*:>I erf* n* ^c^tfaelxA Ito JE>*iorfol:i x^ erf*
J e*io^xe erf of foa fifyro aotllcfd fadf tXtaf LB_otf_tlo^
erf* 'cstl’jR ,f£i/B9t M BA .xTifaxToo erf* noit
odf ofai ^rttia of Jbeiiuperr sew ^i^aaqxnoo erf* e^^ov fe^tl x^or
rf5^ori*J.i^
,
’ i >!-"» r?fif CB icvItL bfLs rfoi;- •. : '-^£ac*x
ff^ieio^ tf^oqpce-eT: o* *ds*''c erf* e'T-rroee o* e^nea I'.tA x^df
to B'ie*ioqqif8 erf* xtLBT nl .rrl fdoored bad ^orf* *sri* aollhrd
BOV a iBf9m ajjcloe*iq to fqoqxe erf* *Brf* x^^f^oO erf*
dftw boalirfdo etcew EeoJtqe ©oxcla ,*erf* foBt erf* ’^rf JbeJttitoirt
fl^leio* rft^crxrf* JBercifoae eiew xerf* i^eifw xcorf* '^I*xfo aeol
tdjwoirf •^cI*oe'^ fte*rro(p:o nice Ila eoxxie bap tOBoBXbttm
aodfo ftl aj&ooa astbal V> oLjo erf* x^ eoarJt*
AXoa f/Cfoma erf* xtt etteerroel> oxt >cIIbj:'*ojj .eqoroS to Bfxaq
oleroaooo erf* to eio^.'rr.riot erfT ,f>e*nirooo brcali^ norlts .5xs8
El ^^ffo*!*?! oo* errew '^rtt/rfoelv^L to Modol5i to 'c^oorf*
rioK*'I/7rf to noi*B*ToqX9 ilsrf* /to jTeerf; erf* Arn , TcrcsgaroO erf* *ioi
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remained effective.
Another argument that carried great weight in the
days when England still lived in fear of a new attack "by Spain,
another Annada, was that, at "best, the ships were gone so long
and were so far from home that if an emergency should again
arise, as it had in 1588, they would not he available for the
j
defense of the realm; and at worst, the dangers of the voyage
j
were so great that many good English ships and lives were sure
to he lost. The Company attempted to meet this argument, as
far as possible, by establishing a fund for the support of
widows and minor orphans of men lost in its service. It could
not deny that many were lost. Also, in 1649, the Company lent
the commissioners of the navy the sum of ^4,000, with the tacit
understanding that it should not be repaid unless it was per-
fectly convenient for the nation to do so.
Along the same line was the objection that the Com-
I
pany was destroying the invaluable timber of the country by
|
I
building "excedingly great ships", and this timber was needed
j
by the navy. A rather interesting result of this claim was
that in 16S4, when the Portuguese were preparing a fleet to
|
attack the British in the East, and the Company was preparing
|
a souadron of seven new ships to meet them, the i>uke of Buck-
j
ingham. Lord High Admiral, got an ewjbargo from Parliament
j
forbidding these ships to sail until he had been paid t;^10, 000
j
for the buying of ships, the money supposed to be the govern-
I
ment share of the loot taken at Ormuz.
I
Still another objection was that the Companjr did not
j
ierf^ rJ: ^«2ttj?o ^j§rf;f
^ :fofli*i 5 won ji lo xaei xil JSovJtl XIjt:>e iiaalsrfl aedw
3«oI 08 oao^ ditow B(x.tcia ,t80<f •'^/i ,&ASii ,:* .LBflnuA, noif^oaR
ixiLOTUt 6Iirox£8 ^cofte^rteiw uc IX oaioxf r.c'il isl 00 eiew htta
Oil& *1011 dIrfeXXfiTfl ocf ton bisfow X9dt ,8651 al bad ®fl ,0817^
6S^T.ov frid’ B^e^JielJ od& , tB70W fs^ tm 6di xo eeirolof)
6'xew aovXI haa aqXrfc rfaXIv*S fioo:^ 08 onew
airfX ^99m ot t>9tqm9^&B '^iieqnoO ddT .XmcI od ot
^0 ;ficqqxrc eri^" 7ol .6iijj^ jb ^lrf8XIcffl;f8e T5<f ,©Id’XcBoq aa ts^
^ hluv^ .“' Xvisa r ti aX XacI aem lo Bnwffqico 7crrirr Xna av/oJ&lw
t}-Koi -N^qraoD Bxt^t nX ,oaI/ , ';;oI eiew xtam Xfifft Xon
^ioaX 9di ffiiv ,''^^',^•> ^0 mtnj orf^- x^axt 9dt *io BTOfloXRsXnmon erf^f
-ie*q B8W XX esBliti/ iiXfiqe^ 9d &oa bltiodB XX XerfX 3XiXXiii’XE7el>nir
• OB 03 oX I£OiXBXf 9dd Tol: XxcsXitBYxcoo XiXOBl
-aoy 9dt XinrfX floiXootrfo orfX oaw oiiXX bcibb ©xIX sfloXA
Xd T.rtXnu’oo »rfX lo ^ocforlX ©XtfBxrXjBTnX ©riX ?mX\07XooJ& saw
jBoAooxx Bflw icocftiXX eX/fX X/tB ,”**q 2 xf8 Xbbtj} ^X^nXX^dOXB*’ ^vtttMXxrcf
;;/rw fflXBX-/ eXriX ic XXjJEoir suXXBditoXjtxX *iBifXB7 1 .T^sn edX ^0
oX X©oIa a cyxXrcjiqo^q B70W ©adxj^'Xxo^ oifX frocfw , ‘‘?^8X al XsilX
•*r£X':!*“ie7q rbw TXwqffloO ©rfX Xokb ,Xba2 ©rfX fiX ilBXXXTt^ «i^X 3£obXXa
-:Cox;tt B3C;/<i erfX ,'norfX Xeeai oX agXifB woxt aevse !te £icTJ5axr a a
X x£!Sj3ifliXxB^ moaJ cnyzBdjB^ bb X03 .Xa^XjaM if^XH Xoiol ,rjsxl7^xtX
'.'^Xi^Xaq B39 cf Xarf ©rf XXXfor XXae oX eqiiAB oooxlX
-rfiovos ^'XX ©(f oX SoBoqqira x^xroc ©riX ,*^qXnB *0 ;^rLl:\£rtf of£X
.*?xrxmO Xa uesCeX XooX eriX lo o*LsxiB Xftefl
Xo£f 5XJ^ ^aaqcfoO ©I^X XaifX baw xicXXo©t<^o 7«jrfXons XXiXS
dintt
‘-
^
Btfi
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promote the sale of Jbritish goods, since iilngland produced very-
little that was wanted hy the southern trade,
Q-pposition to This objection forced the Company to attempt
the Company anew to find the northwest passage, because it
Commercial was felt that the northern trade that must
develop then would use nritish woolens, lliis
attempt immediately brought them afoul the Muscovy Company who
claimed prior rights in all northern trade, so the voyage of
exploration was conducted under the joint management of the two
companies, but it failed as all earlier expeditions for the
same purpose had failed. After this, the JSast India Company
devoted all of its efforts to the development of its trade by
way of the "Cape of Bona Esperansa”, as its records of the
period name Cood Hope.
A formal protest and complaint against the Company
presented to the Commissioners of Trade in 1622 has a strangely
modem sound: because they failed to promote the sale of Eng-
lish cloth abroad, there was a business depression and wide-
spread unemployment throughout the country; the Company fixed
prices so that goods were "over deare", they limited the trade
so that the number of persons who were engaged in it, or who
were permitted to do so, was "of too small a nomber to manage
the same"; that, since the Company paid for so much of its
merchandise by b\illion "a greater Scarcitie is now in this our
kingdom than ha-fcl^been in former times". This complaint was
carefully examined by the Commissioners, witnesses were called,
accounts v;ere studied, but they found that the Company should I
90«le .bJSoo^ xCaii^^xti J:o eljaa eii& e^oarong
,®fiL8*r^ jtnarl&troe ©rft *^rf ^ad’no’'.-^ bbw d-arf^ 61^^11
d-garajtda o& ^boioI aol&o9ldo aiifT ’od* noitleocrgO
&t 9Bx/jso9(f ,e^ecB^ d’aswrft'ioxi ©/fd” J&ifllk od’ weno -.uiaago'J orfd-
daifffl &ad& olmrrf xrtejrfd^^on ajJd- d-aiid* d'lelt aew lorreagoJ
Blxfl' .'ireXoow rieid'lrra. eejr Lliroir £t9£l& (lolerelf
oif^/ 'ZtxeqaoO x^oobjj:* 9i{& IuoIb meii& d'f^ortrf '^ied’BXJ&BcnLt d’gine;fd’8
lo ese'^OT oild^ oe ,9j&stcd- xncorfd^aa.IXa al a^ds-tr rolrq baalalo
owt eii& lo ^^nocI93BXIeaI d’lilot orfd" isiixii; Jb9d'oxf/>iioo eaw nol^arrolqxo
odd- Toi BUold'lXo^xa ttBilnae lie aa l>9ll£l fl &u<f ,a9laBqmoo
\ci£iqtnoO BJ:J5iiI d-oal oiftd .eirid^ ‘rsd^ J6arf ©eo<rtifg ogsb
efiBTd- od-1 lo trxemqolereli od& od adrcotlo adi lo XXa badoveji
©rid lo ofirtooet edl aa , "sarcsisqeK arroS oq[aO” Brid lo "zew
,9qoH f)ooy otnsa t>olrceq
zmtqinoO ©rid danJtas/? dnlaXtinoo Xne daadoig lasnot A
^Xoi[^rca*rd’8 a asri nJt ©J&a*rT arrenoXaeianroO ©rid od ^d/ieBenq
lo aXae ©rid odorrforr^ od AaXJusl •'COrid eaxraoorf :Xra''oe meXoin
-oXJX.-: Xna /toXaeo^qaJb aaaxttcrX a aaw ©lerid ,ltfio*i(fa ridoXo riaiX
XerXl ^flegno'J exid ; ©rid duori^J^'o^d dxiearicXginoiar Xa©T[gn
©i>a*xd ©rid jBedlfflXI \;©rid ,"9Ta9J& i9To" ©^©w a^oos darid oa aooXrq
oriNT to ,di sil Xa^^^n© enaw odrr etoeteq to tedauxt ©rid darid oa
o^opm od TBo'iGOfl a XXarra ood lo" eax ,oa oX od Jbeddicrrsq ©low
rdi lo rioi/flT oe *101 Xiaq ^caagnoO ©rid ©orcXo , darid ;"oiim8 ©rid
utro aXrid red won ad odddoiao8 tesdasn^^ a" aollhrd oa dfinarionsin
Rflv dndaXgnioo adriT ,"8©mdd •roflriol red noetfridari narid fflod'BnJbC
,JEjo/X8o ©ttsw aeaaoirddw .BTonodaadniPioO ©rid "^ri dofcdcBy© Tc''Xrlonao
JBXo'orfa ^cnegaoO ©rid darid drorol Ti©rid dxrcf .doddx/da ©nsw ednsioooa
]
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“be continued for the good of the kingdom, nowever, such dif-
ficulties kept the Company in an experimental state until afte:(^
the Restoration.
Prohahly the most dangerous commercial opposition |’
to the Company came from "The Assada Merchants", an association
of interlopers headed hy Sir William Courten, who succeeded in
|
obtaining a charter from King Charles X in 1635 which granted
them the right to trade to u-oa and other ports where the nritifJh
East India Company had no factories established, Ihis group
had sufficent financial backing so that they were able to make
loans to the king, to send out v/ell equipped ventures to the
East, and to establish a factory of their own in Madagascar,
They might have become a real challenge to the supremacy of
the Company in the East if they had not quarreled so much amon^
themselves that by 1650 they were glad to unite with the older
company, nruce did not give them credit for being honest
traders for he declared before Parliament : "During the reign
of the unfortunate Charles I,,,,..., the Dutch power became
predominant in the East Indies and the king, from his want of
resources, granted licenses to his own subjects (Courten and
others) to make encroachments on the Company's trade, ,. .these
adventurers from temptations to return \yith some propor-
tion of gain mingled trade with piracy," * Dangerous
rivals as they were, they were probably no less honest than
the East India captains,
* John Druce in his speech before Parliament in 1813 when the
question of renewing the Company charter was being discussed.
Recorded in PAMPHLETEER, Yol, II, Page 446.
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'sdrteffoio’i aJ5js2oA oifT’ crcil sflL'?© od-
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The Com-pany JDtirlng the Protectorate
With the fall of the monarchy, the new government
was not inclined to favor the company which had secured its
exclusive privileges from kings; and, moreoixer, the royalists
had fitted out numerous privateers to prey on British commerce,
an example that the French, Dutch, and Spanish soon followed,
The one thing that could he presented as a reason why the Com-
pany should he permitted to operate at all under the new regime
was the fact that it had refused to lend money to the king in
1629 so, although it was a royal creation, it might not he en-
tirely royalist in its sympathies. Accordingly it was allowed t
continue, although the Council of State did open the trade to
all British citizens equally. Unfortunately, the new government
found that it was not able to protect the trade against its ene
mies, and the old Company was not going to protect any ships
hut its own,*
Cromwell became so disgusted with the whole affair
that he prepared to sell out the trade, root and branch, to the
Dutch, The Dutch were anticipating some such move as a letter
- -
^
___ ____ _ ______ ^ ij
I
* Letter to Jongestall, the Dutch ambassador in FnglandC Given !
in Thurloe»s COLLECTION OF STATE PAPERS, Vol, I, Page 573jtell[^
something of the situation.” It is propounded in the assembly to
agree once more for the raising of the two hundredth penny for
I
the year 1654, for the building of thirty new frigates more.
Yesterday, .the commander of the five East India ships, assisted
with four commissioners of that Company, made report to their
lordships of the constitution of affairs in the East Indies,
giving hopes that they shall in a short time have turned the
English out of the Indies, as being of no consideration at pre-
sent, having only thirteen or fifteen ships of twenty guns eacl
.
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to their representative in London shows, "The merchants of Am-
sterdam have advice that the lord protector will dissolve the
East India Company at London, and declare the navigation and
^ commerce to the Indies to he free and open"
Apparently a sufficent offer was not forthcoming, or
something happened to alter his intention, for the dissolution
and sale was never carried out. Instead hostility to the mitch
steadily increased as the Protectorate showed itself ever less
able to prevent their depredations on independent commerce and
the East India Company, which adone seemed able to carry on in
spite of them, threatened to sell all of its rights and pro-
perties to the highest bidder, regardless of nationality, unless
the government did away with independent trading in competition
with them. 'i“he Lord Protector made the best of a bad situation,
and chose to forget that the Company was essentially royalist
as he made treaties with Holland and Portugal that were greatly
to its advantage, ny the treaty with Portugal^, the right of
Hew Privileges Englishmen to trade in any Portuguese port
Secured was conceded. Hy the treaty with the Dutch,
Cromwell secured an indemnity payment of
85,000 for the massacre at Amboyna and the consequent loss of
trade. There was a dispute ampng the stock-holders about how
this indemnity should be divided, so Cromwell borrowed 50, 000
^ of it and demanded another ;^10,000 to pay Admiral Blake *s
Dated January 15, 1655. Recorded in Thurloe^ s" State Papers"
Vol. III. Page 80.
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seamen, since the Company had profited so much hy national
successes.
In 1657 the union of the "Company of Merizrhant Ad-
venturers", which had been the most prominent of the rival
traders springing up under the encouragement of the Council of
Jitate, with the British East India company led to the grant of
a new charter to the latter, iliere is no Imown copy of this
charter extant, so the exact details are uncertain, hut recordi^
indicate that it not only confirmed all the ri^ts and privi-
leges that had been held under Jilizaheth and the Stuarts, hut
added permission for it to "fortify and plant" in any of its
factories, a permission which clearly implied civil and militajjly
authority,* At the same time, the Company became a complete
joint-stock organization with a single common capital which
was indivisible among the proprietors as long as the corporation
should last. As a result of this reorganization, new stock
amounting to more than 700, 000 was subscribed for, much more
than the Company could use immediately for its business, so it
went on with greatly increased vigor.
fhe Company After the Restoration
The Restoration found Charles II genuinely interested
in the prosperity of the East India trade, ae became a stock-
holder in the Company and not only received his dividends but
also graciously accepted "gifts" from Eir .Josiah child, the
leader in directing the affairs of the company, amounting. in
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the P5 years of his reign, to more than ^300, 000. As a "thank
yon" for these gifts, the king ceded nomhay to the uompany in
consideration of an annual rental of c^SlO. This port had been
^ settled hy the Portugese in 153S, held "by apain inl661, and
at length hecanie a part of the Infanta Catherine’s dowry when
she married Charles II. However, the Portuguese traders re-
fused to admit the new owners to the city and it had to he
besieged with heavy losses on both sides before the transfer
was completed, *
The Company did not recognize the value of their ac-
cuisition when the king handed it over to them, Pepys wrote
in his diary it being but a poor place, and not
really so as was described to our King in the draught of it, but
a poor little island; whereas they made the King and Lord
Chancellor, and other learned men about the King, believe that
that and other islands which are near to it were all in one
piece."
At the same time that Pepys wrote, others found it
unimportant from the point of population; it was inhabited by
about 10,000 natives, a few Portuguese, and fewer JJnglishmen,
At first the Company used it merely as a military station for
training two or three companies of native troops under British
officers, but the protection afforded by th^4r being there
induced native cotton spinners, v/eavers, and traders to migrate
there from the mainland, so that in a few years the Indian
* Samuel Pepys - DIARY, May 15, 1663,
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population of Jiom'bay had Jumped to 60,000 and hy the end of the
century it was the chief market in the countiy.
To express his gratitude for the generosity
shown him hy the Company, and in expectation of
favors yet to come. King Charles granted a new
charter with greater privileges than ever. The i
Crown specifically renounced its right to give
licenses to British subjects to trade in the Orient without
the consent of the Company, It empowered them to hold courts
of Justice for the trial end punishment of its servants in
India, to send ships of war for their defence, to build forts
and maintain an army, to declare peace or war with any heathen
nation, to declare martial law when necessary, and to export
bullion without a license. * significant of the extent
i
of of the power held at this time that when Madras became an
Incorporated town, with mayor and aldermen, its charter was
granted by the Company, not by the Crown,
At this time, the king created "The Council!
i
of Trade" of 62 members, and the "Council of
jjoreign Plantations" of 48 members, as boards
of experts, made up of stock-holders in all the
great trading companies, to give advice on all
matters concerning the advancement of nritish
trade, and to see that articles which would promote trade were
inserted in all treaties which should be made. These boards
I
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lasted for only five years ‘but after their abolition their work
was continued by the Privy Council.
The Indian princes were as generous to
Privileges the Company, in granting special privileges,
G-ranted by as was the Jbritish Crown. Sir Josiah Child
Native Rulers listed them in a "Treatise on the East India
Trade" which he published in 1681.
"1. Liberty of coining money which passeth currant in all
of the King of Gulconda*s Countreys.
2. V/e are Custom-free in almost all places, and in some where
the Dutch and all other Nations pay a constant Custom;
particularly in all places of the Day of Bengali, and up
the great River of Ganges.
3. At Fort St. George and Dombay we have a right and do Impose
a Custom upon the Natives, and all other nations.
4. In the Empire of Persia are Custom-free and have yearly
from the linperor. .. .above 3,000 per annum, in lieu of half
the Custom of his own People and all other Nations that
trade thither.
5. At Bantam we are at a set rate of 4,000 Dollars per annum,
for all our Customs, tho vie increase our Trade never so mud..
6. In most Places in India, we are in effect our own law-makerr
and can arrest and imprison any natives that deal with us,
or owe us Money; and can inflict corporal punishments upon
them (without control of any of the native or Moor Gover-
nours) till they pay us or do us right.
7. All our Black Servants there and all others imployed
•. .'/rve^ .*
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iDy us, or trading with us, are free and exempted from the
jurisdiction of the xiatives and other u-oYemours,
8, We are in all Places free in our Persons and u-oods, end all
imployed or priviledged by us, from all Inland Customs and
Duties, in the Towns and Provinces we pass or bring our
U-oods thorow; which are very great in those Coamtreys, and
are paid by the xJatives.”
i?‘rom the beginning the Company had insisted
|
Change in that it was contrary to their policy to main-
Policy of tain garrisons or to wage wars in India; every
the Company capital had been founded in direct opposition
to their will; Day had been discredited for
building Port St# George; Bombay had been talcen over from the
king only under the pressure of politics; the establishment at
Calcutta was accepted only because they could not help it# Thenl^
during the 1680 ^s a marked change may be noted in their attit\id|e,
possibly due to the influence of Sir Josiah Child, who was not
only Director of the Company from 1677 to 1699, but who was als||(
during this period, its largest single stock-holder# he seems
to have been able to control the votes of several other stock-
holders so that his will was law in the home offices of the
Company, althou^ there is no possible doubt that many of the
minority stock-holders souirmed in helpless wrath imder his
dictatorship, and regarded the machinations of his personal,
commercial, and political rival, Sir Thomas Papillon, as the
* Sir Josiah Child ^ TREATISE ON THE EAST INDIA TRADE# Pages
34,35#
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judgment of u-od against him, Jie that as it may, change there ^
most certainly was as is proved hy several excerpts from let-
ters of the Court of i>irectors to their Indian representatives.
|j
July 2, 1684, "Though our husiness is only trade and securityjj,
not conquest which the Dutch have aimed at, we dare not trade !
holdly, nor leave great stocks where we have not the secur
of a fort," *
Of course this may have been due to the depredations
of the interlopers who were especially active at the time, or
to fear* of the Dutch, who v;ere certainly not at all popular
with the Company at any time; hut two years later they wrote
again, or 8ir Josiah himself did, to JJort St, Oeorge,
October 22, 1686, "We do think it is an excellent station for
our affairs, to have one fort in every prince’s dominion with
whose subjects we trade," *
December 12, 1687, "Establish such a Politic of civil and
military power, and create and secure such a large revenue as
may be the foundation of a large, well-grounded, sure English
dominion in India for all time to come," *
August 27, 1688, "We would have you do no wrong or violence tc
any in amity with us" (v/hich is non-committal enough, since
about the only ones with whom they were in amity just then wer<
their own servants and the native princes under their influence
September 11, 1689, This letter is addressed to sir John Child
in Dombay and is vm?itten with the exceptional franJaiess that
).
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might have teen expected had sir John been brother to air
Jo si ah, as was formerly believed * but that is surprising
when written as official correspondence. " The increase of our
revenue is the subject of our care, as much as our trade, His
that must maintain our force when twenty accidents may inter-
rupt our trade; 'tis that must make us a nation in India. With-
out that we are but a great number of interlopers, united by
his Ma;)estyH royal charter, fit only to trade where nobody of
power thinks it their interest to prevent us. And. upon this
account it is that the wise hutch, in all their general advicesj
that we have seen, write ten paragraphs concerning their govern-
ment, their civil and military policy, warfare, and the increas
of their revenue, for one paragraph they write concerning trade
All of these letters show a very strong leaning tov/ar||i
accuisition of sovereign rights in India, instead of being
satisfied with the establishment of factories as fornerly,but
the actual carrying out of this new policy was left to a later
date and a man as yet unborn. t_i
llie friendship of kings did not prevent
serious o-p-position to the Comnanv's activities from those who
* Hunter calls them brothers, but ITie Cambridge HISTORY OF
INDIA, Vol.v, page 102, says "It has been generally stated
that the two Childs were brothers; but XAr. Oliver Strachey
has shov/n that this is not the case.(Keigwin’ s Rebellion.Pp .?o,
# Ilbert - COYHRNITENT OF INDIA . Page 25.
Robert Clive
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did not share in its profits. The old argument against the
Renewed
Opposition to
the Company
and Arguments
in JJ'avor of it
of the country, was a misdirection of capital.
The answer to that, according to uhild, was:" I am of
the opinion that Silver and u-old, coined or uncoined, tho they
are used for a Measxire of all other things, are no less a uom-
modity than wine, Oyl, Cloth, or Stxiffs; and may in many Cases
he exported as much to i'iational advantage as mat any other com-
modity." *
To the old argument that the eastern trade opened
little or no market for British goods, the opponents add that
it brought in little of value to the country since silks,
spices, and drugs could he procured Just as v/ell through the
Levant Company, tovmrd which very little hostility was shown
hy the people. To he sure, saltpeter for the making of gun-
powder was brought in hy the Last India Company, hut its foes
claimed that this too could he secured Just as well from some
other source, although they were never ready to say Just what
that other source was.
exportation of bullion was revived with the
additional charge that it was causing a
shortage of capital at home, needed to
develop the resources of the country, to
improve industry and transportation, so thaj;
all money invested in the eastern trade,
even bullion was not actually shipped out
Child TREATISE ON THE EAST INDIA TRADE
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"This Trade alone fumisheth ns with saltpeter, a
commodity so necessary, that in the late King’s time the watioi.
suffered greatly "by want of it#” * 1
’T/lost of the Kast-India uommodities if the Trado
of the East-Indies were not in English hands would come
I
in from nolland with this difference only; then we sho^ild pay
i
as much for pepper as we do now for nutmegs, Cloves,
Mace, Cinnamon tho the two last are cheaper at the places
of their u-rowth than Pepper is at nantam, hut enhaunced to that
price hy the imtch, having the sole Trade for them#” #
"England hath already the principal Trade of woolen
Manufactures# hut throughout uhristendom there are more
Men and Women imployed in silk Manufactures than in Woolen
aud I am credibly informed that the number of families already
imployed therein in England y doth amount to above 40,000#
Kow what should hinder, but that this i'lation
may treble that number since the East India Company
have of late years found a way of bringing in Raw Silk into
the Kingdom, cheper than it can be afforded in Turkey, France,
;
Spain, Italy, or any other place where it is made " (-)
"This Trade pays his Majesty about o;^60,000 per
Annum Custom; and carries out of the Kingdom yearly, about
^60 or ^70,000 in Lead, Tin, Cloth, Stuffs, and other Uom-
modities of the production and Manufacture of England# • .What
* Child - TREATISE OR THE EAST IRDIA TRADE. Page 6
# Idem . Page 7
© Silk v/eaving introduced into England by a Hr. Burlimach at the
end of the reign of James I or at the beginning of that of Chasi#I.
(-) Child. Page 8
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we send to the East Indies of owr own manufactures would not he
sent at all, if the English Nation were deprived of the Trade.
"The Company have lately got an Entrance into the
Trade of Couchin-China and China: and have for a few years past
settled factories in three Ports thereof without reaping
any Profit thereby which they did and continue to do....,
i
out of a Zeal they have to promote the Consumption of our !
Woolen Manufactures, in a Climate not altogether so hot as most
parts of India are," #
Another serious charge was that they had sent artifi-
cers to India to teach the natives how to make designs in tex-
I
tiles that would he wanted in England, so that large quantities
of fabrics were imported which took the place of home manufac-
tured goods and brought the Jiritish weaver into competition vitiL
"cheap foreign labor". (And today we find India protesting thajp
Manchester cottons in Indian designs are replacing the native
goods.
)
"The importation of silks and of iiengals,
. , . .was pro-
nounced to be a curse to the country. The effect of the growln^b
taste for such frippery was that our gold and silver went abroad,
and that much excellent English drapery lay in our warehouses
till it was devoured by the moths Was it not a shame to
see a gentleman, whose ancestors had worn nothing but stuffs
made by English workmen out of English fleeces, flaunting in a
Child - TREATISE ON THE EAST INDIA TRADE. Page 8.
# Idem. Page 9
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calico shirt and. a pair of silk stockings from Moorshed-ahad?"
"Instead of green say that was wont to he used for
children’s frocks, is now used painted and Indian stained and
striped calicoes; instead of perpetuana or shaloon to line men
coats with is used sometimes a gtazened calico and sometimes a
hengal." #
J
i
The answers to these objections to the trade are
strong, "The common Argument for prohibiting Jb'oreign Wares is,
That Bringing in. and Consuming such Foreign Commodities, hin-
ders the Making and Consuming the like sort of C^oods of our
Native Make and Growth but this is a mistaken reason, and
ariseth by not considering what it is that Occasions Trade, It
is not Necessity that causeth Consumption but it is the
|
iVants of the Mind, Fashion, and the Desire of Novelties, and
Things scarce that causeth Trade," *2
"Above four fifths Parts of the Commodities Imported
by this Trade, are again Exported into Forraign Parts;
by the Returns of which, more than Treble the Bullion is Im-
ported that was firse Exported to India; and the wealth of thin
Kingdom is as greatly encreased, as by the direct Trade to and
from the Indies," *3
"If wee send one hundred thousand Pounds into the
East Indies to buy Pepper there, and bring it hither, and from
Macaulay - HISTORY OF ENGLAND . Vol.IV.Pages 113,114
#Usher* INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Page 279. Quoting from
THE ANCIENT TRADES DECAYED AlTD REPAIRED AGAIN, a pamphlet
printed in 1678,
*2 Nicholas Barboh - DISCOURSE ON TRADE. Page 35
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hence send it for Italy or Turkey, it must yeild seven hundred
thousand Pounds at least in th6se places, in regard of the
excessive Charge which the Merchant dishurseth in those long
voyages in Shipping, Wages, Victuals, Insurance, Interest,
Customes, Imposts, and the like, all which notwithstanding the
King and the Kingdom gets,” *
In spite of the reasonableness of the answers to thes
charges, the t?T©* British textile manufacturers did secure an
act of Parliament in 1700 which required that ; "Whereas it is
most evident that the Continuance of Trade to the East Indies
in the same Manner and Proportions as it hath been for 'i'wo
Yeares last past, must inevitably be to the great Detriment of
the Kingdom by exhausting the Treasure thereof and melting :
downe the Coine, and takeing away the Labour of the People
whereby very many of the Manufacturers of this Nation are be-
come excessively burdensome and chargeable to their respective
Parishes and others are thereby compelled to seek for Employ- i
ment in Forraign Parts,, ...after the 29th of September,
1701, no wrought Silks, Bengals, no Stuffs mixed with Silk and
Herba shall be worn or used in England except such as are made
into Apparel or Furniture before that day, and all u-oods im-
ported after that day must be warehoused and exported," #
B
Later the Calico Act of 1721 was passed :"An act to
preserve and encourage the woolen and silk manufactures and fo:*
* Mun - ENGLAin)*S TREASURE BY HER FORRAIGN TRADE, Page 39,
#Eldridge - TRADING WITH ASIA, Page 227
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the more satisfactory employment of the poor, hy prohibiting
I
the use and wear of all printed, flowered, or dyed calicoes in|
I
apparel, household stuffs, furniture or otherwisv/” after Decem|-
her 25, 1722, This act made it unlawful for any person to use
or wear any calicoes under penalty of forfeiting 5 to the in-
former and paying a fine of 20* *
These acts gave the nritish manufacturers a practical-
monopoly at home, although they were undersold hy the Company
in the foreign market until the inventions of Arkwright made
it possible for the nritish manufacturers to produce a thread
of cotton strong enough for the warp, replacing the linen threiid
that they had formerly used. Then the British all -cotton clot^
was cheap enough to threaten the supremacy of the all-cotton
cloth brought from India by the Company, eien in the foreign
market.
The supporters of the Company had not been satisfied
merely to answer the arguments against it, they had gone fur-
ther and attempted to show that the realm could ill do without
it* "These are the benefits of Trade* .,,, .that relate to
Covemment* , , , , ,Trade increaseth the Revenues of the Govern-
ment, by providing an Imploy for the People: For every Man thab
Works, pays by those things which he Eats and Weares something
to the Government* Thus the Excise and Customs are Raised,,,,
and the King’s Revenue is the more Increased*
"Another Benefit of Trade is. It is Useful of the
*Usher - INDUSTRIAIi HISTORY OF ENGLAND, Page 284,
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r
Defence of the Government; It Provided the Magazines of Warr.
Gnns, Powder, and nnllets, are all made of Minerals, and are
wronght hy traders; besides those Minerals are not to he had in,
all Conntries; the great Stoclc of Saltpeter is hronght from the
East Indies and therefore must he Imported hy the Merehant*..
The last Benefit is, that Trade may he Assistant to the Inlargijjig
of Empire; and if an Universal Empire, or Dominion of very
Large Extent, can again he Raised in the World, it seems more
prohahly to he done hy the Help of Trade; hy the Increase of
Ships at Sea, than hy Arms at Land England seems the Pro-
perer Seat for such an Empire.” *
"There is a necessity for a Joynt stock in all Eor-
raign Trade, where the Trade must he maintained hy Force or
Forts on the Land; and where his Majesty cannot conveniently
maintain an Amity and Correspondence hy Embassadors; and not
elsewhere." # This would give a reason why the Company in oues-^
tion should continue, yet would not extend the recognition of
need to a similar company in the E'uropean trade where it would
obviously he such a hardship to so many persons that their
opposition would kill it in very short order. In other words,
"Our Company is a necessity, any other like it would he as
wrong as you, in your lack of understanding, say that this one
is."
Sir Josiah child presented to the nation a statement
* Barhon - DISCOURSE ON TRADE. Page 23.
# Child - TREATISE ON THE EAST INDIA TRADE. Page 5
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uonditlon of
the Com-pany
Trade when
Attacked
of the condition of his company so that even
the most prejudiced could not fail to under-
stand that it was a national asset - at leastlL
he hoped that it would make them see the ligh||t
as he saw it. "That the present and future
Ages may know in what Condition the ilnglish
East-India Trade stood, when the Company was assaulted “by the
private designs of parcicular (particular ? ) men, I shall add
an Account of the Present Posture of their Affaires, viz. Last
year (1680) the Company sent out, which are not yet returned,
for the Coast of Coromandel and the iiay of Bengali, iJ'our three
deck-Bhips i!*or Surat and the Coast of India,
three Three-heck Ships Jl?‘or Bantam, two ships For the
South Seas and China, two Ships and in all of them the
stock of ^47, 994.15s. 6d,
"This Year (1681) the Company are sending out to the
Coast of Coromandel and the hay of Bengali, five ITiree Beck-Shil^s
For Surat and the Coast of India, three ships
For Bantam, three ships For the South Seas and China, one
other c-reat Ship, which is not yet resolved upon; and in all of|
them the Stock of above ojf 600,000 Sterling.
"Note that the ships are generally bigger than they
are let for * g^id the Company imploy none but English-built
ahips, and that besides what they sent out last Year and are
* He has given in each case the name, tonnage, and nimilDer of
men in the crew of each ship being sent out, material that I
have omitted. It is to this tonnage that he refers. On page 6
of this Treatise he states that "The Trade imploys more great
Warlike English Ships .than all the Trades of the World
from England besides."
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sending this, they have always a considerable stock left in the
Uoxmtrey to make and provide Goods beforehand llie just nim-
ber of their Adventurers (ie, stock-holders) is now 566, and
new ones are daily coming in.
”If, notwithstanding all that has been said, the
Company must be destroyed, God*s will be done I am persuade(
the Jhitch, to have this J?‘eat done, would give us a Million
of Pounds Sterling And I am sure, if they did pay two
Millions, they would have too good a J^argain of it. "
Although it was next to impossible for in-
Activity of dependent commerce to trade in the JjJeat. e-sreept.
Iiiterlopers at ports where the Comnanv had alreaiiv hrnlre-n
the way by establishing factories, these "inter-
lopers" were supported by political enemies of the company, and
with this encouragement they became increasingly active. In 165’3
when the trade was open to all comers through the act of the
Council of State, Thomas Skinner, a merchant, had fitted up a
vessel, sent it to the East, bought an island from the King of
Jambee, and established his own factory there at ±Jarella. The
agents of the Company, as soon as their charter had been renewed
seized his ship, house, island, and denied him passage home on
any of their ships. He eventually made his way to England over-
land, and once there brought suit against the Company before the
House of Lords, which found in his favor and awarded him ^5,000
damages. The Company denied the jurisdiction of the Lords and
9
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I
appealed the case to the Uommons, who reversed the decision
and sent Skinner to the Tower as a common felon,
Not all of the interlopers had as good a case as the
imfortimate Skinner, many of them were little "better than pi-
rates, and the native princes "blamed the Company for all of
their evil deeds, since "both interlopers and Company agents
were Englishmen, One of these interlopers seized a ship "be-
longing to A"bdul Gophor, leading merchant of Surat, most im-
portant friend of the Company and a man with great political
influence. Another interloper captured a ship "belonging to the
Great Mogul himself which was carrying pilgrims to Mecca, The
difficulties in which the Company found itself as a result of
that can well "be Imagined,
John Bruce told Parliament many years later: "The
crews of these interloping vessels frequently "became pirates
which exposed the Company's factories to heavy losses, and
their servants to great dangers, from their persons and pro-
perty "being seized to make good the losses of the natives," #
In 1695 the King sent Richard, Lord Coote, Earl of
nellamont to I'lew York as governor to attempt to put do;vn the
free"booting that was regarded in England as a disgrace to the
colonies, as well as a menace to the East Indian trade. The
I
method of these pirates fitted out in hew York and Rhode Island
*Il"bert-Government of India , Page 33
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was to taJce prizes in the Red Sea, run them into Madagascar
where they would meet merchant ships ( often o^vned hy the pi-
rates themselves), huy the goods needed for their piracy, and
sell the East Indis goods which were carried hack to Merica
hy ostensibly honest merchants. * *
It is ]aiown that one governor of hew York, Governor !
i?‘letcher, commissioned vessels and sold individual protection
j
to their crews at the rate of jfPO a man, Ris Council consiste^
of merchants interested in the trade; he and his whole family
^
regularly received "presents" from the pirates. Rore, in the
ship ijORTUNE, commissioned from hew York, brought home a cargo
that was shared in by every member of the council* Thomas Few,
a regular visitor to the East, who was on the black-list of th((
Company with a price on his head, called on the governor, had
dinner at his house, and exchanged gifts with him every time
he made hew York.
It is easy to understand why the Company was readj^
to use any means to get rid of such dangerous competitors.
Often the interlopers were captains of ships that had been
sent out by the Company, who got acquainted with the trade
while they were in its employ, then left its service to go into
business independently* lliese men would work with employees
of the Company, who were acquainted with the native traders
,
to trade up and down the coast just outside the harbors,
* It is interesting, though not important, to note that the
Earl of Bellamont engaged as one of his agents to suppress
this freebooting a Captain Kidd, fitted him out, and sent him
to sea. The unfortunate Earl was horrified when his agent
became one of the most notorious of all pirates.
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getting their cargoes from the natives with whom the bargain
had been struck in the very offices of the Company, The port
agents also developed a system of slipping one skein of silk
out of each bale they packed and selling these to the inter-
lopers, who thus collected a cargo at less cost than the Com-
pany had had to pay for the same goods, ITien they sold the
load in Europe in competition with the legitimate trade,
William Hedges in his diary gives an interesting
description of one of these interlopers looking for trade,
"Alley went in a splendid Ec^uipage, habitted in i:)carlet rich-
ly laced. Ten Englishmen in nlew Capps and Coats edged with
Red, all armed with Blunderbusses, went before his Pallankeen,
80 Peons before them, and 4 Musicians playing on Weights, with
8 Flaggs before him like an agent, A gawdy Shew and a great
jjioise adds much to a Public Person’s credit in this Country,"*
And according to an entry made several days later in
the diary. Alley got the trade, in spite of all that Agent
Hedges could do to prevent him,
William Hedges, Chief of the East India Company’s
Factories in Bengal from 1681 to 1683, found one interloper
so much worse than all the others that his complaints led his
employers to take special measures to get rid of this "Fellow
of a haughty, huffying, daring temper" as he is described in
* Hedges - DIARY, Oct, 8, 1683, vol,I, Page 183,
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one of their letters,* This scoimdrel was Ihomas Pitt, ancestoif
J
of the great william Pitt,
In a letter to i?‘ort St, G-eorge dated March 10,1681,
they gave instructions; "By the first ship that goes downe to '
the Bay, we would have you send downe to Agent Hedges a Cor-
'I
porall and 20 soldiers to he at his disposall there to
j
prevent interlopers, We think it may not he amiss to have
i
them there to prevent any insolent attempt of Pitts to rescue
I
Vincent #,,,,because prohahly Pitts, being so well acquainted
vdth the Ganges, may carry both the ships as far as nugli." @ !
Pitt did not rescue vini?ent, but neither did the
"Corporall" capture Pitt, for less than a year later the 1
!i
Council of the nay of Bengal reported;" Pitts entered Ballasor^
in a hostile manner with guards and trumpets, reports the Easti!
li
India Company were in so low a condition that they could send
)
forth but two ships to fetch off their remaines with not 20
chests of treasure, and that there was a Hew Company erected,
and hee, the said Pitts, was their agent Pitts comes with
3 shippes to hugli and lands in great state, with 4 or 5 files
of soldiers in red coates, well armed, and with great attendance
of Native Soldiers, with Trumpeters, end takes up his quarters
with the Butch, by name of the New Company's agent, bespatteriiig
*letter of the Court to T'ort St, George, March 10,1681 (2)
Quoted in Hedges - BIARY
,
Vol.III, Page X, ^
#Vincent was an agent of the Company who had been caught hav- i
I
ing clandestine dealings with Pitt and other interlopers and
was in prison at the time the letter was written.
@ Hedges - BIARY. Vol. Ill, Page X.
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the Old Company.” The idea of a Hew Companjr was, as it hap-
pened, a case of coming events casting their shadows hefore.
Jiarly in 1683 the Uonncil of snrat wroire home to the
Court of Directors: "The interlopeing ahippes are neare fully
laden, hy raeanes of your false servant Vincent (apparently now
restored to the Company's employ, although why that was done I
can find no explanation .he and Pitts talks at a strange rati>,
give out your honours are hroke, and they chiefes for a Dew
Company, Wee hope that they will meet with a due Reward for
contemning his Majestic 's Charter," #
July 20, 1683, the Court of Directors wrote to aurat,
possibly in answer to the letter just guoted: "The affaires of
the Interlopers we hope will soon he at an end, his Majesty
being fully resolved to suppress them. The Methods proposed
for effectuall doing whereof by the hing*s Council here are.
1st. Dy stopping them from going out as wee did aands
(which lies by the Walls.) @
2nd. Dy our own actions for damages,
3rd, Dy information in the Crown Office in the iiing^s
Name for high Misdemeanors upon which such as are
found guilty vrLll be fined to the Ming at the
Judges Discretion,
I
"In the two forementioned ways wee have begun with 25|
Hedges HIARY ,Vol, III, Page XI
# Idem,Page XI
@ The Company servants had actually boarded the ship of this
Sands, and prevented it, by use of force, from sailing. .
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of them, which is thoia^ht ahimdantly more effectuall than stop-
ping or seizing their goods, which cannot he so well justified
in ii)ngland hy our uharter as it may he in India, as our Uouncelll
informs us In regard the crimes perpetrated hy Vincent,
Pittz, and Dorrell, in the iiay of Bengali were most enormous, ••
they were taken and kept some Bayes in Custody and then dis-|
missed giving ^40,000 each security to answer the king’s Suit,
the issue whereof, we have reason to believe, will make them
aicke of that kind of Interloping forever*" *
This hope proved unjustified, for although it was ten
years before Pitt was again heard of in the kast, others were
active, and in 1693 the arch-rascal himself v/as hack as dan-
gerous as ever. Business, like politics, makes strange hedfello|Nrs,
however; in 1697 when the Bew Company, which Pitt had so brazen-
ly announced in 1683, was a reality, the former interloper
appeared at Port iit, George as u-ovemor for the Old Company, and)
was its most effective agent in suppressing its rival, lliere
was in this case much truth in the old saying, "Set a thief to
catch a thf4f*"
The Butch were still very much in the busi-
ness, and were still a cause of grave concern to
the agents of the Company, as is shown hy ex-
tracts which I have taken from the diary of Wil-
liam Hedges, "September S6,1683, Mr, Richard Mohum, in the
Hedges - BlARY, Vol,III, Pages XII7XIII
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RECOVERY, .. .advises me he met with two of the Companies Ships in
the Straight s, one Smith the commander of one of them, and Cole
the commander of the other. They told him they were homid for
China to seeke out and settle a trade there where they coiild
finf admittance. That the Company had sent out 6 Ships of them
this year. One of those had ^30,000 Stock on hoard, besides a
good quantity of cloth Mr, Mohun farther declared that
the G-ovemor of Malacca told him they expected orders out of
holland ye next shipping, to forbid and stop all itian ( Christ la|i
Shipps whatsoever from going throijgh either of the two Streights
of Sunda or Malacca," *
"October 1683, The Dutch Company in Holland have
sent out this Yeare a Shippe directly for this Place ,the
Supercargoe is called Sig, Lints; his business is to Spie into
and make Discoverie of our Trade - to b-uy bilke and Silkes as we
doe - and to see whether they may not trade directly out and
Home, without going to natabla; which they find a tedious way
and not so beneficial to them as ours The I>utch, finding
the shortness of this Way, will hereafter, in all probability
be competitors with us in our sorts of Silke, and all other
Commodities which wee usually trade in," #
"October 31, 1683, The Company’s affairs will
always grow worse and worse, ,, ,till they resolve to quarrel
with these people and build a fort on ye Island Sagar at the
* Hedges - DIARY, Vol,I, Page 116
# Idem, Page 130
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I
mouth of thiY River. • • . •Vlf ^is *66 not speedily taJcen in hand
hy us, there’s no douht made hut t’will soon he done hy the
Dutch, who tadke it freely as often as we meet with them: and
then we must expect to he soone turned out of this country,"
Establishment of a Rival Company
The war in Parliament between the interlopers and the
Company increased in bitterness; the interlopers maintained
their constitutional right to freedom of trade, which the house
of Lords was inclined to support; hut the Company acloiowledged
the Jurisdiction of the House of Commons only, and, as many of
the members of that body were stock-holders in the Company,
they were inclined to support its cause, Then came a complete
change in hritish politics, iVhigs gained the ascendancy, the
Glorious Revolution forced Kinh James into the discard, and with
him went the Company’s political influence. After the Bill of
!
Rights, the guestion arose as to whether the Crown had any right
to grant charters. This right was claimed by Parliament. At
length the Parliament became so angry at ^ir Josiah Child’s
refusal to compromise with "Hew Companjr" men, led by Papillon,
who was a stamch whig and a personal enemy of Child, that in
1692 the Commons petitioned King William to cancel the old
charter and grant another to a "Nev/" company, thus tacitly
1 acknowledging the right of the Crown to grant charters carrying
monopoly rights. The king refused to do it. but he did give
I,
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the Company notice that in accordance with the terms of the
|
existing charter, he proposed to cancel it in three years’ time!.
Child "began to spend money left and right, wherever
it woiald h-uy the most support. The Governor of the Company was
his tool in this distribution of "bri'bes as a parliamentary in-
vestigating committee made clear in 1695, "The committee re-
ported that they had sate in Leadenhsill Street, had examined
ducnraents, had interrogated directors and clerks, "but had been
unable to arrive at the bottom of the iniquity. Some most
suspicious entries had been discovered, under the head of spe-
cial service. The expenditure on this accorint had, in the year
1693, exceeded eighty thousand pounds. It was proved that, as
to the outlay of this money, the directors had placed implicit
confidence in the governor. Sir Thomas Cook, He had merely
told them in general terms that he had been at a aharge of
twenty three thousand, of twenty five thousand, of thirty
thousand pounds, in the matter of the Charter, that there
were some great persons whom it was necessary to gratify,"
When Child thought that the "great persons" had been
sufficrently "gratified", that he had enough support bought up,
he refused to pay a tax levied on trading companies, so for-
feited his charter. Immediately he applied for a new one from
the Ministry, before Parliament came into session. He succeeded
in getting a fairly satisfactory one, (October 7, 1693)# al-
4-.V>r>ngh thft TnintatftTS h^d to put in some restrlatInna, in order
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to save their face “before Parliament when it should meet. In
effect, it confirmed the previous charter, hut made its privi-
leges revocable if the Company did not accept any further re-
gulations which might he imposed within one year, iiy these
additional regulations the capital was doubled by the addition
of ^740,000 new stock; i- 1,000 conferred the right to vote; all
dividends must be paid in money, not in goods; they must export
annually 150,000 in nritish goods; and they must import for
sale to the government at a fixed price a specified amount of
saltpeter, I'he monopoly was retained.
In accordance with the charter, so they claimed, the
Company detained the interlopers^ ship REDBRIDGE in the 'fhames
as it was about to clear for the East, The legality of the
action was brought before the House of Commons who returned the
decision that " all subjects of England have equal rights to
trade to the East Indies, unless prohibited by Act of ParliameB tvs
This, of course, abrogated the legal monopoly of the iiritish
j
East India Company then and there, but it was retained in fact
I
because the Company did nothing to prevent individual trade at
|
home, and said little about it, but in the East spared no ef- i
forts to kill it, and Parliament coiJld not do much about thingr
that happened half the world away, particularly since an able
j
agent could see that there was no evidence left around to get
|
back to England, "Dead men tell no tales", and ships at the
ii
II
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bottom of the Indian Ocean are q.uite apt to stay there.
'fhe interlopers and rivals within the Company whom
Sir Josiah Child had forced out of positions of prominence
com'bined with Whigs in Parliament who owned no stock in the
Company to form a new organization for trading in the East
Indies. In 1698 the government wanted a loan of ^^*,000,000,
The mem'bers of this new organization offered to lend it at
only 8^ interest, which was a low rate at that time, and in
return were able to secure the passage of an Act of Parliament
which gave them the right to trade in the East as a regulated
company, and stated that after 1701, when the charter of the
Old Company could “be cancelled, they should have exclusive
right to the trade. Evelyn records in his diary that "The Old
East India Company lost their 'business against the JNew Com-
pany “by 10 votes in Parliament, so many of their friends “being
a'bsent, going to See a tiger "baited "by dogs." *
•Jlie New Company was at a disadvantage from the
beginning. It had no ready money to “begin trading with until
the government shold pay interest on the money it owed them,
since the “bulk of its capital had “been taken “by the loan,
v'diile the Old Company had an experienced commercial organization
already in the field, the i'iew Company had nothing; no factoriej,
no trained agents, no relations esta“blished with native princejp.
In its attempt to overcome these difficulties, the
John Evelyn - DIARY
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Rivalry between
Old and New
Uoimaanies
Hew Company made one great mistaJce, it employed as its agents
many men who had teen discharged iDy the Old
Company. This at once discredited them, es-
pecially in the eyes of the native traders,
Although the new agents claimed the title
"consul” which outranked that of "factor”
used hy the others, as a rule the Mogul officials recognized
only the Old Company. Since the Old Company did not recognize
that the Hew Company had any rights until 1701, a fierce strugg'^e
took place "between thier respective agents. In Bombay, '’the New
agent embroiled the Old governor with the native powers and so
ruined him without doing the Hew Company cause the least good.
In Bengal, Littleton of the New was completely worsted by neard;
of the Old; at Fort St. George, the former interloper, Thomas
Pitt, now Old Company agent, auickly and thoroughly disposed of
his distant relative and close rival, John Pitt, nis proclama-
tion rather neatly sums up the attitude of the Old Company men
throughout India toward these newcomers. "For that the Act of
Parliament which erects the Hew East India Company continues
our Company trade till September, 1701, from whence wee Infer
that they are to enjoy all their Rights and Privileges and theif*
Govemours, Presidents, and Factorys to exercise all powers
necessary for the Supports of your covemraents and trade.
"Moreover wee observe in the Act our Company are ex-
empted from paying five per cent which is for bearing the Chargfe
of Embassadors and Consulls from which wee likewise inferr that
our Company's Affaires nor Servants nor any Trading under their
tae'^y^ atzo eJS^n ^inagmoO wet
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Protection in these Parts are imder theire direction or controuLlV?/
^ With the Moguls refusing to recognize the J)*ew Company, and the
[
experienced agents thwarting it at every move, it was foredoomed
j! to failure, hut of course the Old Company officials had no way
l|
!|
of laiowing how the struggle in India was going to come out, so
ji they lost no time in building up the right to continue to carry
[
on the trade when their charter should expire, ihiring the
|:
three years of grace left to them, they suhscrihed heavily to
I
the stock of the I'Jew Company, until they held more than half
!
of it. Then they tried to take advantage of the clause in the
I
[! j^ew charter which authorized any majority of stock-holders
i
within the Company to carry on operations as a Joint-stock
trader. They demanded to he so incorporated on the basis of
I
their ^ 315 , 000 subscription. * "The Old iiiast India Company
I
have, to the Joy of all our nearest friends, obtained their
!
great point against the JJiew, by having got their bill passed
|!
j
beyond all expectation, this Parliament confirming them in
being a separate Corporation," wrote Samuel Pepys to his nephew
I’
in April of 1700, *
The news of this confirmation caused iMew stock to fall
I
5^ in three days, yet such uncertainty concerning the exact
status of the Old Company prevailed that its stock also dropped
! and took down hank of England stock with it, "There is a great
,
and sudden fall of all our great Stocks; I mean that of the
hank and both our East*India Company's," Pepys wrote in another
letter. #
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At this same time, too many traders caused the prices
to rise in the Indies and fall at home until profits reached
the vanishing point.
When the Old Company was fighting the hew, and the
general public was ready to kill both, there was only the choice
for theii^to unite or die, haturally they preferred to unite. In
this situation an "Indenture Tripartite" was
Fusion of the entered upon, April 27, 1702, the three parties
Two Companies being the Old Company, the New Company, and
Queen .Anne, By it the "United Company of Mer-
chants Trading to the East Indies" was created, with monopoly
privileges based on an act of Parliament. The terms of the
union attempted to secure a complete equality: to manage its
business there was to be a Court of Directors of twenty four
members, twelve from each company; each company was to furnish
half the annual exports; the capital was to be ,^^3, 200, 000, of
which the Old Company was to purchase enough at par to raise
its holdings to half the total; the new Company was to pay the
Old Company ^130,000 for its share in their fortifications,
settlements, and so forth; seven years was allov/ed for winding
up the separate interests of the two companies as represented
by the ships that had already sailed before the union was a-
greed upon, * An immediate result of the union was a rise in
the prices of the stocks of both the Old and the New Companies.
Old Company stock rose thirty noints and new almost as much.
* Nolan - HISTORY OF BRITISH EMPIRE
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The agents of the respective companies got into such |
I
a tangle over winding up the separate interests that the -union
|
wo-uld very likely have failed if the government had not demand-!
ed a loan of ^1,200,000 without interest. The United Companies
i
were so afraid that another rival would enter the fray and make
the loan for the sake of the trade privileges that they got
together, made the loan jointly, and called upon Lord Godolphin
to arbitrate all matters in dispute between them.
His award, made in 1708, completed the union in detail.
The whole of the debts and all of the properties of the two com|*
panies were to be vested in the United Company, The stock of
separate adventurers who had subscribed to the i^*ew Company but
had never entered the United Company, ajDO-unting to some 4*7,200,
v;as to be paid off with three years' notice after the year 1711
1 ,
The Old Company conveyed to the United Company "the forts and
islands of Bombay; factories at aurat, Swally, Broach, i\madavod
,
Agra, Luclmow; forts of Carwar, Tellicherry, Anjergo, Calicut,
Jj'ort St, George at Madras, Fort St, David at Pondichery, Fort
William at Calcutta, and numerous other forts, posts, factories,
in India, Persia, Cochin-China, Sumatra, and Java," *
In consideration for the loan. Parliament
Charter by passed an act in 1708 chartering "The United
Act of Company of Merchants of England Trading to the
Parliament The East Indies", granting them exclusive
* Eldridge - TRADING WITH ASIA, Page 227 I
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done orf-fut ortfoeas^rL o/t lo pfno"^ otTZ
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I ,
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trading rights until 17P6, and "beyond nnless three years* notic|
of withdrawal were given* This notice of withdrawal of privi-
leges should not he given -under any circ-umstances -until the
loan had been repaid, (For a cent-ury every time the charter
was renewed, the government borrowed money from the Company;
b-ut -until 1766, instead of attempting to control the Company *s
actions. Parliament handed it ever greater powers.
)
The Directors were formed into ten committees to have
charge of various phases of the Company interests; the more im-
portant were the Committee of Legal Business, the Committee of
Correspondence ( governing), of Warehouses (imports), of B-uying
(exports). Offices were set up in Leadenhall Street in the Eas
India House. Here all goods were sold at auction by the famous
method of "candle-sale". An inch of candle was set burning
and the best bid received before it burnt out was accepted.
All sales were well attended, excitement as the candle b-umed
low was intense, especially when indigo or tea were concerned.
It was not -uncommon for more than a million po-unds of tea to be
sold in a single day.
Rivalry with the French East India Company
The directors of the United Company adopted the polic
long held by the Old Company of non-interference with the intei|
nal affairs of India, and as long as the Mogul Empire was
strong, this worked very well, A firman from Delhi in 1715
had included territorial coneessions along with trade rights;
since the Mogul Empire collapsed soon after this, the concessi
amounted to a demand for the Company to take the land, if it
Icjft
loitoi: '*i'Cj8av ??noIxn; i>ito”\:o(f ,d^VI It&iOT std^t^z
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Development of
an tolre ly
the J’rench
East India
Company
could, from the Emperor* s enemies. The disintegration of the
Mogul Empire also made iJ'rance a formidable rival in India, more
dangerous than Moll and had ever been.
The first French East India Companjr had|
been founded in 1604, only four years after
the British, but had failed; a second in 16!lp.,
a third in 1615, a fourth under Cardinal
Richeli«a*s patronage in 164P had all suf-
fered the same fate. These were merely
trading adventures with no plan for estab-
lishments in the East, but in 1664 Louis XIV and his great
minister, Colbert, organized one as an empire building project,
and forced it upon the people of France, with the Crown always
backing it. It was to have a capital of 15,000,000 francs,
3,000,000 francs of which were advanced to the Company by the
state, which further engaged itself to bear all losses sustains^,
in the first ten years. Complete monopoly of the trade was
given for fifty years and a royal edict was published that de-
clared that it was not derogatory to nobility to trade with the
Indies, Pull jurisdiction was given to the Company over all
the territory its servants might conquer or occupy, with permisf
si on to defend them with all the forces of France,
At first it was interested in Madagascar; glowing
’’land agent” prospectuses appeared as though by magic on the
walls of all the towns of France; every ship that sailed for
the East carried emigrants to the nev/ land, however, the colonj^
on Madagascar did little more than survive.
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1
J?‘rancis Caron, a J?‘renchman tom in Holland, rose high
in the services of the imtch East India Company, then resigned
when he did not get the position that he thought that he deser-
ved, end offered his sword and his laiowledge of the eastern
trade to Coltert, who made him Director-General of French Com-
merce in India. One look at Hadagascar was enough for Caron,
he sailed on to the continent where he estatlished the first
French factory at ;:5urat. His next move was to send a Persian,
Mercara, as his representative to the king of Golconda to ask
for all trading privileges granted to any other foreign power
and in addition for the right to establish a settlement at
masulipatam. All were granted freely, I’hen he attempted to
take Ceylon from the Dutch hut failed, and followed this up hy
a successful attempt on ht. Thome near Madras. At the instiga-
tion of the Dutch, he was recalled to JJrance in disgrace, hut
on the way home was shipwrecked and drowned.
His successors bought Pondichery from the Hing of
Bijapur in 1674, Agent Francois Martin founded a settlement
here when his superior officer lost iit, Thome and sailed hack i
to aurat and safety. Only sixty men dared risk Pondichery
with Maxtin, yet they were able to establish trade, make friend
with the natives, and get permission to enlist native soldiers !
in their little army. Martin saved his tiny town from destrucj
tion by a Maratha prince by removing from it everything of any
value, then inviting the prince in to look it over and receive
its submission, bince it was not worth sacking, the Maratha
let it remain to grow up. It became so prosperous that the
s
08 0*1 at mod af^miOTtb'^^ b ,aori30 eJtoxtaTi I
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I
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Dutch captured it in 1693, end shipped Martin and his surviving
companions hack to iJrance. This was a mistake on their part,
they should have killed him, for when he reached JJ’rance he ad-
vertised his work so well that when the Peace of Ryswick re-
stored it to trance, he got government support for the first
time. He went hack to Pondichery as Pirector-G^eneral and spent
the rest of his life in building up a lasting J^rench influence
among the natives, although the trade died with his death.
When the trade died down, the Company ceded its mono-
poly to some merchants of iit, Malo who were, however, never in-
corporated as an Hast India Company since the trade to the Hast
was merely incidental to their other traffic.
In 1717 John Law founded his "Company of the West"
to develop Louisiana, hut since his imagination knew no hounds
of wealth or space, he took over all the possessions and privi-
leges of Colhert^s company. When the "Mississippi Huhhle"
hurst in 17 EO, it took the Hast India Company with it to ruin,
hut the latter had more lives than a cat, for it was again re-
organized in 17S5 as "The Perpetual Company of the Indies" with
a capital of S5, 000, 000 livres. Although 50,000,000 livres
were suh scribed, the Company was still not on a sound financial
basis for its expenses exceeded its income, hut hacked as it
was by the Crown and indirectly managed by the Minister of Htat|^,
it gradually struggled to prosperity, Mahe and Carical were
added to its possessions; its sale of goods mounted to more thajji
i: 1,000,000 in a single year; Hngland became alarmed.
The French governors were shrewd and crafty men, they!
ee
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1, Chandemagore
p, Yanaon
3. Carical
4. Pondichery
5. Maii^
6. Surat
7. Masulipatam
were in India to 'build an empire as well as trade and they saw
their chance in the falling to pieces of the Mogul Empire, when
Dost Alt was killed by the Marathas, his surviving family took
refuge with Dumas in Pondichery, and as a result of the protec-|
tion he extended to them, Dumas acquired three districts near
the city for Prance. La Bourdonnais, in command at Mauritius,
was allowed to eauip five ships to use against the English "if
war should break out". Other alliances were made between the
prench governors and the reigning houses of the south.
The British factories were threatened
nritish Alliances with extinction by the virtual anarchy tha^j
I
with native broke out with the Mogul fall. iTie Bom-
I
Princes bay presidency was attacked by Marathas;
nugli was sacked by them; then the British
took a page out of Prance’s book and entered into alliances t
with native princes and raised aepoy armies with English
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officers and equipment to fight their battles for them. ITiese
were eventually reinforced by fleets and troops from Europe.
In 1744 when the great duel for empire in
Comuarative the iiast between JJ'rance and J5iigland took form.
strength of England had a stronger position than J? ranee.
the llvo She had a longer and more prosperous record in
uompanies in the East: J^ritish trade exceeded that of the
India French many times over, which made it easier
for the Company to support the losses incurred
by war; it had three presidencies on the mainland while France
had but one; it operated its fleet from norabay, which was much
nearer the heart of things than was the rival base at A^auritius,
an important factor especially in monsoon periods.
In 1742 Joseph Francois Dupleix was sent to be gover-
nor at Pondichery. How simple that sounds, but how much it was
to mean in the story of the French in Indial
”In boldness of conception, and in know-
The Duel for ledge of Oriental diplomacy. Dupleix has pro-
Empire in bably had no eaual. but he was no soldier and
India. he was destined to encounter in the field the
The Work of ^heaven-bom genius’ of Clive.” * He was al-
ready experienced in Indian affairs when he came to Pondichery
since, as Intendant at Chandemagore
,
he had raised that place
from a ruin, half buried in jungle, to a thriving commercial
town. His new position presented a greater problem; the Camat: LC
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was suffering from the after effects of a Maratha inTasion and ^
an Anglo-French war was threatening, hupleix set things in or-
der in the town; renewed fortifications; then formally notified
every native prince he ever heard of of his accession. He re-
ceived homage from all the minor native dignitaries, then
travelled in state to Chandemagore to he installed as riawah.
He conducted everything with all the pomp and circumstance of
a coronation preceded hy a royal progress, the impression made
on the natives was tremendous. And then the Directors of the
Company in France ordered him to cut down on the expenses i Du-
pleix cut where he could and spent where he must (much of it
from his private fortune} to get into as good a condition as
possible for the impending conflict with Ibigland.
That the conflict could not long he delayed was cleail
in fact, it was long overdue. For several years there had been
actual, although unofficial, war on the seas, many French
privateers were roving around that Fast Indiamen had to he con-|
voyed up and down the Channel or else trade suspended, A special
department of the British East India Company had been institute||i
for the purpose of securing the needed protection from the Ad-
miralty. A French squadron consisting of a ”64" and two frigatejs
went to St, Helena to catch the East India homeward hotmd
fleet when it put in there for water, hut as a warning reached
the fleet, it was prepared and maintained a running fight all
the way to All S^Joits Bay, where they escaped to safety.
With such skirmishing going on at sea, the outbreak
of war on land was apt to come at any moment, and Pondichery
J5ao xio.tB/?Trti 3 io efoe‘1^9 i9&^ 9ii& B<n\ s^w
-*rc /it xlaXqxrti. eavr *cx?w rioxierrl-oI^ixA. r®
l>oX^J:toa naxfi ; 8Xicid-j80 X^X;hrol ^ewanarr ;£Wof 9ii& sil leb
- 9T on .xroloeaooa aXri lo lo f^ori ttovo erf ©otrl^q evJt;fx!C y^ovo
rterfi" ,poxX8rfinaXJ& ev^;^/^fr loiriin orfd- IXc norTt e^ciorf iovioo
,rfawett aa J&eJIa^e/iX erf oJ* eio^meJSnBrfO orf erfarfa itJt fieXIeyaiw
lo 30fL<'rf8fla;o*iib f>iX8 qmoq orirf ila rftlw ^xriifrfYyeve Jiod’ox/jbnoo oH
eJbflffl aoieBeiqcri orfrf ,e8etr%o*iq Ibxoi b y^ XeJ^ooeiq xioirfanortoo jb si
erfrf to eio^r^QitC erfrf rre/irf JbxsA. ,exroJ!>irep©'irf aaw eoyirfan erf^f- no
-x/<I Jeeenoqx® orf^ no nwol) &sto orf arid J6e‘iol)'xo ©oxsatt'i at
it to dojiLi) iauBi orf o'torfw rfneqe Jine IjIs/oo erf enerfif rfiro xielq
ea noirfifinoo b f)003 aa odrci rfas orf {eoairLot ei^vlTc Bid tacit
ditvf iotltnoo snlAnoqiTLt erf^ lol eldtsecq
,
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Xnxcrorf l>naw9niori ai.bnl rfsaS erirf rforfao orf aneXoH ,rf8 orf rfnew
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was not yet ready. In the emergency, Dnpleix sent word to the
hawah of the Carnatic reminding him of their long friendship
and of the well known desire of the JJ'rench to live at peace
with all mankind within his dominions, and asking him to preveni
his tenants, the English, from attacking his friends, the Erenclf,
at Pondichery. The Hawah warned the tv;o European powers to do
no fighting in his territory, hut Admiral La Bourdonnais collec|-
ed a fleet with which he conquered Madras. (1746)
Madras surrendered on condition that the town should
he ransomed and the Company servants should he held as prisoner^
of war while awaiting ransom. La Bourdonnais wanted to accept
the terms of surrender; Bupleix, looking to the future, v/anted
to wipe Madras completely off the map so he demanded unconditioi^al
surrender. As a result of this disagreement. La Bourdonnais
sailed away, leaving Bupleix to fight his war alone. The Bav/ah
ordered Bupleix to surrender the town to his agents, which the
frenchman firmly refused to do, so the Bawah sent his own son
with 10,000 men to put the Erench out. In true scriptural
fashion "they said among themselves, *This is the heir.. ..let
us seize on his inheritance^ and they caught him and cast him
out." A small French force under Paradis completely routed
the native force under the Bawah*s son at the Battle of Bt. Thoiae.
This greatly enhanced the prestige of the French.
Next Pondichery was Besieged By the English, But
after much fierce fighting they were forced to v/ithdraw just Be
fore the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle restored the status ouo. In
oriental minds the prestige of Bupleix and France was supreme.
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During the lull in the storm, impleix supported the
causes of claimants to thrones in the Deccan and the Camativ,
and when his protege won the throne in the Carnatic, he collected
territorial concessions as his reward. In the Deccan his ally
was defeated and captured, hut Dupleix soon won a victory over
the successful claimant, who was assassinated shortly afterward
then Dupleix released and crowned his ov/n man. Masulipatam and
Divi were handed to him as his reward, along v/ith the high-
sounding title ’’Governor of Southern India from the Kistna to
Cape Comorin.” Although the title actual!!^ meant nothing, Du-
pleix made it equivalent to practical control of the Carnatic.
Bussy followed this up hy maJcing himself paramount at the court
in the Deccan "by setting up a puppet king there when Mazaffa Ja|ig
was killed.
This situation so alamed the British that from that
time on, although there might he peace in Europe, the armies
and agents of the Company in India were at constant war, as
allies, presumably, of one or another of the native princes,
who shifted their allegiance as easily and as cheerfully as
they might their shoes. And always Dupleix was visible, fasci-
nating the oriental mind, winning here a little, there a little,
until there emerged against him the tragic figure of Robert
Clive, the man who had failed in everything he had ever under-
taken, even in suicide.
Clive, regarded as a total failure by his family and
himself, had been shipped out to India at the age of eighteen
as a writer
,
or clerk, in the employ of the Company. There
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he had heen una'ble to force himself to "be either friendly or
tractalle, so he had heen constantly reprimanded hy superiors
until, friendless and lonely, he had tried to end it all hy
suicide, hut the gun had merely snapped futilely. J^‘ate had
other plans for him.
Captured at the fall of Madras, Clive had
^
Duuleix against heen taken to Pondichery along with other pri-
Glive soners; he had escaped, disguised as a Musselm
and returned to Port St. David only to find hi
Joh as a writer gone. Then, because he could not die, he had
to do something so he applied for and got an appointment as
ensign in the army.
Dupleix unsuccessfully attacked Port St. David hut
was driven away hy the forces of the i'lawah, ^ust then allied
with the English, hut shortly after he secured the alliance
£or himself hy a combination of diplomacy and chicanery and
proceeded again to attack Port St. David, lie was forced to
withdraw to meet the nritish who v;ere attacking Pondichery.
They were repulsed with great loss of life and greater loss of
prestige, which Dupleix capitalized fully.
During this period when Dupleix was adding to his owij,
and Prench glory, wealth, and influence, Clive in his subor-
dinate position was learning the tricks of the system and
gaining experience. The period from 1748 to 1765 is the era
of Clive. During it, he destroyed Prench influence and estab-
lished Dritish supremacy from Calcutta to Madras and transform
the Company from a trading association to a sovereign power,
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It was in 1751 that his first hig opportunity came. In that
year he "begged his superior officers to allow him to taJce a de-
tachment to threaten Arcot, so as to draw the Jj'rench away from
the siege of frichinopoly. With five hundred men he approached
I
Arcot during the height of a terrific storm which ought to have
I
stopped any military advance, and the garrison was so overcome
j
1
I
at this insane defiance of nature that they abandoned the place
which Clive occupied and prepared for the siege that he foresaw,
After fifty days of siege, the i?“rench forces were repulsed, hut
later, in Clivers absence, they returned to the attack, again td
be defeated when the iJnglish leader suddenly appeared on the
scene, a circumstance that made the natives believe that Clive
had supernatural powers.
Major Stringer Lawrence, who had been on a furlou^,
1
soon after this returned from England to assume supreme command
but fortunately he and Clive were able to work together hand
and glove, * Under his direction, the young officer at the re-
lief of Trichinopoly went to shut up the i?‘rench in the island
of Seringham. Surprised by a JJTench attack and wounded, he
came upon a group of J?‘rench officers who ordered him to surren-
der, Instead of doing so, he bluffed them into surrendering
to him. Too weak from loss of blood to stand alone, he went
to offer them terms,
> A shot from a sniper, intended for him^
* In after years, when Clive had made a fortune iii^ndia, he
fixed a generous pension on Major Lawrence in appreciation of
the kindness he had shown his subordinate at this critical
point in Clivers career,
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killed ‘both the sergeants who were supporting him, hut failed
to touch him. The incident is important because it hut a fear
of Clive, the man who could not he shot, into native minds,
I
After this, i^ritish successes against the iJ'rench con-:
I
tinned until inipleix was broken and the prestige off ^gland in
the south was restored. Then Clive went home, his health shat-
I
tered, to try to find happiness in Sngland with his bride, (1755 )
Dupleix remained in the Aast a year longer, spending
: freely of his personal fortune that he had acquired by trade or
j
gift, in a desperate effort to regain the lost ground. The
French Company seemed to have no slightest conception of what
he was doing, or why he was doing it, no idea of anything excep-j
that, as a result of war, dividends were falling off. To them '
' his military operations were merely an obstruction to trade,
|
carried on to feed the personal vanity of Dupleix, so he was th<
sole obstacle to peace and profits. Accordingly they threw him
aside like a worn out shoe. In spite of his pleas to be allowec.
to remain in charge and regain the territory - it seemed quite
possible that he could, now that his nemesis was gone - he was
;
recalled in disgrace and c-odeheu was sent to replace him.
G-odeheu was determined to belittle and ruin his pre-
decessor, In an effort to discover graft, he kept Dupleix at
Pondichery while his accounts were audited; the audit revealed
that Dupleix had advanced over ?40,000 from his own fortune to
the Company, Immediately the audit ceased and records were al-
i
tered so that there should be no evidence that the company
owed him anything, A similar treatment of the accounts of money
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owed to him hy the native rulers beggared the man who had done
so much for jj'rance in India, Then he went home to try there in
vain to recover at least a part of the sums due him from the
state. At length he wrote in his memoirs: "I have sacrificed my
youth, my fortune, my life to enrich my nation in Asia My
services are treated as fables, my demands are denotinced as ridi-
culous, I am treated as the vilest of manlcind, I am in the most
deplorable indigence. The little property that remained to me
has been seized, I am compelled to ask for decrees for delay in
order not to be dragged to prison," * Three days later he was
dead by his own hand.
Meanwhile in India Godeheu had serenely resigned all
claims to the horthem Circars, all the titles which had been
given to his predecessor, all that Dupleix had worked so hard
and so skillfully to gain for Jj’rance,
Then Clive came back to India, This time
The Work of it was not as a mere writer but as lieutenant-
Clive colonel in the iiritish army. Governor of Fort
St, David, and successor to the Cxovemorship of
Madras, He arrived on the very day of the "Black Hole of Cal-
cutta", when SuraJ -ud-Dawlah, antagonized by the growing impor-
tance of European traders in the Bengal region, had captured
the city of Calcutta after a gallant five day defense by a mere
handful in the British garrison, then crowded the 146 survivors
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of the siege into an 18 foot sq.uare guardroom, vrhere, hy morning
all hut 23 haft died in agony.
As soon as the news of this disaster reached Madras,
Clive with the army and Watson with the navy were ordered to
Calcutta. Here, la^rgely hy a series of lucky accidents, they
took the forts at MaJ-Baj and Hugli, then Calcutta itself,
frightening Surai -ud-Dawlah into a treaty of alliance. iJext the
combined army and fleet took Chandemagore. -dispatches from
Sura^ -ud-Dawlah to Bussy, the krench military commander, asking
for aid fell into British hands, so Clive prepared a plot to
depose his erstwhile ally through the aid of Mir Jafar, and to
add his forces to the English.
Among the native agents used in negotiating with Mir
Jafar was a merchant, Ormichund, who threatened to betray the
whole plot to SuraJ -ud-Bawlah unless a promise to pay him an
enormous bribe was inserted into the treaty between the British
and Mir Jafar. Clive had two copies of the treaty made; one,
which included the promise to pay, on red paper, the other,
which had no such agreement, on white paper. It was understood
that thw white paper alone was genuine, but both were signed by
every member of the Coxincil except Admiral Watson, who refused
to put his name on the bogus document. This did not worry Clive
in the least. When Ormichund saw the docuiment on red paper,
V/atson’s name, beantifully forged, v/as there with the rest.
June 23, 1757, the day on which British military su-
premacy in India was established, was the foundation day for
British dominion. Clive met the forces of the Erench and Suraj-
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ud-Dawlah at Plassey said overwhelmingly defeated them, ihiring
the battle, nobody knew exactly which side Mir Jafar was on, but
the next day when he appeared at the Jiritish camp, cuite obviously
uncertain as to his reception there, Olive received him with
every expression of respect, and recognized him as the iiubahdar
of Bengal, nehar, and Orissa*
After the excitement cleared away, Olive began to reap
the benefits of his strategy. J?‘or the Company, he demanded andC
got control of all the territory south of Oalcutta in Bengal,
some 88P^ souare miles in extent; compensation for those who had
lost when SuraJ -ud-i)awlah captured Calcutta; compensation for the
army (72 men, killed and wounded, had made up the casualty list
for the British at Plassey), navy, governor, and ;)ust about
everybody else. The total amounted to above 17,100,000 rupees,
to collect which Mr Jafar found it necessary to call on Clive
for aid; aid which resulted in more concessions to the British.
While Mir Jafar was settling with the Company, Suraj -ud-Bawlah,
who had been taken prisoner, was conveniently murdered, presumably
by his native enemies who resented the troubles that he had
brought upon them by his opposition to the British.
As a personal expression of gratitude to Clive, Mir
Jafar presented him, in perpetuity, the rents due the Bawab from
the Company on its lands south of Calcutta, so Clive became land-
lord to his employers. Later the Directors tried to appropriate
this rent for the Company. Other wealth was poured at the feet
of the British officer by natives, either because of gratitude
for favors done or hope for favors to come. That it was not
entirely an unwilling contribution is evidenced by the fact that
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at his death some years later, Mir Jafar "bequeathed to ulive 5
laJchs of rupees ( about 62,833 )•* Certainly the b'uhahdar had
nothing either to hope or to fear then.
Stitrance and
The final defeat of the French in the
Northern Circars "bro-u^ht the ihitch down on
Elimination Clive’s head, "but he ordered Colonel Forde to
of the Dutch go out and "beat them - he was too "busy with a
in the War game of whist just then to "be "bothered with a
matter that a su"bordinate could attend to well
enough - and the colonel did defeat them so thoroughly at i^i-
derra that Holland's dream of empire in India was there shatter-
ed forever.
The ultimate vanquishing of the French
Treaty of 1763 was now only a matter of "when?", and in the
and its Results next few years while Clive reported to his
in India Company that perfect tranquility reigned in
India, at least in his part of it, Hengal,
he sent supplies of men and money to aid in the defence of Madras
which was "being attacked "by Lally. After the siege of Madras had
"been raised. Colonel Coote defeated Lally at Wandewash in 1760,
and the next year Pondichery fell into nritish hands. From this
"battle we date the final termination of the duel for empire "be-
tween England and France in India. Although the Treaty of Paris
Ro"bert Clive converted this "bequest into a pension fund for
officers and men in the Company army who should "be disabled by
age, war, or disease contracted during their service, and for
widows of men who died in the service. This fund was to be held
by the Company at 89& interest, the interest used to pay the pen-
sions, If ever the Company ceased to employ ships or army in
their actual service in the East Indies, the principal sum was
to be returned to Robert Clive or his heirs. This was done in 1858,
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X- Jiattle sites
1 • Chandemagore
2. iiuxar
3, Plassey
4* il-ugli
5, Calcutta
6, Madras
7# Arcot
8, Wandewash
9* Pondichery
10. Port St. i)avid
in 1763 provided for a mutual restoration of conquests made
since 1749, the Prench were forbidden to have troops or forti-
fications in iiengal, end were obliged to agree to recognize any
native princes in the Deccan or the Carnatic that the J^ritish
chose to support. Under such terms, French influence in India
was reduced to a practical zero, and the British remained as the
one real European contestant for the mastery of the country.
Reorganization of Company Affairs by Clive
NOT
From 1760 to 1765 Robert Clive vf&s±n India, he had
returned to England permanently, he believed; then the chaotic
conditions in India recalled him again to the East to attempt
to straighten matters out, if it were hmanly possible to do so.
The state of Company finances needed immediate consideration.
A brief glance at the organization of the Company in
India is necessary if one is to get any idea of the situation
as it existed at this time.
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Company officials were of foiir grades:
Outline of
Company
Organization
1* Writers - that is clerks.
2. Jjactors - a position reached after not less
than five years as a writer.
3. Junior Merchants - reached after three years
as a factor.
4. iienior Merchants - after three years as a
Junior merchant.
Promotion depended upon seniority, so it is clear that any man *
coming out for the Company must expect long years of exile he-
j
fore he got any sort of position that counted. And when, at
last, he did get to he a senior merchant, Tdiat was there in it
for him?
Systematic
Craft hy
Company
Agents
Eyeryhody was ridiculously underpaid, yet
men came out, stayed ten years or so, and went
home with great fortunes. iJow no man was spend-
ing the best years of his life in the heat of
|
i
India for the miserable pittance the Company paid|
him. The agents, from top to bottom of the list, were making up
for the lack of reasonable pay by all sorts of private trade and|
graft. The system was so thoroughly rotten that it was threaten-
ing to break down all government; our twentieth century prohibi-^
tion enforcement graft was mere kindergarten play in comparison.
"One grand source of the disputes, misunderstandings, and dif-
dCiculties which have occurred with the Country Covemment appears
evidently to have taken its rise from the unwarr^ted and licen-'
i
tious manner of carrying on private trade of the Company’s ser-
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vants," said a letter from the Court of -directors to the u-ovemor
of isengal. *
Added to this graft, there was an ever growing expense
of army maintenance for which there was no money provided. It
was the task of the governor to get the cash to pay expenses, to
look out for himself, and to stop enough of the other man's pri-
vate graft to allow some profit to trickle through to reach the
pockets of the stock-holders in London.
While Clive's hack was turned, his successors in Ben-
gal had deposed Mir JaJfar in favor of his son-in-law, Mir Kasim,
for which they were granted the revenues of Lardwan, Midnapur,
and Chittagong, estimated to amount to about ^500,000 annually,
and of course they "shook the pagoda tree" # for their private
advantage, the stock-holders ought not to expect to get every-
thing.
It was not long before Mir Kasim was at war with the
Lritish on account of their exactions. After two defeats at
their hands, he took refuge in Oudh with Shuj a-ud-i>aula and soon
the new Unperor ahah Alam had joined forces v/ith them. To make
the situation worse for the company, a aepoy mutiny broke out in
the Lritish camp, air Hector Munro put this down by adopting
the good old Moslem custom of tying the ringleaders to the mouths
of cannon and blowing them to bits. The method might not be
ftuuroved bv the good preachers back home, but it was effective^
* Quoted by Krazer - BRITISH INDIA
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# Expression used in India to mean "graft".
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so in a few weeks more it was possible for him to lead his sur-
YiTing Sepoys against the allied forces and defeat them at
liiixar, October 23, 1764, This placed the whole of the Mogul
Snpire at the mercy of England, according to a statement of Clive
when he heard of it.
After the battle, Shah Alam took refuge with the Com-
pany and Mir Jafar was restored to his former position in place
of Mir Kasim, Appropriate "presents” were received from him by
the Companjr representatives; and the emperor in return for the
protection he was receiving, granted the Company itself the
financial administration of the provinces of Lower Bengal, Behar,
and Orissa, (The previous grant had been of the revenues from
them, not their administration, ) He also granted territorial
jurisdiction over the northern Circars,
It was this condition that led Clive to
advise most earnestly that the Crown assume
immediate control of the administration in
India, because he felt more strongly than
ever that it was bad policy for a trading
company to exercise an essentially political
function. The opinion that he now expressed publicly was not a
new one with him, for as long before as 1759 he had written
privately to Pitt: "So large a sovereignty may possibly be an ob-
ject too extensive for a mercantile company; and it is to be
feared they are not of themselves able, without the nation^
s
assistance, to maintain so wide a dominion, I have, therefore,
presumed, sir, to represent this matter to you, and submit it
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to your consideration, whether the execution of a design that
may hereafter he carried to still greater lengths, he worthy of
the OoTemment^s talcing it in hand." * Pitt had done nothing
about it then, and the Company bitterly resented the recommen-
dation now that it was published abroad. The Crown had too many^
other worries to be willing to even consider assuming a new one
so the matter was allowed to run on for another century.
Although the Directors were not willing to
Settlement listen to Clive, they were so alarmed at the high-
of Peace handed conduct of affairs in India by their agents
with Oudh that they sent him out for the third time in 1765,
now as President and Governor. It was a question
as to what he should attend to first, lie decided that peace
with Oudh was most pressing; accordingly, soon after his arrival
in Dengal, he called on the hawab Yizier at Benares to offer him
terms of settlement that were most generous, since the Hawab had
so recently been defeated by the Company troops at nuxar. By
this agreement, Oudh proper was restored to the Nawab Vizier,
Allahabad and Corah were handed over to the Snperor
,
the Rajah
of nenares was to retain his territories; however, the Hawab
must pay the Company 600, 000 reparations for the cost of the
late war, and in the future there was to be an offensive and
defensive alliance between the British and Oudh in consideration
of which the Company would supply the nawab with troops in any
* Quoted by Malcolm - LIFE OF LORD CLIVE
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emergency that might arise, hut he must pay for their use, iTiere
was one point on which the i^awah Vizier was adamint, there
should he no British factories established in Oudh. *
Clive had long felt that there was no
Administration of room for two governments in Bengal, that
Provinces Assumed "the princes of the country must he in a
hv the Company great measure dependent on us, or we totally
so on them," # so when Mir Jafar died,
Clive immediately recognized his grandson, iMazim-ud-Paulah, as
iJawah, and set about securing the authority of the emperor to
rule in his name, so as to establish in the provinces of hengal,
Behar, and Orissa that system of administration that he consider-
ed best for the welfare of the people and the interests of the
Company. As the new uawab was not a minor, this scheme might
have proved impossible had not Clive been able to convince him
that he had everything to gain by it and nothing to lose except
work. Clive was such a good salesman for the proposition - that
the Company would assume the diwani, they would collect and ad-
minister the revenues, and the prince would receive a fixed in-
come of 53 lakhs of rupees a year^ for his personal expenses
and to maintain a court in the style becoming to his rank and
dignity - that when Bazira-ud-Daulah heard it he accepted the
offer immediately, almost as though he feared it would be with-
drawn if he gave these mad Englishmen opportunity to change
* Hunter - BRITISH INDIA
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their minds about it. "Thank G-od, I shall now he able to have
as many dancing girls as I please," is generally reported as hav
ing been his acceptance, *
The emperor was persuaded to confirm this arrangement
upon the promise of annual tribute of 26 lakhs of rupees.
Clive realized that his action might not meet with
whole-hearted approval among the iJirectors when they heard of it
so he justified himself as well as he could in a letter that he
wrote home immediately after the agreement had been sealed, ne
said to Mr, Dudley, who was one of the members of the Court as
well as a personal friend, "With regard to the magnitude of our
possessions, be not staggered. Assure yourself that the Company
must either be what they are or be annihilated," #
The actual administration of law and justice and the
collection of revenues were left in the hands of the hawab ofi
nengal and deputy nawabs at Patna and Murshidabad, hative
collectors were supposed to turn over their receipts to the
Company. The supreme power, the President and Council at Cal-
cutta, not only did not concern itself with the administration
of the country, they were imder the strictest orders from Lon-
don not to do so. As a result of this situation
,
so far from
what Clive v»ranted, the Company servants busied themselves with
trade and with making as much money as possible in as short a
time as possible so that they could go "home"; the nawabs.
* To this day the tradition persists in India that it was in
these words that Lazim-ud-i>aulah sold out his birth-right to
Clive,
# Quoted in Malcolm - LIFS OF LORD CLIVE, Vol. II, Page 344,
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deputies, and collectors did not feel any responsibility for the
welfare of the people, merely for collecting the cash; the Com-
pany was satisfied as long as it received its dividends.
A native commentary, the "Siyar-ul-Mutalherin"
,
charged:
^The new rulers paid no attention to the concerns of the people
of Hindustan, and suffered them to hB mercilessly plundered,
oppressed, and tormented by officers of their ovm appointing,"*
Clive was rather aghast as the corruption among the
Company servants, it was so much worse than he had remembered it,
"I fear the Military as well as the Civil are so far gone in
luxury and debauchery, that it will require the utmost exertion
of our united Committee to save the Company from destruction,"
he wrote. # J?‘inally he decided to reform the whole system of in-
Reorganization land trade, a measure which resulted in the
of the Service united resistance of the civil servants and
an open mutiny of the Company army, a mutiny
which Clive sternly repressed. Under this unpopular reorgani-
zation, both private trade and the accepting of "presents” were
prohibited, but a fair increase of regular pay for all classes
of servants was provided out of the proceeds of the salt monopoly.
He then left India forever, but as a result
and its Effects of his year and a half of reform, the Com-
pany stock went up to 263 on the open mar-
ket, and dividends to IO9&, This brought forth an immediate
*Translated in Dutt- MGLAITD AND INDIA
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Parliamentary inTestigation followed by an act of Parliament
which defined the obligations of the Company to the goYemraent.
jj'or five ye^rs it must pay the Excheauer ^400,000 annually, must
export ^380,000 of British merchandise, its debts must not ex-
ceed the sums due it from the goYemment as payments on the
Yarious loans made by the Company in the past* Of course this
obligation was based on greatly exaggerated notions of the
wealth of the Company, which was, as a matter of fact, on the
verge of bankruptcy, iiknpire building had interfered seriously
with business.
PAPLIMENTARY INVESTIGATIONS AITS RSGULATIOI^S
As a last straw, Haidar Ali raYaged the
Impeachment south of India, the campaign against him was
of Roberta Yery badly conducted, the commanding officer
Lord CllYe was hampered by ciYilian "field deputies" who
were sent to superYise his work, and by the
time they succeeded in quelling the disturbance, the company
finances were sadly diminished. On top of that, a great famine
in Lengal desolated the region; it has been estimated that one
third of the population died and a large part of the cultiYated
land reYerted to jungle. The two disasters forced the Company
to declare that it was not only unable to continue the annual
payment of 5^400,000 to the goYemment, but that it must haYe a
large loan from the British treasury if it was to carry on.
This confession of insolYency placed the misdoings of the Com-
pany in the spotlight of a Parliamentary inYestigation. Two
Select Committees were appoAnted to enouire into the state, nature.
5 Ac-b's of 1767, Ilbert - GOVER^IENT OF IRDIA , Page 40,
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and condition of the Uoinpany, and of isritish affairs in the i)ast
Indies* Lord North, now prime minister, was hostile to the
Company and hated Robert Clive; the committees bronght up re-
ports condemning the Company. As a result the nouse of Commons
passed resolutions declaring that all the territorial acquisi-
tions of the Company, since they had been made under the influ-
ence of military forces, belonged of right to the state. This
resolution was followed by a motion arraigning Clivers proceed-
ings in Lengal as dishonorable and detrimental to the nation,
especially assailing him on account of his dealings with Mir
Jafar and the trickery used in the "red and white treaties”.
Clive defended himself vigorously on eveiy count, and was able
to present such conclusive evidence in his own behalf that the
motion was rejected, vdthout a division, in favor of a resolution
"That Robert, Lord Clive, did render great and meritorious
services to his country.” * In spite of the acquittal, the fact
that such ingratitude was shown by the people from whom he de-
served honor, that charges of this nature had actually been
brought against him, broke his spirit, and in November, 1774,
almost ten years to a day after the suicide of his great french
opponent Nupleix, Robert Clive killed himself.
Lord North* s fiegulating Act, that was
The Regulating passed as an outcome of the investigations
Act of 1773 which had killed Clive, was actually little
* Laprade - BRITISH HISTORY
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more than a warning to the Company that it must clean up some
of the misgovemment and corruption of its officials, true re-
form did not come until the loss of its colonies in America had
taught Britain the lesson of government responsihility. Changes
of a sort v/ere made, A desultory parliamentary control over
Company affairs was established; copies of all papers relating
to civil or military affairs in India received by the Directors
must be sent to the Secretary of State and to the Lords of the
Treasury within 14 days of their receipt; the government of
iiengal, Behar, and Orissa was vested in a Govemor-Ceneral,
appointed by the Crown, who should hold office for five years;
the presidencies of Madras, Bombay, and Bencoolen were rendered
subordinate to Bengal; a Council of Bour, in which the Covemor-
Ceneral had the deciding vote in case of a tie, was created; a
Supreme Court of Justice, consisting of a chief-Justice and three
other Justices, all appointed by the Crown, was set up in Cal-
cutta to try all offenses except petty trade disputes, which
were left to a mayor *s court.
There was no effort made to define the relation of
this Supreme Court of Justice to the covemor-General and his
Council; it was to administer British, rather than Indian, law;
its Jurisdiction was extended, if it chose to make it, to every
person who paid taxes to British representatives in the country,
therefore it could receive all manner of complaints from all
manner of persons or sources against the Covemor-Ceneral or the
Council. Any worse tangle than this permitted cannot well be
imagined, *
Regulating Act, Illjert - GOVERiniENT 6F IKDIA, Pages 43,46,
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Other provisions raised the voting (qualifications of
stock-holders to ^1,000 of stock held for at least twelve months;
prohibited all persons residing in the Company’s settlements
from taking more than 12^ interest a year on loans; prohibited
all persons in the icing’s or Company’s service from accepting
any presents of any nature from any native ruler or trader; the
governor-general
,
councilaen, and judges were forbidden to have
any concern whatsoever with trade*
Another act of parliament of this same yearsS lent the
Company 1,400,000 in excheouer bills at 4^^ and agreed to fore-
go the annual payment from territorial revenues of <3^400,000
until the debt was discharged; but at the same time, it restrict-
ed the dividends on stock to 6^ until the bonded indebtedness of
the Company was reduced to 1,500, 000; there was to be a semi-
annual presentation of accounts to the Lords of the Treasury;
the Company must not accept more than i 300,000 annually in Indian
bills; it must export a quantity of British merchandise; it was
to export its surplus stock of tea to America,
These two acts very carefully confined their terms to
re-arrangement of the governing body at home and to reform of
the system abroad; they just as carefully evaded the ouestion of
sovereign prerogative, and left the territorial acauisitions and
revenues in the hands of the Company for the duration of its
charter. The Regulating Act of 1773 is chiefly important be-
cause it did embody the first attempt at giving some definite
form to the vague rulership that had devolved upon the Company.
A foundation had been laid, but thw work of interior organization
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was scarcely 'begxin, it remained for Warren Hastings to “btiild up
the fabric of administration.
Administration of Warren Hastings
Warren Hastings was the first txOTemor-G-enersJ. under
the Regulating Act, one of the Company^ s most able and loyal
servants, but as unfortunate as Clive in the calumny that was
heaped upon him. Actually he did lay the foundation for an ef-
ficent and honest system of Judicial and civil administration
in the Indian public service; the Government of India Act of
1784 was largely based on the refoms that he had inaugurated,
but he did not get the credit for that, ne had already had
considerable experience in Indian affairs when he was made
governor-general; from writer in 1750, he had advanced to a
member of the council in Calcutta, where he had been so favor-
ably regarded by Clive that there was considerable wonder that
the latter had recommended vansittart to succeed him when he
returned to England, instead of Hastings, After a vacation at
home, Hastings had returned to India as a member of the council
at Madras; from this position he was ordered to Calcutta as the
covemor-General.
His first success was in overpov/ering
Annexation of the Marathas and overcoming their schemes to
Territory and force the Company out of Hengal and in gain-
Creation of a ing Kora and Allahabad in the process of
Huffer State wrecking the plot. To build up a buffer
state between Hengal and the Marathas, he
made the treaty of Henares with the iMawab Vizier of Oudh. By
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the terms of this an alliance was entered upon; Kora and Alla-
habad were ceded to Oudh; British help was promised for the con-
c^uest of outlying parts of Rohilakhand; and the Company was to
receive 40 lakhs of rupees outright and 210,000 rupees monthly
while its army was in the field. isy this treaty, nestings
created a compact friendly state, easily attacked or protected
by the British as circumstances should demand, for he was under
no illusions concerning the permanence of Indian alliances. It
was so exposed to the Marathas as to be completely dependent
upon nritish aid for protection while it was rich enough to be
able to pay generously for that protection, nonest or not, the
scheme worked and, for the time being, the British territories
v^ere free from the danger of invasion.
Admini strative He next reformed the administration. At
Reforms orders from the Directors, he arrested the
deputy nawabs, although he knew them and be-
lieved them to be innocent of malfeasance in office, and brought
them down to Calcutta for an investigation into their methods
and conduct. To prevent a recurrence of such necessity, he
placed central revenue offices at Calcutta under English officials
known as the "Boand of Revenue"; below these were commissioners
who supervised a group of districts; in each district was an
English collector, who had charge of collecting revenues, acting
as a civil ^udge, and as a district criminal court. A strict
code of regulations for the collectors was formulated, and two
Sadar CoTirts of Appeal were established at Calcutta. This sys-
tem took away the judicial powers of the local landlords, the
'.
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zemindars, while it left them the opportuhity to exploit their
tenants as of yore,
'ihere were many weaknesses in this system, as no one
knew letter than Hastings himself, “For my own part, I esteem it
as a temporary expedient, loth useful and necessary lut as a
fixed and est alii shed regulation, I am apprehensive that it will
le attended with consequences oppressive to the inhalitants,
prejudicial to the revenue, and ruinous to the trade of the coun-
try," he wrote to Lawrence bullivan in March of 1774;*and at
another time he wrote to i>ir George Colelrook," It is impossille
to avoid errors; and there are cases in which it may le necessary
to adopt expedients which are not to le justified on such prin-
ciples as the public can le judges of," # Hut the weaknesses
were the result of conditions leyond his control as his letters
indicate; he did v/hat he could under the existing circumstances.
Lands were leased for five years to the highest bidders
among the zemindars, vfho v/ould then rent it to the ryots, or
tenant farmers, for whatever they could get. ihe Company assumed
that as the rent paid to them was not increased during the term
of the lease, the zemindars would not increase the demands they
made on their tenants, lut of course the zemindars did exploit
the rj'-ots wherever and v/henever they dared, just as Hastings
warned the Directors they would.
His arbitrary exercise of pov;er in attempting to re-
* Gleig - mMOIRS OF WARRSN HASTINGS
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form the administration dissatisfied many who claimed that he
took away from the native local chiefs and zemindars all power
of keeping peace within their ovm territories; that he rejected
all cooperation of the natives in managing what were, after all,
their own affairs; that he set ignorant yoimg Jinglishmen just
out from Oxford, accent and all, to administer civil and criminal
law, collect revenues, maintain security for life and property,
and generally administer the government over a people of whose
manners, customs, and psychology they knev/ nothing,
ne had the Hindu law codified for the first time hy
calling in noted native scholars to do this work; he reformed
the Oalcutta police; put down the Uacoits who had heen ravaging
the countryside as organized hands of rohhers, iliis suppression
,
of the Hacoits gave rise, later, to charges of injustice against
him on account of the methods he used. He had every captured
Hacoit hanged in his own village and the village itself heavily
fined for complicity. He made no attempt to prove this com-
plicity in court, simply assumed that it was time, since his
knowledge of the East made him certain that in nine cases out of
ten it would he fact, hut that it would not he susceptible of
proof in more than one case in a thousand.
Company finances were inproved hy cutting down the
allowance made to the hawah of Bengal, hy exacting an increased
tribute from the new Rajah of Benares when the estates of the
old Rajah, his uncle, were transferred to him after a rebellion
against the Company; hy a fine of 1,000,000 collected from the
Begams of Oudh because of their aid to the old Rajah of Benares in
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his rising. At the time of his impeachment one of the charges
against Hastings was that of extortion and undue severity in his
treatment of the Hegams, yet they were among those who sent to
London unsolicited and obviously sincere testimonials in favor
of the defendant while the trial was in progress. * Whether
this collection from the Hegams was a case of oppression or not,
it is to he noted that the Directors did not refuse nor return
the money he so secured,
"Before the cold season of 1774, Hastings had wrought
a marvellous change in what seemed to him at the outset * a con-
fused heap of indigested materials, as wild as chaos itself,^
He had made his influence felt for good in all branches of Ad-
ministrative work. The trade of the Company had been stimulated
by the removal of many local imposts, and by the adoption of a
low, ijniform customs duty. The village weavers, rescued from
bondage to grinding task-masters, were set free to make their
own bargains with the Company's agents for the produce of their
looms. The manufacture of salt and opium was brought under
A
government control, to become a growing source of revenue, A
bank was opened in Calcutta under Hastings's auspices, and he
took special credit to himself for abolishing all fees and duties
on marriages. In short, within the limits prescribed by his
masters, who still shirked a part of their political duty, he
hnri succeeded in plPinnlug out and .'LAyjjng -airpft .-ErLiin/i fl-hi nna .n-g
—
* Smith - Oxford History - mentions these testimonials and they
may be seen, among many others, in the Record and Library
Department of the India Office,
Smith- OXFORD HISTORY OF INDIA
,
Page 539.
# In the next century the Opium trade led to war with China, and
in the 20th century the salt monopoly is met by bitter opposition
from the followers of Mahatma.
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civilized rule over the provinces won/by the sword and diploma-
cy of Clive." *
Just at this point, three new members
Opposition to of the Council arrived from London, forerunners
Hastings by of that "Pagett, M.P. " of whom Kipling writes.
his Council They were prepared to be unpleasant; immediate-
ly they commenced to investigate and to inter-
fere with Hastings's work; they condemned the Treaty of Benares;
denounced the Rohilla war; recalled the troops; demanded imme-
diate payment of all arrears by the hawab Vizier, and raised by
50,000 rupees a month the subsidy that his father, b'uraj-ud-
Paulah, had paid for the maintenance of the British garrison in
Oudh. It was useless for Hastings to protest against the stu-
pidity and injustice of the procedure. "ViTe three are king" was
the attitude of iJ'rancis, the most objectionable of the group,
and they attempted to prove that they rea^-ly were by forcing a
new treaty on the JMawab Vizier v/ho came into office at this
juncture upon the death of the old Hawab.
Immediately word flew through the north that Hastings
had been deposed and the the members of the Council were anxious
to secure evidence against him. Handa Kumar was more than
willing to be accommodating. He sent the Council a letter
charging that Hastings had accepted enormous bribes and support-
ing his charges with forged evidence. Much as the Council
* Trotter - WARRM HASTINGS
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really did want to depose the governor, they were not able to
do so; and, in spite of their somewhat half-hearted efforts to
save him, the Supreme Court found JJianda Kumar guilty of forgery
and hanged him, ij’ortunately, the deaths of two members of the
Council left Hastings strong enough to go on with his work, in
spite of the constant opposition of -brancis, the third London
member.
As a result of the JJ'rench alliance with
Effect of the the United States in the American Revolution,
American now going on, Erench attacks in India were to
Revolution be feared; the Marathas threatened Hengal;
on Indian two other native princes were preparing to
Affairs crush the Hritish in the Heccan, Hastings
had to prevent all this and at the same time
to get the money somewhere, somehow, to pay for it, Erancis
still opposed and hindered himin every way that he could think
of until a duel between the two, in which the councilman was
shot, convinced him that his health reouired a change of climate
and an immediate return to London, ”My antagonists sickened,
died, and fled, I maintained my ground unchanged," Warren Has-
tings wrote to David Anderson in 1786, *
As soon as he was free to go ahead, Hastings called
upon Chait Singh, Rajah of Henares, for contributions and men
to help defend their possessions against their common enemies,
•hn-h pii-h Kim insisting; that He. .could unt pay and had
* Letter of September 13, 1786 to David Anderson auoted in
Cleig - MEMOIRS OF WARREN HASTINGS, Vol. Ill, Page 304.
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no men available, until the governor added on a fine for delay
ten times as great as the original demand and went to Benares
in person to collect. In spite of a native rising in xJenares
a;i<i the flight of the Rajah, throngh the installation of a new
Rajah who was more amenable to reason, the tribute was collected
and more.
It was at this time that Hastings helped the Nawab
Vizier to seize the wealth of the Hegams of Oudh, his mother and
grandmother, in order to pay the ^1,000,000 fine already men-
tioned. ( Page 116)
The northern provinces were safeguarded,
so Hastings turned to isombay, now threatened
by the Marathas. The British government there
had turned king-mai:er as ihipleix had done, in
order to gain the new territories of J^assein
and iSalsette, and increased security for the
territory they already had, but through the interference of the
councilman J?’rancis, they had lost all they had gained and con-
siderable of their prestige as well. Hastings sent a British
army clear across India, under the command of Goddard, to their
rescue, an impossible move, but it was accomplished just the
same, ny this coup, he established British influence across
India from Calcutta to Bombay.
Because the J?‘rench were at war with Hngland in America,
Hastings seized their settlements at Chandemagore, Pondichery,
and Mahe. Haidar Ali, who had been getting French officers for
his troops and supplies from Mahe'’, swept down on Madras in re-
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venge, lut Hastings was alle to get troops and naval forces
there in time to save that presidency.
The hero of this war against Haidar Ali was Sir Eyre
Coote, who had served in the wars against iJ'rance imder the com-
mand of Ulive, Haidar died in Hecemher, 1782, leaving orders
for his son to make peace with the English, Coote followed him
to the grave in April, and the death of the gallant officer
seems to have encouraged Tipu, the new ruler of Mysore, to con-
tinue the war for another year, until the surrender of Mangalor
forced him to consider a treaty with the British.
Although that treaty was criticised as not being suf-
ficently favorable to the victors, from that time on it was the
British who dominated the politics of India, not the Marathas,
Hastings's work was almost done. He established a
Madrasa, or Moslem college, to train men for leadership in India;
he tried to open a trade with Indo -China; he improved the process
of collecting revenues by doing away with provincial councils
and placing the responsibility in the hands of four of his best
men who were thoroughly honest and trustworthy as well as capable;
he placed the finances of Benares and Oudh on a sound basis; then
he returned home to be crucified by his implacable enemy, Erancis,
who succeeded in dragging him through a seven years' impeachment
and criminal trial before a court v/hich perfunctorily pronounced
him "Hot guilty."
In the impeachment proceedings before the
Imueachment House of Lords, which acted as the court in this
of Warren case, the best orators of the day were arrayed
Hastings against him, and they spared no depths of vili-
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fication and alDuse to hurl against him. "The impeachment of
Warren Hastings is, I think, a hlot on the judicial history of
the coimtry. It was monstrous that a man should he tortured at
irregular intervals for seven years in order that a singularly
incompetent trihimal might he addressed before an excited au-
dience hy isurke and Sheridan, in language far removed from the
calmness with which an advocate for the prosecution ought to
address a criminal court." *
Each year found the charges against him growing more
lurid, until finally his prosecutors overshot their mark, and
the members of the house of Lords began to stay away from ses-
sions when they knew that the prosecution was going to talk
some more, although there would be a fairly nunerous attendance
when answers to the charges were on the calendar. At length they
wearied even of that side of the case, so when it was finally
brought to vote, only twenty nine peers v/ere there to cast their
ballots. On a few charges, the decision was 23 to 6 in his fa-
vor; in two it was 28 to 1; in the others it was unanimous.
Lince most persons are familiar only with the oratory
hurled against him at the time of his impeachment, it seems only
fair to Quote a little from the other, distinctly opposite, side
of the picture.
I guate first from the CALCUTTA GAZETTE of October 30,
* Sir James Stephen - HISTORY OF CRDvIINAL LAW, Vol.I, Page 160,
quoted by Lyall - WARREN HASTINGS, Page 223,
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1794, an article written and read ly men who knew for themselves
and not ty hearsay what Hastings was and what he had done for
nritish India. ”We trust we may now conclude the evidence upon
this long and most expensive cause as closed, and that the na-
tion will cease to "be called upon £or thousands after thousands
in support of a prosecution of which wvery man is heartily sick.
Ho we want to know the result of the measures of Mr. Hastings?
Look at the amount of the resources. Three millions sterling a
I
year when he came to the government. i?‘ive millions two hund\red
thousand pounds when he left it. iJ'ive millions five hundred
thousand pounds now. Ho we want to know the character of Mr.
Hastings? and the respect in which his name is held in India?
Look at the evidence of the Marquis O'omwallis, Uolonel niair,
Colonel Huff, Colonel Popham, and of every gentleman who was
examined. Look at the testimonials transmitted hy the natives
of India, the addresses of the inhabitants of Calcutta, the
Officers of the Army, and the thanks of the Directors and Pro-
prietors, approved by the King^s Ministers, for his long, faiths
ful and able services. If we are told in reply that his ser-
vices were accidental, but that his object was, as stated by the
last House of Commons, to acguire exhorbitant wealth, let us ask
what one fact through the whole trial supports such a charge,
and whether the evidence of Mr. Larkins does not totally do it
away? After going through such an ordeal, Mr. Hastings may rest
in security; his character is beyond the reach of fate, for the
world will not forget that Mr. Hastings was not arraigned for
petty crimes, but that he was charged with every atrocity that
can disgrace and degrade human nature. In the end we trust that
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it will appear that ^magna est veritas, et prevalehit, * a quota-
tion at least as apt as Mr. Burke *s.” *
As the Calcutta Gazette has suggested, let us look at
^ the evidence of the Marquis Cornwallis, called as a witness and
testifying under oath, that " during the whole of his residence
in India ( that is during the seven years that he v/as governor-
general, immediately succeeding Bastings ) no personal complaint
had "been received, that Bastings was much esteemed and respected
hy the natives in general and had rendered very essential services
to his country.” #
Look at the testimoniaJLs transmitted hy the natives of
India. First take one from the inhabitants of Benares: " He
laid the foundations of ;justice and the pillars of the law. In
every shape, we, the inhabitants of this country, during the time
of his administration, lived in ease and peace. In every way he
cherished us in honor and credit." /i
The next is from Mushidabad. "No oppression nor
A
tyranny was admitted over anyone In affairs concerning the
government and revenues, he was not covetous of any other men’s
money or property; he was not open to bribery. .. .Be used great
* Calcutta Gazette. October 30,17B4. Mound in Vol.II of the
bound volumes of reprints, Page 137.
# Lyall * WARREN HASTINGS
,
Page 215.
/i Quoted in Forrest - WARREN HASTINGS, Page 312, but the origi-
nal document, with the one next cuoted and many,many others may
be found in the Record and Library Department of the India Office
I whose attendants are very kind about getting them out for a per-
son who is really interested in using them.
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exertions to cultivate the country, to increase the agriculture,
and the revenues ne respected the learned and the wise men,
end in order for the propagation of learning, he huilt a college
and endowed it with a provision for the maintenance of the stu-
dents, in so much that thousands reaping the henefits thereof
offer up their prayers for the prosperity of JJngland and for the
success of the Company." *
Since these natives had nothing to gain from sending
these statements, as Warren Hastings v/as discredited and his
enemies were in power, the honesty and sincerity of their tes-
timony can hardly he doubted, although it does show such a dif-
ferent face from that presented hy Sdmund Burke in his much pub-
licised speeches.
Look at an address presented by the inhabitants of
Calcutta. "Ho one can recollect a period wherein impartial
Justice, political wisdom, and a liberal attention to the rights
of individuals, v;ere more eminently conspicuous
While the rest of India looked up to you for their preservation
from the distractions of war and the devastations of famine, we
have enjoyed an tninterrupted plenty and security; blessings
which were procured for us bu your spirited measures;
which have raised upon a most solid base the superstructure of
public happiness." #
The officers of the Bengal army ,1oin In the chorus
Forrest - WARREN HASTINGS
,
Page 313.
# Address from the inhabitants of Calcutta to Warren Hastings,
printed in the Calcutta Gazette of February 10,1785. Found in
Vol. I, Page 72 of the bound volumes of reprints. '
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"by spealdLng of their rememhranee of Warren Hastings's "wisdom,
moderation, and ^ustiire" then go on to say "With us and with the
natives of this country, your name must ever he revered, and,
with Clivers he handed down with honour, respect, and admiration
to the latest posterity."
The testimonials and addresses of this nature that
can he quoted seem endless, the public Journals of the time
show that enlightened opinion was entirely on the side of Hastings,
and the Calcutta Gazette reports "most elegant halls" and "very
elegant dinners" in honor of his acoulttal in various issues
all through the year 1795.
Hastings, like Clive, proved that the more a man did to
promote British interests in India the worse he would he treated
hy Parliament v/hen his work was done; hut the Company itself
proved rather more appreciative of the great services that he
had rendered them. They granted him a pension of c^4,000 annually
for twenty-eight and a half years from the date of his return
home, and lent him 50, 000 without interest. Later they remitted
the greater part of the loan, since the money had been used in
fighting the impeachment, and extended his pension for life.
Hew Parliamentary Regulations
The impeachment of Warren Hastings had one good ef-
fect, since it put the spotlight of public interest souarely
* Address from the Officers of the Hengal Army, October 1, 1795,
quoted in Lawson - PRIVATE LIFE OF WARREN HASTINGS - Page 120.
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upon the prohlem of Indian government for the first time in
history. The magnitude of the responsibilities which had de-
volved upon the East India Company when it fonnd itself, as a
result of the eighteenth century wars, transformed from a mere
trading company to a great agency of government had not been
recognized formerly by England, Clive had seen it and had urged
that the government of England should assume full responsibility
for the dominions in India. Burke had inspired a proposal,
known as "Fox*s India Bill" to follow clivers
Fox^s India recommendation and take over fnll responsibility
Bill, 1785 for the government of India into the hands of the
nation. That the task was worthy of the atten-
tion of the Parliament or the Crovm, Burke had emphasized con-
tinually, In one speech on the East India Bill in -December of
1783 he said; "With very few, and those inconsiderable, intervals,
the British dominion, either in the Company’s name or in the
name of princes absolutely dependent upon the Company, extends
from the mountains that separate India from Tartary to Cape Cor-
morin, that is, one and twenty degrees of latitude If I were
to take the whole aggregate of our possessions there, I should
compare it, as the nearest parallel I could find, to the empire
of c-ermany,"
* The empire of cermany to which he refers v/as the Bapsburg em-
pire, of course, not the C-erman empire of the years since 1870,
Bpeech on Fox’s East India Bill is printed in Burke’s - WORKS
AND CORRESPONDENCE, Vol. Ill, Page 455.
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There v/ere reallt two hills presented. The first pro-
posed to transfer the government of India to a hoard of seven
commissioners, appointed hy Parliament for four years, vacancies
ioccurring in the hoard were to he filled hy the Crown.' ITiese
I
icommissioners were to act as trustees for the property of "John
jCompany" * although its actual management was to remain with a
i
Council of Directors, who should act under the orders of the
commissioners. ITie hill went so far as to name the men who
should thus assume the reins of government - every one of them a
political supporter of Tox.
The second hill dealt with administrative reforms; it I
would curtail monopoly rights, again prohibit extortion of "pre-
sents", regulate the hiring out of British troops to native ru-
lers, and prevent the transformation of the holdings of zemin-
dars into hereditary estates. **
iSince the impeachment of bastings had not yet aroused
general interest of the people in Indian government problems, and
as, at the time that these measures were under consideration, a
hitter party struggle was going on in the Parliament so that
politicians were denouncing one another personally, politically,
and in every other way as crooks, liars, charlatans, the question
seemed to resolve itself into whether or not these crooks were to
I
* The british East India Company was regarded so completely as a
corporate personality that throughout India it was often referred
to in this way, and many natives believed "John" was a man.
** Ilhert - GOVSRKKENT OF INDIA, Page 64.
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have India as the prize pliun rather than whether or not the Uom-
pany on^ht to continue to mle that cotintry. In order to save
,
their positions, the politicians got together in a new coalition
ministry, llie coalition via.s defeated, J?'ox and Jinrlce were turned
out of office, and the i?‘ox hill was dead.
I'he new prime minister, Pitt, was in a
Pittas India position of unusual strength in the session of
Act, 1784, 1784, as he had the support of the moderate men
in both parties, ihis gave him the opportunity
to present and carry a new "Government of India Act" which re-
sembled the Fox bill although it differed somewhat in details.
It provided for a board of Control which was responsible to
Parliament, and was in effect a committee of the cabinet, ap-
pointed by the Crown as any other such committee would be, ITiis
body was represented in Parliament by a president and a secretary;
it had the power to revise acts of the directors of the bast
India Company; it could transmit orders to India without in-
forming anyone but a secret committee of three of the directors,
fhe governor-general, together with the presidents and
councils in India, were to be chosen by the Company subject to
the approval of the king and the cabinet, and could be removed
at any time by the king. The Governor of bengal was ex-officio
governor-general, and he was always to be a man of rank and po-
sition. These men were responsible in some matters to the
Court of directors, in others to the board of control.
The act established a special court in bngland for the
trial of abuses committed in India. This court was to be made
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up of three judges, four peers, and six members of the nouse of
uommons. It is well to note that this court was never summoned
to meet, since there was never any occasion for its services.
4 The Board of Control, responsible to Parliament, was
to be the last word in all matters of policy although the direc-
tors must be consulted; it could recall any official appointed
by the directors; the governor-general and the presidents of
Bombay and Madras could still be overridden by their councils
as Hastings had been, although, since there were now only three
in each, the governor could, with the support of one member,
carry the vote. He was still without pov;er equal to his respon-
sibility. *
By the supplementary act of 1793, this
Act of 1793 weakness was remedied by giving the governor-
general power to disregard a majority vote of
his council provided that he did so formally and formally ac-
cepted full responsibility for his own action. This act also
renewed the charter for another twenty years, and stated that
if the charter should at any time b^ terminated, the Company
could still carry on trade in common with any other British
citizens. All officials appointed by the Directors of the
Company were to be eligible only after they had served the
Company in residence in India for twelve years. **
I * Ilbert - COVERNMMT OF INDIA, Page 65.
** Idem. Page 72.
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End of Mono-poly
of Indian
Trade. 1813
The success of the Company in its mili^
I
tary and political functions removed the last
I
excuse for continuing its exclusive trade
|
privileges, since the fact that a static
|
government had been established in India
j
made it possible for any Englishman to trade there without
causing difficulties with the native princes. Accordingly, in
1813, the trade to India was thrown open to all British subjects.!-
Although the Company continued to send a certain quantity of goo4s
to India as the easiest way to mai:e remittances, practically it
ceased to play any part in the export trade. It still retained
its monopoly of the tea trade with China, with power to limit
the supply and maintain prices imtil 1833.
The act of 1784 had said that four times a year the
Company should auction off enough tea to meet the demand. It
was allowed to estimate the demand itself. The ”upset” price
was to equal prime cost plus overhead plus freight. The Company
was very careful to so estimate the demand as to prevent the
slightest surplus; and to so figure the upset price as to secure
great profits. It was the protest of the English consumers at
the high prices demanded that resulted in the opening of that
trade to all comers.
An act of Parliament in 1833 did away
China Trade Open with the monopoly rights of the Company in
> Ilbert - GOVERNlvIMT OF INDIA
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China and Tea the China and tea trade and ordered that
Trade Monopoly it should use all convenient speed in clos-
Cancelled,1855 ing out its commercial "business and in sell
ing all of its property not retained for
government purposes. The Crown took over all debts of the Com-
pany and guaranteed the stock-holders their dividends out of the
revenues of India. These revenues were to pay a fixed dividend
of 10 guineas on each <f^l00 of stock. *
In accordance with this act, in April of 1834 the
Honorable Company of Merchants of England Trading to the East
Indies ceased to be traders and became merely a council advising
and assisting in the political control of India. The government
function was left with the Company only because the nation was
not yet prepared to assume it completely. At this time a fourth
or law member was added to the Council in India, who need not
|
be one of the Company's servants and who was entitled to be pre-
sent only at sittings for making laws and regulations; the au-
thority of acts of parliament was accorded to all laws and regu-
lations so made, subject to the veto of the Court of Directors;
a law commission was created; and the govemor-genaFal in coun-
cil was given control over the other presidencies in India.
By 1830 the Company had realized that its
bale of the days as a trader were numbered, and so had begun
b'leet. to sell off the fleet of East Indiamen. so that
* Ilbert - GOVEHimMT OF INDIA
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it did not take long after the act of 1833 had been passed for
them to fulfil the demand that they dispose of this part of the
property not\ required for government purposes. The last ship
^ of the once mighty fleet was the KLIZABETH (a most significant
najae) which sailed from China under the Company flag in Aiarch,
1834, and was tied up at the wharf of the Company agent at Uali-
fax, Nova Scotia, Mr, Cunard, on the 18th of August, 1834,
The commanders and other officers who had been in the
Company's service felt abused at being drydocked through act of
Parliament, Although many of them later shipped on independent
East Indiamen, others considered it beneath their dignity to
serve an interloper - and to the genuine old Company master all
the maritime world was as definitely divided into the two
classes of Company ships and interlopers as the ancient world
was divided into Creeks and barbarians.
These ex-officers banded together to send a letter to
the Company in which they pointed out that, as Company ships and
seamen had been employed for over two hundred years, during
which they had been instrumental in securing the vast territory
of British India, so present day officers and men had entered
the seiTT’ice for life, at least they had had the confident ex-
pectation that such was to be the duration of their service,
BOW they found themselves deprived of their profession through
^
the sudden ceasing of the Company’s trade.
The Directors recognized that this protest was reason-|
able, so, although they were powerless to do anything toward
giving these sailors back their ships, rather reluctantly, per-
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haps, they voted to pension all who had been five years or more
in their service.
The ConQuest of India
In 1793 Parliament declared that it
Casual Nature was contrary to the wishes, policy, and
i
of the Conquest even the honor of the nation to pursue any
)
schemes of conquest or extension of dominion
in India. Parliament might declare, hut fate was against the
enforcement of their v/ill, for the position of the Company was
such that the only alternatives before them were alliances and
annexations or quitting the country entirely. As Sir Herbert
Maxwell said " there was no middle course between conouest and
extinction," *
When Lord Cornwallis vms asked to go to
Administration India as governor-general in 1782, he refused
of Lord because he said he could see no reason why he
Cornwallis should run the risk of being disgraced to all
eternity for his efforts, ne wrote quite de-
finitely that he was not willing "to abandon my children and
i every comfort on this side of the grave, to quarrel with the
Supreme Government of India, whatever it may be, to find that I
I have neither power to model the army nor to correct abuses; and
finally, to run the risk of being beated by some Nabob and dis-
graced to all eternity," spite of his reluctance, constant
'
*Max:well - CMTURY OF IMPIRE , Vol.I, Page 78.
Karr - LORD CORNWALLIS, Page 17.
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urging finally Irolce dovm his resistance, and after four years
of refusal, he accepted office in 1786, As he was the first
governor-general who had not "been an employee of the Company
before assuming that office, he came in with all the prestige of
his high position instead of “being regarded 'by the other agents
as simply one of themselves who had had "a lucky ‘break" or a
"pull".
Problems
Uacinfr
Cornwallis
Three main tasks were set "before him "by the
act of 1784: 1, to establish a system of non-in-
tervention in Indian affairs; 2. to incuire into
and redress complaints of rajahs and other land-
holders, and to make permanent settlements of
land revenues; 3. to reorganize the administrative system.
Unfortunately for the first of: these, Tipu
Annexations Sahib of Mysore attacked the Rajah of Travancore
who was an ally of the British . To deal effec-
tively with Tipu, Cornwallis had to make an alliance with the
Marathas and the Uizam, and they demanded as a condition of their
aid now a guarantee of future protection against Tipu, The dif-
ficulties in settling the affair of Tipu were many. The army
was badly eauipped, there was no money in the treasury to pay
the expenses of a war, there were weaklings in the government
at Madras, and the officer in command in the field was so in-
competent that Lord Cornwallis himself had to take the field,
his victory at bangalore could not be followed up on account of
lack of ammunition, yet the very next year he had managed to so
reinforce his army and to get the native merchants collecting
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grain for him to use to feed his army that he was ahle to taike
SavandruHg and three other forts, and to force Tipu to evacuate
every fortification north of the river CJauvery.
^
When Tipu was defeated, as a safeguard for the future
Cornwallis had to annex over half of his territory and share it
i
equally with his allies. In the administration of his successor^
1
i>ir John Shore, the hizam and the Marathas went to war against
each other; in accordance with the parliamentary policy, Sir
John refused to intervene with the result that the iMizam was
completely defeated, the Aiarathas hecame more dangerous than
Tipu had "been at his worst, and all India lost respect for Bri-
tish power. So much of this part of Cornwallis’s work was
nullified, although the annexations were permanent.
^ The success of Cornwallis’s settlement of
Permanent the land revenues is a ouestion open to a difference
Settlements of opinion. That it needed settlement is "beyond !
question, instates had been sold to speculators,
money lenders forced the rents up to secure the money needed to
pay the demands of the government. ”1 may safely assert that one
third of the Company’s territory in liindostan is now a Jungle,
inhabited only by wild beasts," Cornwallis reported to the noard
in London soon after his arrival in the country.* a proposal to
fix the land revenues for a period of ten years was opposed by
Lord Cornwallis on the ground that no proprietor would bother to
f clear aw_ay J_im.gle and encourage rvots to come to cultivate tha
* Cuoted by both Lutt - ENGLAND AND INDIA
,
Page 12
and Smith - OXFORD HISTORY OF INDIA, Page 565.
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cleared land if at the end of the period he was liable to he
assessed greatly increased taxes or else to lose his land, iJ’or
this reason he v/anted the settlemeoit permanent and made it so.
In 1793 a proclamation was made that the land revenues had been
settled in perpetuity in the provinees of i^engal, Behar, and 0-
rissa. This settlement had been fixed on the basis of old ac-
counts at ,;f3,500,000 sterling, per annum. Its immediate recep-
tion by the people of the regions involved as reflected in the
Indian press seems to have been favorable. An editorial in the
Calcutta Gazette on the 9th of May, 1793 said in part: "To enter
into detail of the advantages that will, in all probability, be
derived from the various articles of this proclamation
would lead into a very wide field,,. but the great purpose
of it, the permanent settlement of the land-tax, we consider as
involving so much of politii?al truth with practical benefit,
that we cajmot pass it over," *
- The merits or failure of the scheme have been much dis-
puted ever since, so a brief summary of the claims on each side
seems to be necessary. Those against it argue that at the time
of settlement the amount reo_uired was so great that it caused
hereditary holders to sell their rights to new leaseholders
wholesale, and the latter rack-rented the tenants without mercy,
so everybody suffered. Then, as years went on and the prosperi-
ty of the region increased, the government income from it could
not be proportionally increased since the settlement was a per-
* Calcutta Gazette,May 9, 1793. Found in Vol. II of the bound
volumes of reprints. Page 366,
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manent one, so the revenue was only a small part of what it
might have been had the Question of land -revenues heen postponed
or given a ten year settlement.
ITiose in favor just as definitely state that the mode-
ration of the settlements was proved hy the complete pa3nnent of
the "jamma” to the government hy all except two zamindaris, and
the payment of arrears hy several of them in addition to the
current dues in the very first year it was in effect. They also
claim that the very great extension of cultivation in hengal
during the next hundred years was largely the result of the per-
manent settlement, since the profits from extension have remain-
ed with the people instead of going into the pockets of absentee
stock-holders, and have so bettered the condition of the Indians.
As the government got no increase from the zemindars, they could
demand no increase from the ryots, so cultivators in iJengal are
more prosperous, self-reliant, and free from famine than any others
in all India.
Probably the truth lies somewhere between the two camps.
The reorganization of the administra-
tive system was more definitely satisfactory
than either of his other accomplishments.
Abuses in collection of land-revenues had
been great, due partly to the method of col-
lection. The collectors were paid a small
salary plus large commissions, and these
payments had been supplemented by the familiar old custom of
"shaking the pagoda tree". Cornwallis put a check to this
Reorganization
of the
Administrative
System by Lord
Cornwallis
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custom and forced the Court of Directors to pay adequate salaries.
He had to maJce one code and system of collection that would he
absolutely fair and at the same time satisfactory to tenant
farmers, zamindars, and John Company. His task makes modem
code building look like child ^s play.
He completely separated revenue and executive adminis-
tration from judicial. Collectors now collected revenues only;
magistrates and judges were sent to every district for the other
work. A civil court was established in each district, presided
over by a senior writer assisted by a junior writer and a regis-
trar. Above these there were four provincial courts of appeal,
at Calcutta, Patna, Dacca, and Murshidabad, presided over by
three judges and two junior European assistants, with learned
Hindu and Moslem lawyers attached to explain the native laws.
At the head there was the Supreme Court, the Presidency Court,
presided over by the Chief Justice and puisne justices, J?‘or
the administration of criminal justice, the judges of the pro-
vincial courts went on circuit to try cases, and appeals were
allowed from these circuit courts to a central appellate court
presided over by three judges. In this central court the Dri-
tish judges had the assistance of natives who interpreted the
laws of the Hindu and Moslem codes which were valid in all
courts,
"The Cornwallis code, whether for revenue, police,
criminal and civil justice, or other functions defined and set
bounds to authority, created proceedure, by a regular system of
appeal guarded against the miscarriage of justice, and founded
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the Civil Service as it exists today," *
In 1795 France had made peace with
Prussia, reduced Jlolland to submission, and
had its fleet of 120 ships at her disposal,
England was alone; it had to watch nrest,
Toulon, and the Texel when it had scarcely
enough ships for any one of these tasks. At
the same time, it was trying to take the Cape of Cood Hope from
the Dutch, Just as the issue hung in the balance, a fleet of
Company ships came along and decided the case in favor of Eng-
land, Good Hope thus became British territory.
In that same year, (1795), six East India ships were
handed over to the British government, eight others in the pro-
cess of construction were assigned to it, to be delivered as
soon as they were launched. The Court of Directors voted to
raise a force of 3,000 men at their own expense for the royaJL
navy. This meant a loss of not less than ^57,000 but the Company
contributed it willingly to the nation’s cause. Later in the
year, it placed fourteen more ships at the disposal of the govern-
ment to be used as transports, and added twenty-seven India
built ships to their fleet as an emergency measure to bring home
rice from the East to make up for the scarcity of com in England.
French men-of-war and privateers were scouring the
Day of Dengal, pirates took advantage of the confusion to become
active, so every voyage was especially dangerous. It is claimed
that at least 2,000,000 of British shipping was destroyed by
* Dutt - EHGLAND AND HTDIA
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the French in a single year. This was a serious loss, even for
a company as well capitalized as the East India Company,
The Battle of the iJile saved the India trade; Admiral
Lord helson had sent word overland to isomhay to warn the city
I
!
that the French were advancing in Egypt as he realized that it
I was the real objective of I'Japoleon in this campaign. In grati-
tude to the admiral for saving their trade by this battle, the
j
Company officials voted him i.10,000,
I
j
When things were looking rather dark for England in
1803, the Company again came to the rescue, and lent the nation
j
10,000 tons of shipping, free of charge, to guard the JJritish
i coasts from the danger of French invasion. In 1809 they imported
i
Indian hemp grown for cordage for the royal shipyards at cost,
I
' no other single organization contributed so much to the cause
i
I
of saving England from the Corsican,
i
j
Administration of Marquess Wellesley
Lord Momington, later Aiarquess Wellesley, governor-
general from 1798 to 1805 really transformed the British empire
IH India to the British Empire OF India, partly because condi-
tions were such when he came into power that he must either
evacuate or conouer; partly because. Parliament’s declarations
to the contrary, he believed that England ought to be the para-
mount power in the country; partly because he felt that he must
unite India against a possible invasion by JMapoleon,
At his accession there was peace in In-
Conditions at dia, the states under his control were the
his Accession most prosperous and justly governed in the
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‘ coimtry* Oudh was in a condition of vassalage to the Honorable
1
I
Company and the dominions of the hizam were ready to come into
this relation as soon as the Hritish could he persuaded to ta3ce
them on, simply because they wanted to secure the mighty protec-
I tion the Company could give,
1
On the dark side of the picture, there was the menace
;
of iJ'rance again; the great hapoleon was attempting to destroy
j
the Hritish power in the East, Already the Egyptian campaign
i
had been laimched; Jj'rench officers were drilling and organizing
I
the armies of native princes in India; an alliance between
j?‘rance and the b'ultan of Mysore was proclaimed. In this emer-
gency, Wellesley chose conquest rather than elimination.
As a defense against the danger from iJrance
Policies and he forced Hyderabad and Maratha princes to dis-
play miss their Prench officers and enter into an
alliance with the Hritish, He declared vmr against
Mysore, and his younger brother, Arthur, later to become the
famous Huke of Wellington
,
was most valuable in bringing
about the defeat and death of bultan Tipu, Mysore was then
divided among the Hindu dynasties which had earlier held the
throne, the Hritish East India Company, Hyderabad, and Poona,
V/hen the Hawab of the Carnatic died leaving several
rival heirs, iVellesley supported the one who agreed to transfer
the entire administration of Arcot and Tan j ore to the Hritish,
This was a decidedly high-handed proceeding, and difficult to
justify, but it was in accordance with his avowed policy.
The question then became one of whether the supreme
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power in India should he Maratha or British for i)‘rance was defi-
nitely out of the picture at last. The Carnatic and half of
Oudh had been brought under direct British
Maratha Wars rule but central India was dominated by the
great Maratha Confederacy, a rather loose union
of states v/ith no just or efficent government, but powerful,
just the same.
V/ellesley planned to break up the Confederacy by
treating each member state as though it were under the rule of
a separate and independent sovereign. Civil war in the Confede-
racy aided his scheme. 'The Gaekwar of Baroda and the Peshwa of
Poona, the nominal head of the league, both applied to him for
protection, and both accepted treaties of subsidiary alliance.
The other Maratha princes realized that, if these treaties held,
the Confederacy was broken up and all dreams of Maratha supre-
macy must end. Immediately Indore rose in revolt against Poona.
According to the obligations of the treaty so recently concluded,
under such circumstances Wellesley was bound to aid his ally,
so Arthur was sent to the front, and in a very short time had
brought the ij’irst Maratha War to a successful conclusion. As
i- a result, the rebels were forced to yfild some territory to the
British and some to the hizam; they withdrew their claim to the
lordship over Rajpootana; they recognized the alliance between
the Peshwa and Britain; and Delhi, traditional seat of the Mo-
gul Empire, passed into British hands. Because of the strength
of this tradition, most of the independent states of India
recognized Britain as heir to the Mogul Empire, a recognition
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that did not mean anything tangible hut that could he made to
connt for a great deal in prestige,
Holkar remained independent when the other Maratha
states accepted alliances with V/ellesley, and his successful
defiance encouraged Scindia to renounce his treaty and return to
the support of the Maratha Confederacy and possible Maratha
supremacy. The Company, while retaining the conauests made in
the First Maratha War, disapproved of the wars, now that they
were going badly, and said so in no -uncertain terms,
Wellesley retorted: "The general fame of your equity
and magnanimity v/ould have precluded any supposition that in con-
demning the justice of o-or cause you would retain the fruits of
our success, or enjoy the benefits of peace while you repudiated
the necessity and policy of the war,"
This retort did nothing to help his cause
Impeachment in the minds of the Directors who recalled him
and impeached him as a rev/ard for what he had
accomplished in British empire building in India. As in the
cases of Clive and Hastings, the impeachment failed, but the ex-
hibition of national "gratitude" was there. Cornwallis, who had
so feared this gratitude, was again persuaded against his will
to assume the governor-general ship, but he died before he could
accomplish anything, leaving his successor, barlow, to finish up
the war to suit the Company policy. Certainly that man left them
* Quoted in both Hutton - THE MARQUESS WELLESLEY, Pages 16Q;162
and Malleson - LIFE OF THE MARQUESS 'raiLESLSY,K.G. ,Pages 144-45.
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no opportunity to criticize him for annexations - he made peace
with the Marathas and ceded to them a large section of Rajpootana.
Administration of Lord Minto
Lord Minto, next in line, had been one of the most
hitter of the persecutors of Warren Hastings, he had the very
strictest of orders to make no acquisitions and to assume no new
responsibilities concerning native states, and he had had a fresh
reminder, in the impeachment of Wellesley, of what happened to
- governors who did venture to increase the iiritish power. It cer-
tainly would seem that now, if ever, there was a governor-general
in the East who would sit around doing nothing except govern
politely and innocuously, uut he was not content to do this, he
looked about for new worlds to conquer safely, Java was not in
India; his orders applied only to India, Well and good,* He
would then conauer Java from the Iditch; and he sent out an expe-
Expedltion to Java, dition to do it, Java is still Dutch,
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Opening of
Relations
with the
Northwest
Provinces
The Treaty of Tilsit hetween Tsar Alexander
I and Napoleon threatened an attack on India hy
Russo-Prench forces from the north, so Minto
sent envoys to all the "border states to secure
alliances with their rulers; to Ranjit Singh at
Lahore, to the Afghan Amir Shah Su^ah, to the
Shah of Persia, to Sinde, The Treaty of Teheran
was made with Persia hy which the British agreed to subsidize
Persia in case of unprovoked war against it -"from Russia" was
meant, of course, although no word was said of "the Bear that
walks like a man."
Shah Snjah was faced hy a civil war that would, if
successful, break his monarchy into separate chieftanships, so
he was ready to sign a treaty which would bring the British in
to save him, but before the negotiations could be completed, he
was defeated and fled into exile. The only lasting result of
this was the opportunity given Ranjit Singh to build his terri-
tory up by annexing Kashmir, in gratitude for which he became
the ally of Sngland, loyal for forty years.
These various negotiations were important since they
opened definite relations with the northwest states, extended
iiritish influence in a new direction, and led the Company to be
forever on guard against possible European rivals along the
frontier.
During this administration a mutiny broke out in Madras
but was quickly suppressed; Christian missionaries were becoming
so offensive in their activities that they had to be restricted.
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for the Company policy of respect, neutrality, and non-interfer-
ence with native religions was one which had helped to gain and
hold for the British much of their prestige and influence with
the people, 'ilie Civil Service was now under such unusually able
men that it established a reputation for the honesty and justice
of hritish government. Therefore, unexciting as Mintons adminis-
tration is, compaxed with Wellesley’s, it did play an important
part in the development of British India.
Administration of Lord Moira. Marouess of Hastings
Lord Moira, Marquess of Hastings, a critic of
Policy Wellesley’s policy, became governor-general determined
on no new conquests. These arguments that fate had
made annexations inevitable were perfectly ridiculous, anybody
could see that they were merely alibis, and poor ones at that,
he v/ould show the world that a governor who was honestly in sym-
pathy with the policy laid down in 1784 by Parliament, in its
infinite wisdom, need get into no wars and maie no annexations.
Then he was forced into the Ghurkas War,
Ghurkas War against the fierce and gallant little fighters
who had made themselves masters of hepal only
fifty years before but who were already a terror to their
neighbors on every side. They had extended their forays east and
west without causing any alarm to the -tiritish, but when they
moved southward into the valley of the Ganges they were injuring
subjects of England, so they had to be stopped. The campaign
was at first unsuccessful, and the British troops suffered
several defeats at the hands of the hillmen, but General Ochter-
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lony finally managed to stom the hill forts, one hy one, and
then to invade Khatmandu, and there, within a few miles of the
Nepal capital, dictate the terms of peace. the Treaty of
Segaiili, the Ghiirkas withdrew from filKklm and from the region
around bimla, now the summer capital of India and headquarters
of the army. This treaty secured a lasting peace with the G-hurkas
who have sent excellent soldiers into the i^ritish army ever
since.
The Marathas, under i^aji Rao, saw an oppor-
Maratha War tunity for regaining their lost supremacy, so
rose in revolt hut were put dovm state hy state,
until in J?‘ehruary, 1818, haji Rao^s own dominions were taken
and iia^i Rao himself made prisoner and retired from office on a
pension. Thus the British found themselves for a time with no
rivals, or at least, none east of the b'utlej.
Organized hands of maurauders, the Pindaris, much like
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the "war lords” of interior China today, had taken advantage of
the decline of the great native rulers of
aupuression of India to ravage the country from end to end;
> the Pindaris there was nothing for the Maroness of nastings
to do hut to eliminate them, although that
reouired assembling a force tvd.ce as large as that which he had
bitterly criticized Wellesley for maintaining during his war with
the Aiarathas, The Pindaris were caught between three British
armies moving in upon them and so thoroughly crushed that they
ceased to be a problem for all time.
The nucleus of the present Central Provinces
Territorial was formed out of the territory gained from the
u-ains Pindaris; iiritish guardianship was established
over the holkar and over the infant Rajah of
Nagpore; the states of Rajpootana came under the protection of
the nritish Raj* That completed the redrawing of the map of
India by the man who had been sure that it was never necessary
to do anything in this line, and he declared afterwards that he
was proud that he had been given the opportunity to extend the
blessings of peace and good government to the millions of un-
fortunate natives who had long suffered under the abuse and mis-
govemment of the liiarathas and the Pindaris.
Administrations of Amherst and nentinck
Amherst began the eastward expansion of British India.
The Burmese armies were annexing any neighboring territory
which seemed unprotected enough to be tempting;
Eastward in the course of their advance, they invaded nri-
Expansion tish districts in nengal and also seized a J^ritish
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islsoid off the coast of Aracan, Ho self-respecting governor
conld permit such a thing to go unpunished, and had he wished
to do so, he would not have dared because of the effect that it
would have had on the minds of the natives, Lord Amherst
sent a punitive expedition to Pegu, the first expedition from
Anglo-India to invade another country. I'hey ascended the Ira-
waddy and defeated the iiurmese decisively; while this expedition
was on the Irawaddy, another one was going by land, since the
aepoys refused to go by sea lest they lose their caste, through
uhirragong to Aracan, and gunboats were moving up the Brahma-
putra toward Assam. After two years of fighting Burmese and
climate, the British forced the King of Ava to sign the Treaty
of Yandabu, by which he ceded to them the provinces of Aracan
and Tenasserin which face India across the Bay of Bengal, sur-
rendered all claims to Assam, but retained the valley of the
Irawaddy. This annexation secured the eastern frontier of India
against further attack from the Burmese,
The next year Lord Comberraere, acting tinder Amherst ^s
orders, took by storm the city of Bhartpur, in central India, thus
destroying a long-standing tradition that was becoming a real
menace. The tradition was that Bhartpur could not be taken, and
belief in this tradition was encouraging the people of central
Indian states to wage a constant guerilla warfare against their
neighbors who were under British protection. When they discovered
that Bhartpur, the impregnable, was not able to withstand the
might of the British army, they accepted a nevr ruler who was
satisfactory to Amherst and settled down peaceably under his
protection.
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His successor, Lord Bentinck, 'began a series of reforms
administrative and social, that were much needed. To restore
Company finances to something approaching a 'balanced
Reforms 'budget, he cut down expenditures 'by well over
i/Vlthin the 1,500,000 a year; increa.sed the revenue "by a
Bmcire reassessment of lands not under the permanent
settlements and 'by placing export duties on the
opinm of Malwa. The income from the opium duties v/as considera'ble,
as there was an annual export to China of a'bout 16,877 chests.
Lord Bentinck shov/ed considerable appreciation of Indian lav/
and custom and made a careful study of them, yet, "because it
seemed to him desirable to base all reforms on the welfare of
the people, the man who most respected Indian customs created
much ill feeling by prohibiting two of the most sacred of these,
suttee and infanticide. The extent to which suttee was fastened
on the corintry is hard to reali^^e. It is said that in one year,
1817, some seven hundred v/idows were burned on the pyres of
their dead husbands in Bengal alone. The great Snperor iUcbar
had tried in vain to abplish it, the earlier British governors
had not dared to oppose it, and both natives and 51nglish protested
vigorously when he carried an order in coimcil that declared
all those who abetted a suttee guilty of culpable homicide.
Kipling has caught something of the native feeling concerning
suttee in his poem "The Last Suttee”, In spite of the bitterness
engendered by its prohibition, the edict was rigorously enforced.
Thuggee was suppressed just as firmly. Thugs were
hereditary assassins who made strangling their profession as
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they handed together hy oaths based on the rites of K.ali, goddess
of death and destruction, * In nine years 1562 of these thugs
were apprehended throughout India, and gradually their terrible
organization was stamped out,
hy an act of Parliament in 1813, the Company had been
required to set aside a certain sum for Indian education. In
Bentinck's adjnini strati on it was decided that this education
should be based on western studies, rather than on the tradi-
tional eastern learning, in order that the best of westem
civilization might be brought to India and its people gradually
prepared for self government at some far off future date,
bir Thomas Munro, perhaps the v/isest of all Anglo-
Indian statesmen, in speaking of the introduction of westem
education in 1824, said that its purpose was to train the In-
dians to govern end protect themselves. To make that training
available to all Indians, it was necessary to fix upon some
common medium for imparting this education; to adopt any one of
the innumerable native languages and dialects as official
would have been a deadly insult to all the others, so the most
reasonable solution of the difficulty was the adoption of the
language of the invader, ilnglish. Had this been done without
comment other than that, as there had to be some common speech,
this would do as well as any, no paticular feeling would have
* Kali is a dreadful four-armed, blood-smeared, black female,
girdled with hands of slaughtered giants and wearing a neck-
lace of skulls, 8he must have regular blood-sacrifice, human
Iblood preferred. As a child, I regarded her with terror, yet
she fascinated me; when I broke her little clay figure that was
among my toys, I carefully, but secretly, cut my finger and let
the blood drip on the broken pieces of Kali,
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been aronsed among the natives; but <;he president of the law
commission, ITiomas Babington Macaulay, v;as impolitic enough to
say outright that the English language would be used because
the native tongues were not worthy. Thus another grievance grew
out of England’s attempt to help India, The "white man’s bur-
den" was rapidly getting heavier.
In spite of the growing feeling of resentment against
the British, when the inhabitants of Coorg were driven to re-
bellion by the unbearable misrule of their rajah, the only so-
lution of their troubles that they could think: of was to come
under the protection of the Company, so a petition requesting
this was sent to the governor-general. In accordance with his
policy of working for the welfare of the people, Bentinck ac-
cepted them and their lands, end incorporated them into the
Anglo-Indian dominions.
The inscription on the base of isentinck’s statue at
Calcutta sums up his Indian career, "He abolished cruel rites;
he effaced humiliating distinctions; he gave liberty to the
expression of public opinion; his constant study was to elevate
the intellectual and moral character of the nations committed
to his charge," *
Wars in the Northwest
Attention was next turned to the Binde region, Rus-
sia was advancing through Central Asia into the region from
* This inscription is carved on the base of the statue of tord
Bentinck, It was written by Macaulay,
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which invasions had entered India from the earliest times; the
easiest passes from Afghanistan led throiigh i^inde, here was the
great mountain gateway to India, the Indus was the natural out-
let for products from the northwest to the sea, llie Silch amirs
were levying toll on this trade and interfering with it greatly.
An expedition against the Sikhs was indicated, hut Lord Auckland,
the governor-general, led hy the current fear of "the Bear that
walks like a man", and hy orders from the Secret Committee of
the Court of Directors of the Company, entered into negotiations
with Afghanistan,
Muhammad Shah, V7ho ascended the Persian throne in 1834,
under the influence of Russia prepared to attack Herat, For
more than a year. Lord Auckland tried to ward off trouble hy
building up Lahore and Kabul through commerce into such flourish-
ing independent states that they would he strong enough to act
as buffers between India and Persia, Meanwhile rivalry between
the native princes. Dost Muhamraed Khan of Kabul and Ranjit
Singh of Lahore was bringing war constantly closer and closer,
Russia and Persia were promising Dost Muhammed almost anything
he wanted, the Cempany was promising him protection against the
Sikhs and Persians, Protection alone did not tiake any great
appeal, he demanded Peshawar and did not care in the least
whether Lord Auckland, the Tsar, or Muhammad bhah gave it to him.
Whoever gave it to him should have his alliance, that was the
only price he would even consider.
Note- the difference in the spelling "Muhammad" and "Muhammed"
is not error, there is a distinct tendency for the Persian to
prefer the "ad" and for the Indian to prefer the "ed", and I
have written the names accordingly.
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Ranjit Singh seemed willing to restore Peshawar to its
former owner, ahah Shuja, iDut he v/as not willing to give it to
Dost Mnhammed, Such a restoration would not do at all; rather
than have that occur. Dost M-uhammed would prefer to have the
place remain in Sikh hands, for the time being*
Since Lahore lay nearer to ^glo -India than did habul,
any alliance with the latter would he useless if gaining it in-
curred the enmity of the former, so Lord Auckland refused to put
pressure to hear on Ranjit Singh to attempt to force him to cede
Peshawar. In this connection Lord Auckland wrote to Captain
Bumes, his emissary at Kabul: "You dwell on the long silence as
to the feelings of Ranjit Singh regarding Peshawar. But you
will remember that it was distinctly stated in instructions of
the 20th of January and the 7th of March that Dost Muhammed must
first disclaim all intentions of making a sine qua non of the
restoration (or more properly the cession) to him, wholly or
partially, of Peshawar, before we could enter at all seriously
on the subject with Ranjit Singh. That disclaimer, it is need-
less to say, he has never made; and in the end he has insisted
on pretensions in a spirit directly the reverse, so that for the
result he has only to accuse himself." *
At about the same time a threat of native rising was
felt throughout India. "With a Persian army accompanied by a
Russian minister at herat, vdth a Russian emissary at Kabul, such
Dispatch quoted by Sir Auckland Colvin in - JOHR RUSSELL COL-
VIN, Page 99.
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a phenomenon was too significant to Idc disregarded To Lord
Auckland it was an argument in favor of a vigorous policy," *
j
i::)ince the British government, working from London,
!
had failed to establish its influence at the Persian court, and
I
the Indian government had failed at Kabul, the situation was
I
decidedly critical, and Lord Auckland made up his mind to act,
I aJ. though beset by grave doubts as to his course. In July he
i
I
wrote of the great anxiety he had felt to receive recent news
of what was passing at London so that he might shape his ovm
plans accordingly, "But I must do my best, without having this
I advantage," #
his decision was to sign a treaty with Kanjit Singh
and Shah Shuja in accordance with which men were to be sent a-
cross the Indus to remove Lost Kuhamraed from the Afghan scene
and place Shah Shuja on the throne. In accordance with this
i
i agreement, a British army made its way through Sinde, the forces
of Dost Muhammed were routed, and Shuja enthroned, to be supported
I for tv/o years by a British garrison, until conditions became so
1
j
bad that they were forced to a disastrous withdrawal from Kabul
I
which resulted in the complete annihilation of its force, only
one iiuropean surviving to tell the tale,
Just as soon as the news reached iilngland, Lord Auck-
!
land was removed from office and Lord Sllenborough appointed in
!
I
his stead to retrieve the situation. Bis idea of retrieving it
^
* Sir Auckland Colvin - JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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Was to quit entirely, so he withdrev/ the troops from Jiandahar and
tialalahad, and made no effort to rescue the prisoners held at
Kabul , The Cabinet was determined to rescue them, however, and
this determination brought about the recon quest of Kabul, follow-
ed immediately by the evacuation of Afghanistan.
Lord Ellenborough then made up his mind to
uonquest of redeem the i^ritish failures by an outstanding
^inde success, so he entered upon an active and scarcely
defensible policy in sinde. The Amirs had been
quiet during the Kabul campaign, but they had taJcen advantage of
the situation to allow their tribute to lapse, so they were
greatly in arrears in their payments, ‘The governor-general of-
fered to remit all back payments in return for the cession of
five towns. When they hesitated about meeting his demands, he
sent G-eneral Napier to conquer the state, Napier, in spite of
his objection to the conquest, obeyed orders but he expressed
his disapproval in his punning message which announced his vic-
tory, The dispatch which he sent Ellenborough contained but one
word, the Latin "Peccavi," (I have sinned - Sinde)
The cabinet objected to this annexation at first, but
eventually they accepted it because there was then nothing else
that they could do. The Amirs were aliens to Sinde, their rule
had been oppressive and wasteful, the conq^uest by Napier had
broken down what machinery of government they had had, the coun-
try was impoverished by the war, so any attempt to restore the
status quo would have been to cast the people of Sinde out of
the frying pan into the fire; therefore the home government
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accepted the annexation hut expressed disapproval hy replacing
Ellenhorough hy Hardinge.
Administration of hardinge
Lord Hardinge came into office with a policy of peace-
ful development of India, and no annexations. Luring the minori-
ty of Lhulip Singh he assumed the goveniment of Sikh territory,
and pertially disbanded the Sikh troops, reducing them from
85.000 men and 350 guns concentrated in strategic positions, to
24.000 men and 50 guns scattered all over the Punjab. At the
same time he strengthened the British army by an increase of
about 70,000 men and by placing them in strategic positions. He
doubled the garrisons of northwest India, placed 50,000 men with
60 guns to command the line of the Skitle j , established a camp of
9,000
in the Punjab capital of Lahore, and another, fully equip-
ped for offensive or defensive warfare, including transportation,
at Pirozpur.
He claimed that by doing these things he had ended the
long period of war brought on by the aggressions of Auckland and
Ellenborough, had combined effective military strength with re-
- trenchment, and had so insured peace that except for target
practise and tiger hunting not a gun would be fired in India
for at least seven years.
After this, he turned his attention to railway building.
The Company which had had its inception in Elizabethan galleons
was now building railways I Loes that give a vision of the tre-
mendous vitality of the organization that could survive such a
span of time and such complete changes in the life of mankind?
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In spite of the "best intentions in the world, and in
spite of his promised seven years of peace, his railways had to
wait upon the pressing demands of war. 'I'he regent, Lai Singh,
went into the Punjab to put down factional disturbances there,
and in doing it, he invaded British territory. Hardinge sent
General Gough to drive Lai Singh out of the dominions imder his
charge, four battles were fought and v/on against the regent,
then by the Declaration of Lahore, Dhulip Singh was recognized
as maharajah, but tributary to the British, and Jalandhar Doab
annexed to British India,
Administration of Dalhousie
By both character and policy. Lord Dalhousie, who be-
came governor-general in 1848, was averse to aggression; like
Hardinge he aimed at the peaceful development of the territory
in his charge, but he had hardly assumed office when the British
political agents in the Punjab were murdered by followers of
Mulraj
,
the deposed governor of Jtultan. Prompt vengeance for
the crime was called for by all the laws of
Punjabi Revolt "face” in the East. General Gough, who was
in command of the army, refused to move his
troops in the hot season, he would not do anything about a
punitive expedition until winter when the weather would be more
agreeable. Dalhousie knew altogether too little about Indian
conditions to venture to overrule an experienced officer, (He
was one man just out from home who did not think that he knew
all there was to be known about India when he arrived.) As a
result of the delay, the natives assumed that the Dritish lion
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was getting too feelDle in these later days to protect his own,
so all Pnnjah flamed into revolt.
General Gough awoke from his dreams of "being a hero
r when it could he done comfortably when hordes of Afghans poured
through the Khyher Pass to assist the Sikh rebels. The legiti-
mate Sikh government, at first allied with the ±>ritish at Multan,
turned against them and besieged the British, so the latter
withdrew to a position of safety, halhousie, in spite of the
fact that he had just come to India and was on the other side
of the country, realized the seriousness of the situation and
hurried troops from iiengal, Sinde, and Jiombay to the Punjab,
then went there himself to serve as an officer imder Gough.
Multan was taken, then the hritish were disastrously defeated
at Ghilianwala. Gough was immediately deposed from his command,
but before the orders reached him, he had redeemed himself by
the defeat and capture of the Punjabi chief, ahere Singh, at
Gujrat. The British then chased the defeated Sikhs and Afghans
all the way across the land of the five rivers to the Khyber
Pass, The surrender of the entire Sikh army left the question
of what to do with the Punjab now that they had it. Sir Henry
Lawrence advised against annexation, his brother John was for
it, and none knew more about India than the two Lawrences.
Lord Dalhousie finally decided that an out and out annexation
was the safest thing for all concerned, so he pensioned the
^ child maharajah and issued a proclamation permanently adding
the Punjab to the British dominions, "His Highness the Maha-
rajah Bulleep Sing shall resign for himself, his heirs, and his
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successors, all right, title, and claim to the sovereignty of
the Punjab, or to any sovereign power whatever.
"All the property of the State, of whatever description
and wheresoever found, shall he confiscated to the Honorable
East India Company
"His Highness Hulleep Sing shall receive from the
Honorable East India Company, for the support of himself, his
relatives, and the servants of the State, a pension not less
than four and not exceeding five laJdis of rupees per annum." *
Lord Dalhousie said that he had taken this step be-
cause "not content with making war themselves upon the Hritish,
the Sikhs have labored to induce other states and sovereigns
in India to attack us also What I have done, I have done..
..in the honest belief that it was imperatively demanded of me
by my duty to the state." **
He then established such a strong system of -british
government and so completely disarmed the Sikhs and broke up the
power of their chiefs that when the Mutiny broke out a few years
later, the army of the Punjab could be v^ithdrawn to engage in
the seige of Delhi.
Constant complaints were received from the
Annexations British residents in Rangoon and from masters of
in Burma ships putting in there of violence and abuses
# Aitchison - TREATIES, ENGAGEMENTS, AND SUMUDS ,#LXVIII ,Page 271
*=^Iaxwell - CEtTTURY OF aiPIRE, Page 207.
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suffered from the iJurmese governor, A group of merchants wrote
in protest to Dalhousie; "Neither life nor property is safe as
the governor of Rangoon has puhlivly stated to his dependents
that he has no money to pay them for their services; and has
granted them his permission to roh the inhalDitants and to get
money as “best they can Your memorialists are here under the
provisions of the 'i'reaty of Yandatu, and heg to state, with all
due deference and respect that they claim and seek your pro-
tection," *
These complaints caused halhousie to send Qommodore
Lambert with three ships to investigate and ask redress of the
king. The latter agreed to comply with the reouest for redress
and sent a new governor to Rangoon, Lambert made the tactical
mistake of sending a junior officer to him to negotiate the
settlement promised by the king, instead of going himself. The
governor could not receive a subordinate without losing face, so
he refused to see him, Lambert did not understand the importance
to the oriental of this matter of "face", so he assumed that the
refusal indicated a cessation of negotiations and blockaded
Rangoon and also seized a ship belonging to the king. TTie Bur-
mese shore batteries fired on the British, and after a series of
ridiculous blimders, unpardonable in anyone who knew anything at
all of oriental psychology, and misunderstandings on both sides,
Lalhousie issued an ultimatum v/hich the king ignored, he then
* Quoted in hunter - MARQUESS OF DALHOUSIE, Page 110,
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sent in liritish troops.
uespite climatic conditions that had cost the lives
of hundreds in the iJ'irst i^urmese War, and the overwhelming
( nmhers of the iinrmese troops and their extraordinary courage,
the iiritish first captured the seemingly impregnable tempi e-
fort at Rangoon, and then, when the king still failed to come
to terms, carried the war up-country. After nine months of
fighting, the whole of the province of Pegu v^as annexed. I'wo
years later Palhousie added i'^agpur and dhansi, ov/ing to a failure
of heirs to their thrones. i::>everal minor native states were
acquired in the same way within a few years.
The annexation of the province of Oudh is
Annexation probably the most severely criticised act of all
of Oudh Palhousie’ s career in India, yet it is vigorously
supported by several French writers as well as by
a few English, as an act reauired both by the demands of common
humanity and by the interests of his country.
ITie province of Oudh had been guaranteed to the I'lawab
vizier, later called the King of Oudh, by Wellesley’s treaty in
,
1801 on condition that he should establish "such a system of ad-
ministration, to be carried into effect by his own officers, as
shall be conducive to the prosperity of his subjects, and be cal-
culated to secure the lives and property of the inhabitants, and
His Excellency will always advise with, and act in conformity
^ to the counsel of the officers of the said Honorable Company.” *
* Aitchison - TREATIES, ENGAGSfyCENTS, AND SIMNIIDS, #XXXIII on
page 125.
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The Kings of Oudh had always remained loyal to the
Jiritish Raj, liit they were notoriously had rulers of their own
people, about the v/orst in India, and that is saying a great
deal. They oppressed their subjects by every imaginable method
of misgovemment and added to that ingenious and unbelievable
horrors of torture, such as burying. a man up to his neck, filling
his ears with gunpowder and setting it off, in order to extract
the last possible anna from their terrified subjects, * After
twenty years of British warnings that the Kings of Oudh must
reform, an officia.1 investigation was instituted to determine
whether conditions could be as bad as they were reported. The
investigation lasted eight years, during much of that time under
the direction of General Outram, the "Bayard of India", known
as an ardent supporter of native dynasties. As a result of the
* From the report of Colonel Sleeman ouoted by Maxwell - CEN-
TURY OF aOPIRE, Pages 213, ?14,
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inYestigation, a treaty v/as prepared and presented to the king,
containing provisions that he should retain his titles and his
revenues hut that he should surrender his government to the Bri-
tish East India Company, He refused, so troops were sent to
Lucknow to take the city, hut as nohody even tried to stop them
the "war" was won hy default, and Oudh was annexed without blood-
shed,
Heanwhile Lalhousie had not forgotten the
Reforms of policies dear to his heart, of promoting the wel-
Dalhousie fare of his people. He had huilt railways, tele-
graph lines, roads through the Punjab, through Lower Hurma, and
to the Himalayas, introduced cheap postage, established primary
education in the native tongues, and education in the native
tongues and English as far as high schools and even in the uni-
versity, placed Hindu and Moslem schools under nritish super-
vision, He had opened the civil service to natives. He attempted
to attract private enterprise and capital to India by removing
restrictions on trade, by building lighthouses, harbors, and docks,
and by having marine surveys made. In the year before the Mu-
tiny, his railways carried upwards of 2,000,000 passengers. The
headquarters of the Hengal artillery was moved from Hum -Hum, in
the Delta, to Meerut; other forces were moved from the vicinity
of Calcutta to more strategic places nearer the frontier.
He had, however, offended the religious and social pre-
judices of the Indian people by again prohibiting suttee, prohi-
biting female infanticide, legalizing the remarriage of widows,
and introducing the mess system into the prisons although he
,
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knew the ohligation of each caste to cook its own food,
'fhe Indian Mutiny
The hundredth anniversary of the battle of Plassey
was dravd.ng near, end a tradition said that the centenary v/onld
mark the end of iiritish rule in India, All India was seething
v.dth "unrest end rebellion because of Dalhousie’s reforms. The
British were little prepared to resist any great rising, but why
worry? the land had seethed before, rebellions had risen and
been quelled by the local commander, Bid no one remember how
soon the revolt of the 47th x^ative Bengal Infantry at Barrackpore
had been suppressed in ^24? how quickly mutiny had faded when
Sir Hector Munro blew the ringleaders to paradise - or elsewhere-
from the mouths of his cannons? TiVhat had been done could be done
again, if need arose. Besides, many of the British officers
had served for years v/ith the same Bepoy regiment, in some cases
it was for generations, son succeeding father in the command,
V/hatever might happen in other regiments, certainly these na-
tive troops were and always would be loyal. Bo ran the general
attitude in the autumn and early winter of 1856.
The army of India was in three separate parts, the
army of the Presidency of Madras, that of Bombay, and that of
Bengal, also there was a very small body of Queens troops.
When the Mutiny came, it made very little headway with the Madras
and Bombay troops, but remained almost entirely a revolt of the
Bengalis, These consisted of about 118,000 natives and 22,000
Europeans, scattered all the way from Punjab to Burma, In the
Northv/est Provinces there were 4,179 British and 41,410 native
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soldiers; in Punja'b, 13,421 British and 42,904 native; in Oudh,
which was the chief recrtlting place for the i:>epoy afmy, there
were 993 liritish and 11,319 natives. 'I'he chief concentration
point of these forces was at Meemt, where there was a regiment
of Queen^s dragoons and one of British infantry, with one troop
and one companj^ of artillery, howhere else in all Bengal were
there so many European troops in one place.
hot only were the forces scattered, hut regimental
discipline was lax; many of the officers v/ere constantly absent
from their men; they were blocked at every turn by the govern-
ment which determined the advancement of every individual
no officer, not even the divisional general, was able to raise
the most deserving private to the rank of corporal. The Brahmin
element in the iiepoy army was a constant menace, yet he was so
fine in his appearance that the recruiting officers had long
enlisted far mpre of these high caste Hindus than Company regu-
lations permitted. About half the men in the Bengal army were
Brahmins, the rest low caste Hindus, Moslems, and Sikhs.
The religious law prohibited Brahmins from becoming
soldiers since they must not shed blood, yet the advantages
offered by the Company were so great that many enlisted as
kshatriyas or Rajpoots, the soldier caste, and submitted to
wearing leather shoes on their feet and to taking orders from
infidel officers. However "where they (the Brahmins) are really
religious, their conscientious scruples interfere with the per-
formance of half the duties which a soldier should perform,
and where otherwise, their idleness and insolence make them even
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worse servants of the state fhe strength of discipline is
materially impaired hy the reverence which the chief native
commissioned officer entertains for the rav/est recruit who may
happen to he a member of the priestly class; Whilst regi-
ments belonging to the other presidencies will cheerfully take
spade and pick-axe, and work when occasion calls for their ser-
vices, the hengal Brahmin would rather submit to any inconvenience
than contaminate his hands with the marks of labor. He is never
more, but often less, than a fighting man who has been pampered
till, as v;as natural to an Asiatic under such circumstances, he
lapsed into rebellion." *
In 1856 the government issued instructions that no
recruit should be enrolled unless he consented to serve beyond
the sea, a proof to the Hindus that their religion was endanger-
ed since no Brahmin can cross the sea without loss of caste.
ITie 34th regiment, ordered to Burma, refused, however, to embark
and vms neither forced to do so nor punished in any way for the
refusal. I'his was a serious loss of face for the British.
This incident was merely an indication of the rising
tide of insolence; the first real signs of major trouble were
reported from i>um-Bum by Captain Wright of the 70th Native In-
fantry on the 2Snd of January, 1857, He spoke of the bad feeling
roused among the soldiers by the use of the new Winfield rifle
whose cartridges, which had to be bitten off before they could
* Quoted from the ^vritings of a Mr. Mead who was in India at
the time of the Mutiny. in Eden - INDIA
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"be used, were greased with a combination of hog and beef fat, or
at least it was believed that this was the grease used, "The
belief, in this respect, has been strengthened by the behavior
of a classie attached to the magazine who, I am told, asked a ^e-
poy of the r^nd u-renadiers to supply him v/ith v/ater from his lotah.
The Sepoy refused, observing that he was not avmre of what caste
the man v;as. The classie immediately rejoined, ’You will soon
lose your caste, as ere long you will have to bite cartridges
covered with the fat of pigs and cows, ’ or words to that effect.
Some of the depot men, in conversing with me on the subject last
night, said that the report had spread throughout India, and
v/hen they go to their homes, their friends will refuse to eat
with them,” *
G-eneral Hersey, in command at mmi-Ihim, realized the
seriousness of this belief, and gave orders that each man should
supply his own grease, however the impression was firmly estab-
lished in the minds of the troops that the hritish v;ere planning
some scheme to rob them of their caste and convert them to Chris-
tianity whether they would or no. #
The nev/s spread with the mysterious rapidity which is
characteristic of the East, and almost at once it was being dis-
cussed the length and breadth of hengal. Malcontents exaggerated
the rumors and fanned ever higher the smouldering fires of mutiny.
Every concession made by the government was interpreted as a sign
Quoted in Eden - INDIA
,
Page 215,
#To the Hindu the cow is sacred, so to touch its fat was sac-
rilege; to the Moslem the pig v/as nnclean, so to touch its fat
was taboo.
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of either v/eainess or trickery*
On the 19th of J?‘ehruary native infantry broke into the
arsenals at herhampore but were overcome by the cavalry and two
guns. As a punishment, this regiment was disbanded March 30,
On the 29th of March a bepoy of the 34th h.I. at Barrackpore
seriously wounded two officers while the guard looked on, making
no effort to stop him in obedience to the command of their ;)ema-
dar, a high caste Hindu. The Sepoy and the jemadar were hanged,
and the 34th disbanded, raising the Question: "Where was the rea-
son in allowing the regiment to go scot free v/hen they refused
to embark under sailing orders, yet disbanding them v/hen the
guard permitted two officers to be assaulted?"
In May at Meerut the new cartridges v/ere issued but
were refused by the 11th and 20th lul. These bepoys were at
once court -martiailed and jailed, but the very next day they
were released by the 3rd nengal iJavalry, The infantry then
joined the cavalry in butchering all the iluropeans they could
lay their hands on in the tovm and looting and burning their
homes. After they had done all the damage they could there, the
rebels left Meerut behind, and moved on Melhi, forty miles away
across two rivers, and reached it safely, although there were in
the fort at Meerut some 2,000 European troops who might have
been used to wipe them out and with them the mutiny if the aged
general in command, hewett, had seen and taken advantage of his
opportunity. Jlov/ever, he failed to act, and the chance was gone
forever.
The mutineers had little difficulty in winning over
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the Mogul Jinperor and the native troops of the 38th, 54th, and 74th
infantry and a “battery of native artillery. Nine British soldiers
held the magazine of Delhi as long as they co'old, then “blew it
up, thus saving vast quantities of ammunition from falling into
rebel hands.
hews of the Meerut disaster and the defection of Delhi
was sent at once to the comraander-in-chief
,
tjeneral Anson, at Sim-
la. He ordered the immediate concentration of forces at Umballa,
and on May 15 arrived there himself, intending to maie an immedi-
ate attack on Delhi. Undeterred by the lack of transportation
for his army, he ordered a forced march upon the city but long
before it was reached, he was dead from cholera.
His successor. Sir Henry Barnard, continued the drive
toward Delhi, in spite of tremendous losses of lives from heat
and cholera. The troops from Meerut were advancing to meet him
under Brigadier Wilson, and forces were joined June 7, in time
to fight the rebels outside the city and drive them back within
the walls, so that the British could take up a strategic position
overlooking Delhi. Since the forces under Bamard’s command were
too few to make storming the city practicable, a siege was com-
menced which lasted for more than three months, during which re-
inforcements had been coming in from all guanters. General Bar-
nard succumbed to cholera, leaving the command to General Reed,
who lasted less than a week before his health failed so that, al-
though he did not die, he had to retire, leaving the command to
Brigadier-general Wilson.
The Mutiny had broken in all its fury on three men.
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John ColYin in the Northwest ProYinces, John Lawrence in the
Punjab, and Heniry Lawrence at Luclaiow* All three of these he-
lieved, v/ith the comraander-in-chief
,
that the capture of Delhi
woiild end the revolt. Sir John La;rrence wrote on the 13th of
iiay: "Unless Delhi and its magazine are recovered the insurrec-
tion will assuredly spread hy decisive measures at once we
should crush the mutineers and give support to the well -affected
or timid," *And ten days later he again wrote; ''My impression is
that on the approach of our troops the mutineers will either
disperse or the people of the city rise and open their gates." **
His brother. Sir Henry Lawrence wrote in that same
May week: "In a few weeks, if not days, unless Delhi be in the
interim captured, there will be one feeling throughout the army,
....Once Delhi is captured, the game will again be in our hands." #
Lord Colvin in the Northwest wrote in the same vein:
"Everything depends on the Commander-in-chief's attack A
victory at Delhi is the secret of all effect," ##
While the siege of Delhi dragged on, Colvin and Henry
Lawrence were having troubles of their own. Neither one was in
communication v/ith the commander or v/ith each other, although
each could get an occasional message through to John Lawrence
in the Ponjab during the early days, but even this was soon out
off. At Agra Colvin had 42,000 rebel soldiers and to oppose
* Bosworth-Sraith - LIFE OF LORD LAWRENCE, Vol. II, Page 15.
** Idem. Vol, II, Page 33.
# Colvin - JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN, Page 179.
iHr Idem. Page 179
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them a hattery of six g\ms with native drivers and 655 raw re-
cruits, just out from home, lie endeavored to utilize the native
Hindu states and to enlist their sympathies against the Moslem
Delhi emperor, he placed the “belt of districts around Agra
under martial law, and disarmed the native soldiers in the city
hut the whole of his authority collapsed because in his provinces
the Sepoys were at home, they had weapons of their own, they v^ere
favored or feared hy the entire population. So district after
district went; all that he could do was to guard the fort at
Agra which he had provisioned fpr a six months siege, and in
which the whole European and loyal native population had tal:en
refuge, here he died, not loioviing the fate of Delhi or of his
fellow governors, the Lawrences,
Sir John Lawrence was in a comparatively safe posi-
tion, ^Our people being viithout arms has been doubtless the main
cause of our success. The Sildis have a traditional hatred of
Delhi, and most of the Muhammedans do not sympathize with his
Imperial Majesty," he reported, *
Meanwhile the hritish were gathering strength outside
the walls of Delhi, At length there were enough men there to
have hope of success, so September 14 the assault on the city
was ordered, and after terrific fighting, it fell. The casualty
list gives a vague idea of the fierceness of that fighting. Of
less than 10,000 under Wilson in the engagement, 1,135 were
* Colvin - JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
,
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reported as killed or woimded; as to the ntunher of rebels who
fell, nothing is known with any certainty, but it is recorded that
the isritish soldiers showed no mercy in their reprisals for the
massacre of their fellow Europeans at Meerut and (Jawnpore. The
Enperor was taken prisoner and lodged safely in the palace where
he was held until he could be removed to Rangoon to spend the
remainder of his life there as a state prisoner. The Emperor
lived, but two of his sons and a grandson, his heir, were taken
prisoner by the same officer who had captured him, and murdered
in cold blood.
In Calcutta, Lord Canning, the governor-general, was
doing all that he could to secure additional European troops to
send to the relief of the up-country cities, but his efforts in
that direction met with little success. Reports of mutiny and
massacre sent to England all through the summer got no action
from the government although Queen Victoria implored them to do
something. Parliament was economizing so could not appropriate
the extra money that it would cost to send out soldiers to put
down the rebellion. There seems to have been a feeling among
the members of Parliament that this v/ar was entirely a matter
for the Company to handle. Canning made a serious error when
he accepted, then rejected, then accepted again the use of sever-
al thousand Churkas from hepal. These Churkas v^ere the one foe
the Sikhs feared, and the one Asiatic soldier that would fight
the Sepoys purely for the satisfaction of killing them, Ey the
time that Lord Canning finally made up his mind that he did want
them, they had been weakened by disease which had struck them
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heavily in their three passages through the jimgle "between their
hills and the (ranges, and the massacre at (Jawnpore which they
might have prevented had taken place.
At the holy city of henares, European forces arrived
before the rising broke out, but it was discovered that the 37th
had planned to act that very night. Accordingly the i^ri-
tish officers decided to disarm them before they could rise; but
while the men were lined up on parade, before the disarming
could be completed, firing began from the natives, to be answer-
ed by liritish artillery that mowed them down mercilessly until
they broke and fled, and iienares was saved.
The story at Allahabad was more tragic, at least for
the iiritish. Here there was not a single European soldier ex-
cept the arsenal guards when the news of the mutiny came in,
iTiis was one of the most important places in Hengal, since it
stood at the junction of the Jumna and the (ranges, and contained
a very great store of munitions in its arsenal. In desperation,
sixty old artillerymen, all invalids, were brought up from (^hunar
to hold the fort. The native infantry protested their absolute
loyalty to the J^ritish Raj, and begged to be led against the
wicked rebels at Helhi, Encouraged by the loyalty of at least
one Sepoy regiment, the Hritish officers retired, only to be
surprised by a rising of the troops who managed to murder
seventeen of them before they could take refuge in the fort
that they must hold at any cost, on account of the arsenal.
They did succeed in holding the fort, but every European outside
its walls was butchered, the whole countryside was pillaged and
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burned. The destruction and carnage was kept up for over two
weeks, until the arrival of reinforcements under Uolonel Neill,
v;ho not only relieved the siege of the fort, "but also showed the
re'bels what the i^ritish could do when they were really roused,
he routed the natives and slaughtered so many of them that it
was said it took three months to pick the dead "bodies off the
trees where he had had them hung, the dreadful fruit of British
vn:’ath
.
The massacre at Cavmpore was, in some respects, the
most av/ful event of the war, the crowning horror of this cham-
ber of horrors. In that city Sir hugh V/heeler had 3,000 Sepoys,
less than 200 British soldiers, and all the wives and children
in his charge of a British regiment recently sent to Lucknow,
There were also in his charge many military stores and a full
treasury. The commander, fearing an oufbreak here, fortified
the space around the military hospitals, since here alone v/as
water availa'ble, and provisioned it for a refuge fnrr l,f^no per-
sons for a month. On the 4th of June the expected mutiny came;
the city was ‘burned, the treasury was looted, the refugees “be-
sieged v/ithin their earthworks. Luring the three weeks of the
siege, the firing from the re'bels was almost constant, the heat
was intense, pestilence was ever threatening on account of the
entire a'bsence of sanitation and the many decaying “bodies of
men and “beasts, and as a culminating agony, there were the flies,
millions of them crawling and “buzzing over the living and the
dead. Outside the enclosue Nana Sahi“b was torturing to death
any unfortunate iiiuropean who came vathin his fiendish clutches.
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On Jime 27 a messenger from I'iana ^aJiil promised safe conduct to
Allahalad to all v/ho would lay down their arms. Little as the
general trusted him, there was nothing left that he could do to
save his people, so the terms were accepted and the half-dead
remnant of the thousand who had tahen refuse there three weeks
"before struggled down to the ghats to emhark for Allahabad and
safety. But there was no safety. Hardly were they on hoard the
boats than the boatmen threw av/ay the oars and set the thatched
deck coverings on fire, then fled to the shore from which Bepoys
hidden all along the banks shot down the helpless victims. i?’ew
escaped to tell the av/ful tale.
But there was more to the massacre of Cavmpore. Back
in the town, Hana held several hundred prisoners as hostages.
V/hen he learned that Havelock had at last managed to fight his
v/ay through and vms approaching the city, he had these slaugh-
tered so that when the British troops entered the tragic "House
of Massacre" they literally waded through blood, the blood of
their fellow countrymen, or rather of fellow-countrywomen and
children.
In LuCiOiow, Sir Henry Lavn?ence attempting to auell a
rebel force outside the city, v/as ambushed and driven back into
the Residency with all the European population of the place,
nesieged for months, Lawrence v/as killed in the ea.rly days,
hut nine hundred Europeans v/ith seven hundred loyal natives
endured disease ,v/ounds, the rains, plague of flies, and the
stench of decaying flesh. Beath stalked the enclosure day and
night, but still the gallant defenders held on. Here was to be
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!• ±5enares
2. J)elhi
3* Lucknow
4, Cawnpore
5, Calcutta
6, Meerut
7. Agra
8, Berhampore
9 . Bum-Bum
10.
Barrackpore
11. Allahalad
no Cawnpore. It was in July that v/ord reached them that Havelock
was on his v/ay from Cav/npore, that city of horror, to relieve
them; it was September 25 that he was able to enter the Besiden-
cy after hours of the fiercest fighting that the Mutiny had seen.
Imagine the Joy that must have filled the hearts of the desperate
survivors of the siege when at last they saw the long awaited red
coats actually inside the enclosure. But Joy was short lived;
before another day had passed, the Residency was again besieged
by the rebels; the gallant advance of Havelock and Outram had
been in vain, they had been added, v/ith their men, to the pri-
soners of Lucknow and there v/as nothing they could do; nothing
but to endure and to wait, to v;ait through endless vreeks of age-
long days until nev/ reinforcements could be sent from somev/here
to again save the city which, it seemed, could not be saved,
i’ar away the bagpipes v/ere skirling; Sir Colin Camp-
bell had been appointed commander-in-chief and was coming to save
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an empire as well as the heleaguered men, v/omen, and children
in Lucknow. It was on the 16th of Hovemher that he directed
the assault on the city. The slaughter on "both sides was great,
no quarter was given or asked, hut eventually the insurgents
v/ere swept away and Lucknow v/as again relieved, this time per-
manently.
After this it was a matter of time until the ±>ritish
victory should he complete; although there yet remained months
of pursuit of rebel hands, vrar in Oudh, death for many before
peace should come, the ultimate result was inevitable.
In Oudh and Rohilikhand the entire population had
joined the mutinous Sepoys, here alone of all the districts
was the rising one of a nation. Sir Colin Campbell, with the
aid of Jang Bahadurl of Nepal and his c-hurkas, carried on the
v/ar for months, slowly but steadily reducing town after town,
fort after fort, until the last rebel was taken prisoner or was
a fugitive beyond the frontiers. Then Britain was supreme.
Lessons of the Mutiny
Britain was to continue for many years more to rule
the great empire so hardly won and dearly held, but the Honor-
able Company was through. i?‘rom now on, it must be the British
government itself that was to control affairs in the East. The
ano'ft^alous situation by which a trading company ruled an empire
ten times as large in area and in population as c-reat Britain
itself must not go on. At last the British government was for-
ced to believe that what Robert Clive had said almost exactly a
century before was true, and to follov/ the advice that he had
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given at that time. "So large a sovereignty may he an object
too extensive for a mercantile company; and it is to he feared
that they are not of themselves able, without the nation^ s as-
f
si stance, to maintain so v^ide a dominion I submit
it to your consideration whether the design...,be worthy of
the G-ovemnent^s tailing it in hand,"
Creation of the Empire of India
Government of Even before the liutiny was over, the
India Bill #1 aroused British Parliament had begun to dis-
cuss the matter of assuming the government
of India completely. The administration had long since ceased
to be under the Company as it had been in the days of 'barren
Hastings; a hoard of Directors, nominated partly by the stock-
holders and partly by the Crown did sit in Leadenhall Street in
the old East India House to give general directions for the
government of India, but the parliamentary hoard of Control had
the right of reviewing and revising the decisions of the Com-
pany; the Crown had the right to appoint the governor-general
and the Company had the right to recall him. Certainly this
double system of govemment had nothing to justify its continued
existence. So, early in 1858, Lord Palmerston introduced before
a committee of the whole (the House of Commons in secret session)
a proposal of the cabinet that the authority of the Company be
transferred formally and absolutely to the Crown. Before this
)
* Robert Clive’s letter to Pitt, January 7,1759, cuoted by
Malcolm - LIFE OF LORD CLIVE, Page 122,
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proposal, rewritten in the form of a hill, could he passed his
ministry was defeated so the hill died then and there.
(j-ovemment of V/hen Lord Derby sncceeded Palmerston, he
)
India hill brought a hill for the better government of
India before the House of Commons at once,
India Bill #2, hut its provisions v/ere so absurd that they have
been a bad example of legislative stupidity ever since. Deed-
less to say, the bill had no support from the House or the
Country and was withdrawn before it reached its second reading.
To avoid the defeat of the new ministry,
Government of Russell proposed that the Commons should draw
India Bill #3 up a series of resolutions pertaining to the
government of India on which the majority
conJLd agree, then a bill, based on these resolutions, was pre-
sented before them as India Bill #3 and passed August 3,1858, *
By its terms the British government assumed complete responsibi-
lity for the administration of India; the sovereignty of the
Queen v/as to be represented in the cabinet by a Secretary of
State for India, assisted by a Council of fifteen, seven nominated
by the directors of the Company from their own body, eight by
the Grown; vacancies were to be filled alternately by Grown and
Council (later this was amended so that all vacancies v;ere filled
by the Crown); the title of governor-general was raised to that
of vice-roy; appointments to civil service, engineers, and ar-
D
* McCarthy - HISTORY OF OUR OWH TIMES, Vol.II, Page 110
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tillery v;ere to le through competitive examinations; the Indian
navy was abolished; the Indian army was amalgamated with the
array of Her Majesty.
l^ovenraer 1, 1858 a durbar was held at Allahabad to
proclaim to the people that Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, had
assumed the government of India and promised to all men v/ithin
her dominions justice and religious toleration, iihe granted
amnesty to all mutineers except those guilty of murder, and was
graciously pleased to appoint to represent her person in India
a Viceroy. Cheers from the assembled crowds greeted the announce-
ment. So passed the military and political functions of the
Honorable Company as its trading function had already passed.
In 1877, to gratify the pride of her Indian subjects.
Queen victoria assumed the title haisar-i-Hind, that is iiinpress
of India. It was a gesture most pleasing to the oriental love
of pomp and dignity.
The Fate of the Honorable Comuanv
With the passing of its political and military powers
the Company existed only to receive payments on its capital and
to distribute dividends on its stock, those dividends of 10
guineas on each 100 of stock that were guaranteed by the govern-
ment in 183^5. The old East India House in Leadenhall Street
was sold v/ith all its furnishings in 1861, end tom dovm the
next year, i'inally on the 15th of May, 1873, the directors
passed a resolution to dissolve the Company altogether as from
June 1, 1874.
Heedless to say, a world that had seen the East In-
dia Company for two and a half centuries creating and ruling an
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empire, did not see it pass out of India and out of existence
without some regrets and misgivings. These are well summed up
hy John Stuert Mill in his "Essay on Representative l^ovemment".
"It has been the destiny of the government of the East India
Company to suggest the true theory of the government of a
semi-harharous country hy a civilized country, and after having
done this, to perish. It would he a singular fortune if, at
the end of two or three more generations, this speculative
result should he the only remaining fruit of our ascendency
in India; if posterity should say of us, that having stumbled
accidentally upon better arrangements than our wisdom would
ever have devised, the first use we made of our awakened
reason was to destroy them, end allow the good which had been
in the course of being realized to fall through and be lost,
from ignorance of the principles on which it depended." *
Summary of the Achievements of the Company
In its two and a half centuries of existence, the
British East India Company rose from being merely the private
venture of a few enterprising merchants to a gigantic corpora-
tion of immense political power, with its own governors, army,
and navy. Erom being a small trading concern with a struggling
commerce among the East Indian Islands, it extended its trade,
and by so doing that of al}. Englishmen, to India, Japan, and
* John Stuaft Mill - ESSAY ON REPRESENTATIVE GOVSRNI'.rENT, Page 364.
Note - it is just sixty-one years since the East India Com-
pany Directors voted to dissolve; is this the end of the two
or three generations when all that is to remain of the empire
built by the Company v:ill be speculative theory of government?
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China, i'rom holding a fev/ factories in the IJast in scattered
places, it progressed nntil it had created a i>ritish empire in
India. The factors v/ho went out in those first East Indiamen
sowed the seeds who harvest (of good and ill} England has "been
reaping even to this present day. And through its life, the
isritish government, vrhenever it was in need, squeezed money
from the Company treasury, impressed its men, and "borrowed its
ships to protect home shores,
"Y/ith all its failings, tne East India Company still
remains in history as the most amazingly powerful trading con-
cern w'hich the world has ever seen. Like many other "big propo-
sitions, it "began in a small way, "but it acquired for us that
vast continent which is the envy of all the great powers of the
world today." *
* Chatterton - THE OLD HAST niDIAIIHIT
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THE BRITISH EAST IlTDIA COI^IPMY
A Comprehensive Stunmary.
Far down the dim corridor of the years, the Jiritish
East India Company had its inception in the mercantile theory
and in the custom of establishing associations among traders
in order that they might do business with greater profit and
safety.
Portugal and Holland preceded England in the East
India trade, but v;ith the growing sense of national pride and
enterprise in the days of irood Queen Bess, the traders and
adventurers of the country could no longer bear to see them-
selves barred from the profits and excitement of this com-
merce by nations whom they considered their inferiors, so a
group of London gentlemen and merchants secured a charter of
incorporation as "The Govemors and Company of the Merchants
Trading unto the East Indies."
For the first century, the Company struggled to gain
and maintain a most precarious hold on the island trade,
hampered at every turn by its rivals, the Butch. IVhen that
failed, it reluctantly transferred its activity and interest
to the mainland of India. Here a few scattered factories were
established and then one bit of land, iviadras, passed into its
actual possession. This was the little acorn from v/hich the
great oa3c grew.
Bo less dangerous to the gro^vth and prosperity of
the Company than the opposition of the Butch was the activity
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of free traders, called "interlopers", who stole the Company's
trade and embroiled it with native rulers v/ho blamed the more
or less respectable John Company for the various misdeeds of
these other Englishmen,
At home the opposition was no less bitter than was
that in the East. Political and commercial enemies and rivals
did all that they could to discredit it and to take away its
trade monopoly. Eventually this opposition led to the charter-
ing of a "New Company" which was intended to supersede the "Old
Company", but which, instead, amalgamated with it, i'his union
of the two gave new rights and privileges, supported by act of
Parliament instead of being dependent merely upon the whim of
a king; although, at that, it was cheaper to buy up royal
support than it was to buy Parliament, as the Company fonnd
when every renewal of its charter had to be secured at the cost
of a "loan" to the state.
The 18th century marked the decline of the Dutch
power and the rise of the rivalry between England and Prance.
The period from 1748 to 1765 is essentially the era of Clive.
In it he destroyed Prench influence in India and established the
British supremacy on the east coast from Calcutta to Madras,
and transformed the Company from a trading association to a
sovereign power by assuming the government of Bengal for the
British East India Company. This led, in time, to the substi-
tution of a British for a Mogul overlord.
The political powers of the Company and the consti-
tution of Indian government were derived from Lord North’s
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Regulating Act of 1773, i^ext Pitt’s India Act estalDlished a
Jioard of Control in London and strengthened the supremacy of
J^engal over the other presidencies. The renewal of the charter
in 1813 abolished the monopoly rights in the Indian trade and
forced the Company to turn the lion’s share of its attention
to the better government of the people of India. An act of
1833 finally did av^ay with the trade entirely and left it
only political and military functions.
During the nineteenth century, the territory included
in Anglo -India was gradually increased, in spite of Maratha
opposition, both by govemors-general who believed in expansion
and by those who did not, until it included the greater part
of India proper and most of western or Lower Burma.
This century saw the establishment of western edu-
cation in India, the building of railway and telegraph lines,
the institution of a postal system, suppression of banditry and
of thuggee, and numerous other reforms. It also saw the aboli-
tion of practices sacred to the native, evil as they might appear
to the western mind - such practices as suttee and female infan-
ticide and perpetual widov/hood with its consequent practical
enslavement of the widow.
In 1857-58 came the Sepoy Mutiny, which threatened
the very existence of British dominion in India. Although it
was quelled, the Mutiny sealed the fate of the British Sast
India Company after a life of more than two hundred and fifty
years. Before it was over, the administration of the government
of India was transfered to the Crown from the Company, and India
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became a i^ritish dominion, to "be raised later to the status of
Empire when, in 1877, Queen Victoria was made i^inpress of India.
Three years "before this event, John Company which no
longer had any reason for continuing, since all of its functions,
trading, political, and military, has been taken away, passed
quietly out of existence, its death scarcely noted hy a world
which had once hated, envied, or admired it. iiut the empire
which it created still stands although - a hundred years from
Plassey to the Mutiny, a hundred years from the iiutiny to,
what?
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By (f)t AoVh jp t 5
C Supposed to Be Child, hence so listed
Printed for Robert Loulter at the Turk*!
Head by T.J. 1681
Read in full, an excellent presentation
of the case for the Company. i
Chirol, Sir Valentine India
Charles Scribner *s Sons
Hew York 19R6
Read those parts that deal v/ith the
Company fully.
Chirol, Sir Valentine The Occident and the Orient
University of Chigago Press
I
Chicago 19 R4 I'
Essay on the British experiment in Indi^,
read in ftill, !
Colvin, Sir Auckland John Russell Colvin, last Lieutenant-
Oovemor under the Company,
Clarendon Press
Oxford 1895
Read in full, very good
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B - VII
Cunninghsm, V/illiam G-rov^th of English Industiy end. Com-
merce.
Part I - Mercantile System
Part II - Laissez Faire
The University Press
Cambridge 1896
Not all deals v/ith this subject, but paijts
that apply are very good.
B’Avenant, Charles * Political and Commercial Writings
Knap ton
London 1699
Read in full as I like these old-time
economic discussions.
Low, Alexander, Lieutenant-Colonel in the Company's Service,
History of Hindustan, translated from
the Persian of Ferischtah.
First published 1772.
A. Wilson, Wild Court
London 1803
New Edition
Read fully in Vol. II.
Lutt, Roraesh Chunder The Civilization of India
J.M.Lent and Sons
London 1900
Read substantially
Lutt, Romesh Chunder Economic History of British India.
Kegan faul, Trench, Trubner and Co
London 1902
Read substantially
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B- VIII
Dutt, Romesh Chunder Snglend and India
Chatto and V/indus
London 1897
Read in full
Eden, Charles H, India
Llarcns Ward and Co.
67 & 68 Chandos iitreet and Royal Ulster
V/orks.
London and Belfast 187 6
Chapters 16 to 20 read in fnll,
Edmimdson, George Anglo -Butch Rivalry Luring the First
Half of the Seventeenth Century,
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1911
Much deals \Yith fisheries and Spitzherg^
rivalry, hut what there is on the east-
ern is good,
Eldridge, Frank Reed, Jr, Trading with Asia,
B, Appleton & Co,
New York 1921
Chapters IX and XIV
Elphinstone jMontstuart *?- Histoi-y of India,
E,B, Coveil
London 1874
Those chapters in which he speaks of
India in the years when he vms helping m^pce
its history are primary, others not.
Read substantially
,
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,
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B - IX
Elphinstone,
Evelyn, John
Ferischtah,
Forrest, G.W
lilontstuart Rise of British Pov/er in the East.
John Murray
London 1874
Read substantially, the two hooks hy th
3
same author give some duplication, hut
it is v/orth while to use both.
* Diary.
M, Walter Dunne, Publisher
Washington and London undated.
Read fully and often, but not in con-
nection with this paper. Listed here
because I have quoted one o£ his entri
EiL.C, History of Hindustan,
Translated from the Persian by Alexan-
der Dow. Persian title not given,
probably because Persian characters
cannot be reproduced in English type.
First published in English 1772,
New Edition
A. Wilson, V/ild Court,
London 1803,
Vol, II read rather fully,
.
- Warren Hastings.
Government of India Record Office
Office of the ^Superintendent of Gov^t
Printing. Calcutta 1892.
Read fully.
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B- X
Foster, W. The English Factories in India. 9 Vol.
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1915
Used to check other hooks, much documentation,
Frazer, R.W. British India
G-.P.Putnam* s Sons
New York 1897
Read suhstautially
,
pretty well duplicated
material found elsewhere, yet some exceller
t
material not printed in the other hooks,
G-leig, George Robert Memoirs of the Life of the Right
Honorable Warren Hastings,
Bently
London 1841
Read rather completely as an interesting
contradiction to nurke’s view.
Grier, Sydney C, Letters of Warren Hastings to his Wife.
Blackvvood
London and Edinburgh 1905,
Really much more than the title would implj .
Hallam, Henry The Constitutional History of England from
the Accession of Henry vll to the Leath
of George II. Vol. Ill
Wells and Lilly
,
Court Street
Boston 18?9
From the second London Edition,
I have had to study the London edition of
this.
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B- XI
Hastings, Warren * Minutes of v/hat was offered By Warren
Hastings, Esq, at the har of the house
of Gonmions, "nd edition.
Printed for J, Behrett, opposite
Burlington House, Piccadilly.
London MDCCLXXXVI
Read fully, to get his ov/n story.
Hedges, Sir William ^'llie Diary of William Hedges, Esq., dull-
ing his Regency in Bengal, 1681-1687
Printed for the Hakluyt Society
London 1887-1889
Read fully, although very detailed.
Because the account is so human.
Herbert, Edward Lord of CherBury Life and Reign of king
Henry the Eighth,
Printed By Andr, Clark for F, Hartyn,
S, Meame, and H. Herringman, and are
to Be sold in St. Paul’s Church -yard.
Little Britain and the Lew-Exchange
London MDCLXXII
Excellent for Background,
Hodson, W.R.S, *Tv/elye of a Soldier’s Life in India.
Ticknor and Fields
Boston MDCCCLX
Read fully, the story told By the man
who killed the heirs of the Mogul
anperor.
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,.fi9iI‘?^sX) xioY d:?^3JodfLp
• ..laim/rf ob t/to'onoa orf^ Q?.iJAobQ
r,nW lo fine —
TixrdieiiO lo frici frotwES
, '>*';rX'tr!
•'. 3Ci«X0 ,tI>nA. \;ci' bod'ir.trfS;
Q'lR .^.^3
,orrr."f>
9T\rLp!lr!<5:~?.'e-: en^ bn^ rriad'l'rf^ sX^tX^i
ti.:aJOciu noSftoJ
. 'xo^ :^.^^XXe5x5I.
.oifni iTi 9T:i>I E’-ieifiloi a to e-K)«Y
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XIOOOCIxx rtot'jOLi
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H\mter, Sir W.V/. A History of isritish India.
Lodge History of J^Jations Series, vol,&.
P.F. Collier
i'«ew York 1928
j
First published 1881 ,
Read fully, about the best short history
and readable.
Hunter, Sir W.W, l.iarauess of Halhousie
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1890
Read fully, very good.
Hutton, Rev. W.H, The Marquess Wellesley, K.O.
Clarendon Press
Oxford 1893
Read fully, good,
Ilbert, Sir Courtenay Peregrine The Government of India.
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1898
,
also 1922
Best place for summaries of provisions
* of various charters. Has reprints of
1600 charter and some others as an
appendix.
Jones, Miss M.E.Moncton - Warren Hastings in Bengal.
Clarendon Press
Oxford 1918.
Interesting and fair.
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Kaim,Shafaat Ahmed The Sast India Trade in the Seven-
teenth Century,
Himphrey Milford
Oxford University Press
London 19? 3
Read snhstanti ally.
Karr, W.S.S, Charles Cornwallis,
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1890
Read fully.
Karr, ViT.S.S. *Selections from the Calcutta G-azettes
1789-1797.
Published under the sanction of the
Government of India,
O.T. Cutter, Military Orphan Press
Calcutta 1865
[
A collection of reprints of the issues of
the Calcutta Gazette, read very fully.
|
Lane-|Poold,StaJil-ey Aurangzih, a History of European
|
I
Settlements 1500-1765
The Clarendon Press
I
Oxford 1893
Read fully.
|
Lawson, Sir Charles The Private Life of Warrei^astings
j
Swan, Sonnenschein and Co,
i
1
London 1895
Read substantially. i
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f
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i
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Lee-V/amer, Sir William The Native States of India.
International Quarterly
Burlington, Vt. September 1902,
Read in full,
lyaJLl, Sir Alfred Rise and Expansion of British Dominion
in India,
Charles Scribner’s Sons
New York 1893
Read substantially,
Lyall, Sir Alfred ^Varren Hastings.
Macmillan and Co,
London 1889
Read in full.
Macaulay, Thomas Babington History of England.
Phillips, Samson & Co,
Boston 1858
Only those parts dealing vrith India read
at this time although the whole book is
familiar ground.
MacFarlane, Charles History of British India ,
G, Routledge & Co. Farringdon Street
London 1858
Read substantially,
Malcolm, Sir John Life of Robert, Lord Clive. Memoirs.
John Murray, Albemarle Street
London 1836
Read fully, an especially good biography
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i5- XV
Malleson, Colonel C.B. Dnpleix
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1890
Read fully.
Lalleson, Colonel O.B. *The Indian A.utiny.
beeley & Co.
London 1891
Read fully, a soldier’s story of the
Mutiny.
Malleson, Colonel C.B. Life of the Marquess V/ellesley, K.G.
V/.H. Allen & Co. 13 Waterloo Place
Pall Mall
,
S.W.
London 1889.
Read fully.
Mal3nies, Gerard *The Can]cer of England’s Commonv/ealth.
Puhlisher’s name gone,
dold By Thomas Clark at the iSouth-
entrance of the Royal Exchange.
on 16!D1
The hook was very hard to read Because
it was in such poor condition on ac-
count of old age, But it vms interestiiig
as Background,
Markham, Sir Clements RoBert * The Voyages of air James
Lancaster,
Hakluyt Society
London 1877
Edited 1877 , actually contemporary
account. Read in Jull,
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I-Iaxwell, Sir Her^bert A Century of Empire,
Lo IV 3o I o<^
Read as far as accounts of empire in
India are given, not the rest of it.
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McCarthy, Justin History of our own Times •
Belford, Clarke & Co.
Chicago and i\iew York 1887
Chapters on India only.
Mill, James History of Hritish India. 8 Vol.
James Madden, 8 Leadenhall street
London, MDCCCLVIII
It is necessary in studying the history
of the Company to refer constantly to
this work .
Mill, John Stuart * Considerations of Representative
Government. Hetter knov/n as "Essay on
Representative Government".
Harper Brothers, Publishers
Franlclin Square
New York 186S,
I have studied this essay before so I
knew it ended v;ith a paragraph I wanted
to ouote. That one Paragraph was all I
read this time.
Minto ,i;lina Countess of Life and Letters of Sir Gilbert
Elliot, First Earl of Minto.
Longmans, Green Co.
London 1874
Not as good as the other biographies I
used, or perhaps I did not like the
man as well
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Muir, Ramsey Mailing of liritish India.
University Press
Manchester 1915
I
//ould have "been of more use if I had not
already read so much hy other v/riters.
Mnn, Thomas *51ngland*s Treasure hy her Porraign Trade .
I
Printed hy J.G. for Thomas Clark, and are t(j>
he sold at his 3hop at the tSouth iihtrance o:t
i
the Royal Exchange.
|
I
London 1664
j
Interesting, he agrees fairly well v/ith
|
narhon.
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Murray,Hugh Historical and Descriptive Account of Hritishj
India. 1
G. and J. Harper, 8^ Cliff Street
London 183^
Read rather fully.
Holan,Dr, S.H. History of British Empire in India and
the East.
James S. Virtue, City Road and Ivy Lane
1
London undated
Cursory reading.
Oriental Navigator * New Directions for ^Sailing to and
I
from the East Indies, China, and Hev; Hol-
land.
Library c;j.osed while I v;as reading this,
before I could get it again withdra;vn fron;
circulation for repairs if possible. Did
not get name of publisher nor date, but it
was early 17th century. Card catalogue
does not give information v/antdd.nook I
was good. 1
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Palgrave, R.H.I. Dictionary of Political Sconomy. 3 vol,
kacnillan O'o.
London 1894-1899
Article on '-Interlopers" only.
Pamphleteer * Printed hy A.J.Valpey
Tooke’s Court, O'hancery Lane
London 1813
i
vol. II. 7r6 . Report of the Committee of I
Correspondence of the 3ast India
Company, on the Claims of the
Outports.
m. hints of the present state of
the Question, .. .relative to the
Renev/al of the hast India com-
pany's Charter,
77
^8 . Remarks on the Evidence. .. .on
h.I.Co's. Affairs.
j
Pepys, Samuel * Diary and correspondence
Digelow, Jbrov/n & Co., Inc
ITew York undated I
Read thoroughly and often, hut listed here
simply because I have quoted from it several !
times,
Roberts, ijrederick Sleigh * Forty-one years in India.
Longmans, creen & Co.
Dew York 1900
Cursory reading although it was interesting.
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RoBinson, F.P^
Seeley, J.R* -
Smith, G-eorge
Smith, Vincent
Stevens, Henry
The Trade of the Hast Indis Gorapany from
1709-1813,
The University Press
Camhridge 1912
Largely statistical, nsefiil hut not
interesting,
- iiixpansion of England,
Roberts brothers
Loston 1883
Read only in parts, most of it not con-
cerned with India.
— ilvelve Indian statesmen.
John Murray, Albemarle Street
London 1897
Read for those men not covered better in
Rulers Of India Series.
A. The Oxford History of India
Second edition
Clarendon Press
Oxford 1923
Rather good, although not as well written
as some.
of Vermont * The Dawn of British Trade to
the Hast Indies as recorded in the Court
Minutes of the East India Company,1599-
1663.
Henry Stevens and Son
115 St, Martin’s Lane
London MDCCCLXXXVI
Read thoroughly
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Temple, Sir Richard Lord Lawrence
MacLiillan Co,
New York 1889
Read fully
Thurloe, John, Esq, * A Collection of State Papers from
1638 to the Restoration of King Charles II
Printed for the Executor of the late Mr,
Fletcher Cyles, Thomas V/oodward, at the
Half-Mo on, "between the Temple -Gates in
Fleet Street, and Charles LaTis, in Pateij'-
noster Rov/,
London MDCCXLII
Read here and there where there v/as
mention of the eastern trade,
Tilby, A.W, The English People Overseas,
Houghton Mifflin Co,
Boston 191S
Most of it not concerned with India.
Trotter, B.J, V/arren Hastings
The Clarendon Press
Oxford 1890
Read fully.
Usher, Abbott Payson Introduction to the Industrial
History of England,
Houghton Mifflin Co,
Boston 19S0
Have studied it as a text-book.
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Williamson, J.A. Short History of British Expansion
Macmillan and Co. Ltd,
New York 1931
Second Edition.
I read this carefully Because it was
suggested
,
hut the author depends so
much on Hunter as the source of his
material that it seems like little
more than a review.
Yeats, John The Golden Gates of Trade.
George Philip and Son
32 Fleet Stree E.C.
London undated
No good hut the title.
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